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ABSTRACT
Hidden in Plain Sight: Young Black Women, Place, and Visual Culture
Laura Krystal Porterfield
Doctor of Philosophy
Temple University, 2013
Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Rickie Sanders, Ph.D.
Hidden curriculum scholars have long since recognized the function of the
visual in shaping the educational experiences of youth. Scholars have noted that the
hidden curriculum of schooling has functioned as a primary socialization mechanism
to reproduce capitalism, the state, gender, racial, and class-based inequalities. Today,
urban high school spaces present both invisible and visible curricula that are shaped
not only by the many images that comprise a school’s visual culture, but also by the
wider visual landscape. This is of particular import for working-class young Black
women who are often framed and seen as social and economic problems within the
discourse on urban schools/urban school failure. This discourse teaches. It is taught in
and through the everyday visual texts, spaces, and places young Black women
navigate to the point that the discourse linking Black femaleness, poverty, and failure
becomes natural/normal. It is normalized to the point that it becomes “hidden in
plain sight.”
The simultaneous transparency and invisibility of knowledge presents urban
educators concerned about the Black girl and other youth of color with three
intersecting problems. First, the educative role of the visual has been underexplored
in the research literature on urban schools/urban schooling. Second, within the
context of urban schools, we do not know enough about if and or how the educative
role of the visual shapes young Black women’s relationship with teaching and
iii

learning. Third, we do not know if or how the contentious relationship between
visual learning inside and visual learning outside of school shapes young Black
women’s relationship with education as a formal institution and or a process.
Given these three intersecting problems, this dissertation project centers on
examining the educative impacts of place, visual culture, and design in an effort to
fill the gap in the scholarship regarding this portion of the educational experiences of
young Black women. Using visual ethnography and discourse analysis as primary
methods, I engage a group of five primary student participants who attend a nontraditional, design-focused science and technology magnet school where they are one
of the largest student cohorts. “Einstein 2.0” is an instance of a progressive, nonnormative, small learning community that is attentive to the power of the visual in
shaping the teaching and learning experiences, especially for youth of color. In this
way, it is a case that can help us better understand the challenges, opportunities, and
complexities of harnessing the visual in the urban school context.
In this study I argue that by creating a safe and emotionally engaging
environment that rejects using punitive disciplinary frameworks and pseudofactory/pseudo-prison design, Einstein’s visual and school culture gave rise to an
increased sense of emotional readiness for both producing and receiving knowledge
that stands in sharp contrast to the more traditional ways urban schools often
approach managing and controlling its student(s’) body(ies). Given the increased role
of the visual in shaping teaching and learning for youth in the 21st century urban
context and the persistent link between young Black women and urban
educational/societal failure, having the emotional readiness to deal with these
iv

challenges is crucial to their self-definitions (Collins, 2000) and internal motivation to
reject and or exceed societal expectations. Using Einstein’s approach to visual and
organizational culture as a model, I make specific recommendations for educators
tasked with or concerned about creating engaging school spaces for young Black
women and other youth of color. These recommendations demand further attention
to the ways that the visual, spatial, and emotional interact to contour the educational
experiences and consumption practices of youth in urban America today.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge as Visual
There’s an awful lot of hype around ‘the visual’ these days. We’re often told
that we now live in a world where knowledge as well as many forms of
entertainment are visually constructed, and where what we see is as
important, if not more so, than what we hear or read. (Rose, 2007)
This excerpt from Gillian Rose’s (2007) Visual Methodologies echoes the
importance of the visual in the twenty-first century. Her assertion that knowledge has
become more and more visual, particularly in light of what David Harvey (1989)
calls the flexible, consumption-driven organization of capitalism in postmodernity, is
provocative. Schools are highly visual places, students learn as much if not more
from what they see around them everyday, in and out of schools, than what is
formally taught in classrooms. In the twenty-first century, the flexible, consumptiondriven organization of capitalism is omnipresent through the many images that
comprise a school’s visual culture. The composition of a school’s visual culture is
important because it reveals how “(schools) work when no one is looking” (Morgan,
1997, in Prosser, 2007, p. 13).
Students informally learn about their schools’ position on drugs from a “Just
Say No!” poster; about what fizzy, carbonated drink to buy from a Coca-Cola ad;
about the norms of acceptable and unacceptable behavior from a school’s
disciplinary policies posted on notices and signs. This visual learning falls in the
1

realm of semiology. How does a student interpret these many images? What are the
accompanying interpretations of this reading? This meaning making informs a
school’s culture, and is an integral and under explored part of the schooling
experience. It is often subconscious, subliminal, and rarely questioned.
Theoretical Framework: The Hidden (but Visible) Curriculum
Phillip Jackson (1968) called this subliminal part of schooling the hidden
curriculum. Since then, many scholars have contributed to our understanding of how
the hidden curriculum functions in the school socialization process (Anyon, 1980;
Apple, 1971; Arnot & Weier, 1987; Bernstein, 1977; Riddell, 1992). In the U.S. and
U.K. contexts, scholars have theorized that the hidden curriculum of schooling has
functioned to reproduce capitalism, as well as social class, racial and gender
inequalities through the disciplining and teaching of behavior, mannerisms, and
formal curricular content. By examining classroom teaching as well as the routine
aspects of school (raising one’s hand, standing in line, not speaking before being
called on, etc.), hidden curriculum scholars have contributed significantly to our
understanding of the unintended and informal aspects of schooling. It was, and
remains to be, a useful analytic that helps us understand the function(s) of the
seemingly banal aspects of school and educational life. Although many have since
contributed to our understanding of the hidden curriculum, I use Margolis’ (2001)
working definition of the hidden curriculum as a starting point. He asserts that the
hidden curriculum refers to
…the elements of socialization that take place in schools, but are not
part of the formal curricular content. These include the norms, values,
and belief systems embedded in the curriculum, the school, and
2

classroom life, imparted to students through daily routines, curricular
content, and social relationships. (p. 6)
More recently, scholars have highlighted how the hidden curriculum is
disseminated through visual school culture (Fram & Margolis, 2011; Margolis, 1999,
2007; O Donoghue, 2007; Prosser, 2007; Wells, 2007). These scholars point to the
many ways that school life is visually represented (through the built environment,
material culture, online photographic collections) and the increased sense of
importance these representations play in how we learn about school and educational
life.
Prosser (2007) adapts a “visible but hidden” conundrum as a starting point for
looking at the visual culture of schools. He argues that understanding the way
institutional culture works is a means to further understand how visual culture (and
also a visible but hidden curriculum) works in the school context. Organizational
culture is embedded in the everyday, taken-for-granted practices based on
underlying, often unquestioned assumptions. Thus, as Prosser continues, the hidden
curriculum is “all the more powerful because it is visible but unseen” (p. 14).
Today, urban high school spaces present both invisible and visible curricula.
There is, as Foucault put it, an “economy of visibility” where disciplinary power is
exercised by the nature of its seeming invisibility (Foucault, 1995). The economy of
visibility is made possible through the normalization process. What gets normalized
in routine and habitual daily practice is also what gets hidden.

3

Figure 1.1: “Change,” subway billboard by YouthBuild Charter School, Broad Street Subway, by:
Author

Figure 1.2: “Pregnant?,” street billboard by The Family Life Eduational Foundation, Overbrook
(West Philadelphia), by: Author.

Three Intersecting Problems
The simultaneous transparency and invisibility of knowledge presents urban
educators and researchers with three intersecting problems:
•

First, the role of the visual in the 21st century urban school context is
underexplored in the research literature.
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•

Second, within the context of urban schools, we do not know enough
about how the increased role of the visual in postmodernity shapes
young Black women’s relationship with education as a formal institution
and a process. This is important because young Black women are often
framed and seen as social and economic problems within the discourse
on urban schools/urban school failure.

•

Third, we don’t know enough about the contentious relationship
between visual learning inside and visual learning outside of school for
young Black women. Because urban schools are nested within larger
geographic, cultural, social, and economic landscapes, what young
Black women learn outside of schools can tell us much about what and
how they learn inside of schools as well.

Visual Learning and Urban Schooling
What little research literature exists on the visual culture of urban schools
points to a need to expand this domain of scholarship especially because urban
schools educate a large portion of today’s most socially and economically vulnerable
youth (Akom, 2007). Importantly, Marquez-Zenkov (2007), Akom (2007), and
Stovall (2007) all put a spotlight on how important space, design, and engagement
are for various actors in urban school communities. Marquez-Zenkov (2007)
addresses the visible curriculum of schools and multi-generational community
disengagement through photographic inquiry methods in order to get at youths’
foundational perceptions of schools. He highlights student participants’ narratives
that reveal their perspectives on the purpose of school, significant contributors, and
5

significant impediments to school success. Notably, student narratives reveal that 1 –
urban students believed that school should help them live healthy, happy, and
successful lives, and that school should prepare them for and connect them to
interesting and gainful employment; 2 - the ubiquitous violence in their communities
and lives impede their abilities to get to, concentrate on, and value school; and 3 –
students identified the complicated ways in which obstructions to their school
success sometimes serve as motivators for their achievement. And while the study
provides methodological rationale for using visual methods in the context of urban
educational research, and while it also contributes to our understanding of youth’s
perception of schools/schooling, the study does not specifically address the unique
role that the visual plays in shaping youth’s relationship with urban schools and
schooling more generally.
Akom (2007) argues for increased attention to cultivating “free spaces” in
urban schools. Although not free from “the burdens of social contradictions”
(racism, sexism, homophobia, classism), Akom argues that free spaces have the
potential to make room for revival, rejuvenation, civic engagement, dialogue,
networking, envisioning social change, and educational achievement. Free spaces are
symbolic (in the sense that “safe spaces” are), but they are physically grounded in
particular places that, when intentionally designed, can cultivate powerful
associations between the self, community, and school.
Stovall (2007) details the complexities, challenges, and opportunities of
community-engaged design for the creation of a neighborhood public high school in
Chicago. He introduces us to “the politics of interruption:” a process that
6

purposefully counters the conversation on urban educational failure, personal
responsibility, and accountability. The politics of interruption language interrupts
resurging theories of social disorganization, isolation, detachment, and the culture of
poverty that are used to stereotype predominately working-class/low-income
African-American and Latino communities in urban areas. Stressing community
accountability as opposed to top-down approaches, the politics of disruption rejects
deficit theories in favor of frameworks that involve various constituents in the school
design process. In this way, one critical aspect of visual school culture – architecture
– serves as a mechanism to further engage rather than alienate. Both concepts of free
spaces and the politics of interruption within the context of community-engaged
design provide us with models to further examine the visual in the urban school
context.
Visual Learning, Young Black Women, and Urban Schooling
A second, related problem is that within the context of urban schools, we do
not know enough about how the increased role of the visual in postmodernity shapes
young Black women’s relationship with education as a formal institution and a process.
To date, there is very little literature that helps us in this regard. What we do know is
that material culture (posters, signs, class work, artifacts) and the built environment
(the physical space and its related processes (design, architecture, aesthetics)) have
significant impacts on the performance and representation of gendered and raced
identities within the school context. The literature here does not specifically focus on
urban schools (with the exception of Wells, 2007), or exclusively on the relationship
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between the visual and young Black women. However, the following studies point us
in important directions for further consideration in this regard.
O Donoghue (2007) calls us to see how visual learning is emplaced, and the
ways specific spaces within schools give rise to the performance of gendered
subjectivities. Margolis’ (1999) examination of the historical record reveals how
visual representations of class composition are often incomplete, (re)producing
hierarchies based on differences of race, gender, and physical ability that are often
regarded as true depictions of educational life. He urges educational researchers and
all consumers of these images to pay special attention to the things the photograph
cannot capture, and to be mindful of the ways that the visual often obscures more
than it reveals about the complexities of social difference. Wells’ (2007) analysis of
the social aesthetic of a neo-liberal multicultural school in London is useful because
it gives us language for understanding how racial and material difference are visually
articulated and consumed in a school context. Her study sheds light on some of the
ways difference is commodified and tokenized (often encoded in the term diversity)
in the postmodern urban school; this commodification and tokenization is primarily
played out in displays of “good” student work. These displays butt up against
disciplinary norms around dress and comportment that subliminally teach students
to reject material and racial difference in favor of more pluralistic versions.
In his essay “James always hangs out here,” O Donoghue (2007) examines
the performances and production of masculinities in various spaces and places at an
all-boys Catholic school in Ireland. O Donoghue astutely argues that “all learning is
emplaced.” He argues that learning about ‘self’ and ‘other’ happens in places at
8

school that aren’t named as learning spaces nor used as ‘official’ learning places.
More specifically, he looks at the schoolyard, the entrance hall and corridors, and
bathrooms as significant physical locations within the school built environment
where masculinities are performed and negotiated. Rather than looking at these
spaces as places where masculinities get played out, O Donoghue argues that
physical spaces are deeply politicized and implicated in the masculinizing
process(es). Physical spaces, he contends, are actively involved in the production of
male subjectivities and masculine identities.
Margolis (1999) employs the hidden curriculum as an analytic for examining
representations of race, gender, and physical ability in class photos taken between
1880-1940. He asserts that the large photo collections that he examined reveal
significant gaps and historical amnesias. The collections, which were produced under
the conditions of racial segregation, reproduce images of hierarchy and dominance
without paying attention to the social and geo-political turmoil of the day. The
credence given to the collections by virtue of their institutional affiliations (The
American Memory site at the Library of Congress and the National Archives and
Record Center) and reach (available online across the globe) plays into the idea that
“a picture is worth a thousand words.” Interpretations of these photos (by social
studies students or historians, for example) are misleading in that they do not
adequately capture the socio-cultural and geographic contexts they purport to
represent. Where whole historical moments, social groups, and types of schools are
absent in the record, educational researchers and historians, students, and the public
are left to rely on incomplete representations of school life based on photographs that
9

do not tell the whole story. This is particularly significant in light of the increased
importance given to photographs as “true,” or “real” representations. Margolis urges
us to be critical of this visual media and to pay attention to the things it cannot
capture: ownership, alienation, fear, failure, oppression, resistance, or
teaching/learning.
Wells (2007) examines the social aesthetic and material culture of a
multicultural London elementary school. She argues that the school operates on a
moral order based on the logic of neoliberalism and capitalism. In this order, both
racism and exclusionary tactics are dispelled from the school culture in favor of an
order than privileges hard work and individualism. This new order stands in contrast
with the material and cultural realities of the surrounding neighborhood. The school
does this, she posits, through the use of signs and symbols – notably the ordering of
comportment, dress, and student artwork that project “assembled selves” to the
school community. Most notably, as I bring into the discussion in Chapter 6, Wells
offers us the conceptual analytic “diversity without difference.” She notes that
through this tactic (recognizing race as a cultural sign but not as made in and through
material difference), students are taught to experience themselves as self-governing
individuals who exist in a theoretical community of equals. This disciplinary tactic is
dangerous, as it re-shapes the way young people think about racial and material
difference through the seemingly neutral medium of visual school culture.
Visual Learning Inside and Outside
A final, related problem is that given the nestedness of urban schools within a
larger landscape, we don’t know enough about the contentious relationship between
10

visual learning inside and visual learning outside of school for young Black women.
Of particular interest here is knowing more about what young Black women learn
from the ubiquitous images outside of school that purport to say something about
what it means to be young, Black, and from the city, and if/how those images inform
their relationship with learning.
Purpose and Research Questions
Given these three intersecting problems, this dissertation project centers on
uncovering that which is “hidden in plain sight” in an effort to fill the gap in the
scholarship regarding this portion of the educational experiences of young Black
women. I engage a group of five primary student participants who attend a nontraditional public urban high school (that I call Einstein 2.0i) attentive to the power
of the visual culture and design. The questions guiding this study are:
1. What is the relationship between young Black women and their school’s visual
culture?
2. What subconscious and conscious lessons does visual school culture teach?
3. How do school adults shape visual culture?
4. What is the relationship between visual learning inside and visual learning
outside of school?
a. Does this relationship impact young Black women’s relationship with
education overall? If so, how?
Einstein 2.0 is a small magnet school in Center City Philadelphia that is an
instance of an inquiry-driven, project-based, design-focused science and technology
school with a racially, economically, and geographically-mixed student body where
young Black women are one of the largest student cohorts. It is an instance of a
school that uses backwards-design (starting with goals first, then crafting activities

i

The primary fieldsite, as well as primary adult and student names have been changed to maintain
anonymity.
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and or curricular content after) in just about every aspect of its operations. It is a
school that in many ways indirectly engages the politics of disruption put forward by
Stovall (2007) in its verbal and visual discourse. It is a school that aims to be
(although sometimes it is not) purposefully different from the traditional urban public
school, especially in the way that it engages working-class and youth of color.
More will be said on the admissions process in chapter 4. For the moment
however, to be considered for admission, the applicant and his/her parents undergo
an admissions process evaluated by teachers, staff, administrators, and alreadyadmitted students. In this way, it is a school of choice (not a neighborhood school),
but it is not a school where “only the good students go.” This is by design. Almost all
of the zip codes from around the city are represented in the student body
demographics, and about half of the student body is economically disadvantaged. In
this way, it is not a typical urban public school with mostly economically struggling
students. This is also by design.
The school is led by an internationally-recognizedii Principal who in 2005
approached the School District of Philadelphia and a science museum in the city to
create a second version of school (hence the 2.0): “school not as it is, but as we want
it to be” (Personal Communication, September 23, 2011). In 2005, it was retrofitted
and re-designed (with the help of industry-leading architects and designers) to fit the
Dewian philosophy of learning as a community endeavor. The School District of
Philadelphia reports that it is one of the only public high schools in Philadelphia that
does not use metal detectors (Personal Communication, January 19, 2012). It is a
ii

Perhaps most notably, the White House honored Principal Roth by naming him a “Champion of
Change” in 2011.
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school where doors are kept open and where collaboration and openness are
encouraged in the visual and verbal discourse. This approach is also by design.
Einstein is an instance of an urban magnet school that has to live within the
economic insecurities of being a publically-funded institution, but it is also a school
that is led by a Principal who works with parents (many of whom have some
financial resources to contribute) and other members of the school community to
think creatively about how to solve its financial problems and meet its pedagogical
goals. The Principal (and by the extension the school) also has considerable creative
freedom to shape school culture and institutional parameters, one that has the
backing of a major scientific institution to support a totally re-designed formal
curricular approach. It is an instance of an urban magnet school with novice to
senior faculty, many of whom have traveled abroad, are Nationally-Board Certified,
and or have received accolades (from the U.S. Department of Education and
Fulbright, for example) for their own achievement in the classroom.
For these reasons, it is a very fitting school to examine the impacts of design
and visual school culture on young Black women. While it may appear nonnormative/non-generalizable, the questions being posed can contribute to our
understanding of the role of the visual on the educational experiences of young Black
women. By combining ethnography, photography, and discourse analysis, this study
offers a methodological and theoretical framework to those interested in examining
the relationship between youth and discursively produced texts and narratives.
Intensive classroom and out-of-classroom participant-observations, interviews
with key school adults, and focus groups with young Black female student
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participants took place over the 2011-2012 academic year. These methods allowed
me to unearth the school’s approach to constructing and maintaining visual culture
as a primary means of societal reproduction and pedagogical function. It also
allowed me to uncover one of the primary ways that attention to the visual, space,
place, and design can contribute to the socio-emotional development of young Black
women.
Place, Young Black Women, and Emotional Readiness
This dissertation will show that by creating a safe and emotionally engaging
environment (even in spite of its complicated identity politics), Einstein’s visual
culture gave rise to an increased sense of emotional readiness for teaching and learning
that stands in sharp contrast to the more traditional ways urban schools often
approach managing and controlling its student(s’) body(ies). The study answers the
call put forward by Evans-Winters (2005) in her important work Teaching Black Girls.
In it, Evans-Winters stresses the need for more educational research that details
African-American girls’ efforts at navigating the educational system. Citing the many
ways that young Black women excel despite the forces of racism, sexism, and
classism that shape their educational experiences, she powerfully asks: what is the
price of resilience? Moreover, she underscores the need for learning about the
cultural and gender perspectives of school issues that impact black girls’ socioemotional development (176), and urges those of us concerned about the Black girl to
privilege mental health and well-being in research agendas accordingly.
In this dissertation I offer the concept of emotional readiness to urban education
and visual school culture literature by arguing that it contributes to a greater
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understanding of the socio-emotional and geo-cultural educational experiences of
black girls. Emotional readiness, in this case, refers to a state of affective clarity. In this
state, one is free from distracting and at times disruptive emotional activities (like
being afraid, angry, or bored; feeling unsafe, uncomfortable, or unwelcome) that take
away from the central enterprise of school: learning. Emotional readiness, as I see it,
thus contributes to a student’s sense of place – to do and to be – which in turn
contributes to an emotional state more ready to receive, give, or produce knowledge.
By tracing the visible ways that Einstein creates a safe, comfortable,
welcoming, and inviting school space, I point to the ways that the power of the
visual can contribute to young Black women’s overall sense of emotional readiness.
Given the increased role of the visual in shaping teaching and learning for youth in
the 21st century urban context and the persistent link between young Black women
and urban educational/societal failure, having the emotional readiness to deal with
these challenges is crucial to their self-definitions (Collins) and internal motivation to
reject and or exceed societal expectations.
In the conclusion, I make a case for more attention to and future research on
emotional readiness in the conversation about engagement and safety for young Black
women, working class, and youth of color, in addition to possible linkages to existing
theoretical analytics on education, emotion, and affect. Drawing on the work of
Mawhinney(2008), a possible extension of this work includes an exploration of the
way(s) that emotional readiness and emotional labour meet in the context of urban
school spaces and places for both students and teachers. Briefly, I am interested in
exploring how/if the emotional labour of teachers (particularly urban school
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teachers) and other school adults interacts with/impacts a student’s sense of
emotional readiness. In other words, (how) do school adults’ emotional laboring
activities play into the cultivation of a students’ sense of place and by extension
emotional readiness to learn? I suggest here that the emotional labor of teachers
grounds itself on the visual landscape of the school and is indeed visible to the
students. I make these links more clear in the conclusion by briefly discussing an
emergent finding that was not within the purview of the dissertation topic but
warrants further exploration.
Overview of chapters
In chapter 2, I expand the review of the literature on the hidden curriculum
and visual school culture (particularly aspects relating to material culture and the
built environment), the role of the visual in social life, and theoretical
conceptualizations of urban space and place. These bodies of literature are not neat
or exclusive, and they overlap and complicate each other in ways that contribute to
our understanding of the raced, gendered, and classed seeing politics that are the
central analytics in this study.
Chapter 3 discusses methodology used to carry out the study’s aims. I present
the conceptual frames guiding the utilization of ethnography, photography, and
discourse analysis in tandem to answer the study’s guiding questions. I also address
significant limitations, opportunities, and challenges associated with working
alongside youth as primary sites for data collection.
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In chapter 4, I present the school culture of Einstein 2.0, including relevant
demographic information, the admission process, and a more general snapshot of the
organizational structure for background and context.
Chapter 5 shifts gears to discuss the primary participants’ overall relationship
with Einstein’s visual culture. In it, I more fully discuss how their feelings in and
about their school spaces impact their overall desire to be there and their motivation
to more fully engage with education and learning. It ends by offering emotional
readiness as a theoretical concept that helps us better understand the impact of
engaging visual school culture on young Black women’s relationship with schooling,
education, and learning.
Chapter 6 presents a critique of Einstein: a hidden curriculum that impacts
working-class young Black women’s presentation(s) of self. Chapter 6 zeroes in on
the ways that bodily comportment, dress, and other visible aspects of performing
“toughness” are discouraged in favor of the school’s more liberal aesthetic. This
hidden visual curriculum places more value on performing white middle-“classness”
over black working-“classness”; this is particularly perverse in an environment where
difference from the urban school status quo is worn as a badge of honor.
I conclude with chapter 7 and discuss implications of the work, ideas for
future inquiries, and make recommendations for the field. I use the participants’
narratives about the controlling images (the welfare/teen mother and high school
dropout in particular, which will be more fully discussed in the next chapter) to tie
together their connections between what they learn from what they see both inside
and outside of school to raise important questions that will form the basis of future
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work. Significantly, I ask how their identification with the school’s identity as
different served as a means for them to “talk back” (hooks, 1989) to negative images
(and by extension society), and instead use the tropic representations they see as fuel
to succeed in school and in life.
Chapter 7 also discusses the implications of this work for urban education and
visual school culture scholars. Specifically, I offer thoughts on style, dress, and
comportment in the conversation about dress codes in the urban school environment,
and thoughts on a re-conceptualization of safety as relational that rejects punitive
disciplinary frameworks. Using Einstein’s approach to visual and organizational
culture as a model, I make specific recommendations for educators tasked with or
concerned about creating engaging school spaces for young Black women and other
youth of color.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
This review begins with an exploration of Lefebvre’s (1991) concept of the
social production of space and the influence of that work on my and other scholar’s
conceptualizations of urban space and place. I put Lefebvre’s concept into
conversation with notions of visuality and place (Rose, 2007), democracy and place
(Mitchell, 2003), and youth and place (using Massey, 1994).
The following discussion focuses on the role of the visual in social life from
pre to post modernity. Specifically, this part of the review focuses on what we see
(Jay, 1993; Jenks, 1995; Mirzoeff, 2002; Sturken & Cartwright, 2001) and how we
see it (Baudrillard, 1988; Collins, 2000; Jay, 1993; Jenks, 1995; Haraway, 1991;
Mirzoeff, 1999; ). Inside of this part of the review is a more concentrated discussion
about Collins’ (2000) “controlling images” and how they have shaped how we see
blackness and femininity in the U.S. context post-slavery.
Following this discussion, I spotlight the literature on the hidden curriculum,
organized by the four major streams of scholarship in this area organized by Giroux
(2001): the traditional (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977; Dreeban, 1968; Jackson, 1968),
the radical (Althusser, 1971; Bowles & Gintis, 1974), the liberal (Anyon, 1980;
Arnot, 1980; Arnot; 1982; MacDonald, 1980), and the dialectical (Apple, 1971;
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Freire, 1973; 1982; Giroux & Penna, 1979). Immediately following this portion of
the review is a more focused discussion of the visible but hidden curriculum in
schools. Using Prosser’s (2007) assertion that organizational culture is the principal
area for studying the hidden visual curriculum, I focus the review on the two major
content areas in the literature: material culture (Johnson, 1980; Thompson, Hall and
Russell 2007) and the built environment (Cutler, 1974, 1989; Johnson, 1982; O
Donoghue, 2007; Prosser, 2007; Weisser, 2006). I end the literature review by
identifying some gaps in the visual school culture literature.
Urban Space and Place
Lefebvre’s work (1991) contributes to an understanding of urban school
spaces and places considerably. Lefebvre argued that social spaces are produced, and
that space under capitalism takes on an operational role that is productive in the way
that it presents itself: as an abstraction. In other words, spatial hegemony reveals
itself in the very hidden but visible nature of social space. Public housing, school
buildings, corner stores, row homes—are not merely buildings as such, rather they
are products of the ideas and tensions between the actors that built them. They also
refer to the varying and particular uses of social space and spatial practice, which
comes to mean that in everyday life, certain social activities happen in certain spaces
(Lefebvre). The location of social practice is not arbitrary, rather, as Lefebvre posits,
it “unconsciously expresses the ideas of the dominant class” (p. 28). The process of
social control of social space is not one-sided, however, because as Lefebvre
intimates, the power that is exercised by the bourgeoisie is often subverted or resisted
by the working class.
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An extension of Lefebvre’s work on the social constructedness of space is
illuminating when paired with the idea that viewership of visual materials is also
very dependent on the space in which the image is placed. The social and cultural
norms around ways of viewing and by extension interacting with images dictate that
viewing and that interaction. A painting hung on a wall in a home does not invite the
same type of looking as a painting in a museum or gallery, nor a picture of that
painting posted on a website. Each space is embedded with its own cultural logic
around the viewership of images within it, and by extension those images’ effects
differ (Rose, 2007). Rose adds that this framing is even further mandated by the
mobility of images—
This point about the spaces and practices of display is especially important to
bear in mind given the increasing mobility of images now; images appear and
reappear in all sorts of places, and those places, with their particular ways of
spectating, mediate the visual effects of those images. (23)
As we will see, the domain of visual culture is, like the domain of social
space, constructed according to varied and contested (notions of) ownership. Who
produces images that proliferate in urban public space is not a question that this
study will tackle. It is, however, important to keep in mind, as it will guide what is
seen and available as visual input in the study’s landscape. Lefebvre has theorized
elsewhere on who has the right to the city, stating that “the right to the city is like a
cry and a demand” (Lefebvre, translated and edited by Eleonore Kofman &
Elizabeth Lebas, 1996). Mitchell (2003) asks similarly,
…who has the right to the city and its public spaces. How is that right
determined—both in law and on the streets themselves? And how does that
right—limited as it usually is, contested as it must be—give form to social
justice (or its absence) in the city? (4)
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Central to this query on rights to the city is the ideal of democratic public
spaces. As an institution that has ever purported itself as a public democratic space,
how are public schools open and available to all? Who has the right—both in theory
and in practice—to city schools? To education? Massey (1994) has argued that place
(and I apply this to students creating place in the case of urban public schools),
should be conceived of as relative, a term that can be used to discuss positionality.
She complicates Lefebvre’s contentions on the spatiality of social relations (“that the
spatial is social relations ‘stretched out’” (2)), but rather that social relations are never
still (Massey, 1994). Massey contends that place within space is never bounded, and
that it is more useful to resist bounding place inside of a fixed location and view the
construction of place through the interrelations. How can this view be applied to the
ever-shifting locale of new media, from which youth learn constantly? How do we
account for new modes of visual learning and by extension the interrelatedness of
these new modes of learning to youth’s creation of learning places? How are youth
re-creating social relations with each other via this visual learning and (how) does
this relationship transfer into formal school learning? These questions are queries
that are part and parcel to how youth both create place, in and out of schools, and
how that sense of place impacts their relationship with learning overall. Key to
understanding these new forms of learning will be a thorough understanding of the
techniques youth use to learn them inside and outside of schools.
A Brief History: the Visual and Social Life
Rose (2007) offers that visual culture can be thought of in the variety of ways
that it shapes social life. She and other visual culture scholars argue that all aspects of
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modern society are in some way centered on what we see (Jay, 1993; Jenks, 1995;
Mirzoeff, 2002; Sturken & Cartwright, 2001). However, some of these authors argue
that what we see is guided at a larger level by how we see it (Jay, 1993; Jenks, 1995).
The content of what we see, and the act of seeing as a part of everyday life has at
some time or other meant that what we see is also about what we purportedly know.
But what exactly is it that we “know” be seeing? And is our “knowing” simply
predicated upon what we are seeing with the naked eye, or is it mediated by other
cultural or social understandings? An examination of the role of the visual in pre to
post modern Western life holds more answers.
The Visual: Pre to post-modernity
Rose (2007) offers that it is often assumed that visual images in premodern
society were not important because very few were in circulation. This changed, she
argues, with the onset of modernity and with what Jenks (1995) termed as the
“scopic regime.” Jenks argued that this scopic regime was due in large part to the
valorization of science in the West. This valorization of science, and by extension the
unquestionable nature of scientific technologies (the microscope and telescope in
particular), allowed everyday understandings to equate seeing with knowing. To see
the stars via telescope, for example, meant that you knew they were there. Thus, the
modern world became largely a seen phenomenon.
Postmodernity, then, ushered in a new way of thinking about the nature of
truth and seeing. Jay (1993) has called the increased centrality of seeing
“occularcentrism,” and he too argues that this is particular to the West. We interact
with the world, he argues, mainly through how we see it. There are others who
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argue, however, that the link between truth and seeing (or seeing and knowing) has
been broken (Mirzoeff, 1999; Rose, 2007). Mirzoeff (2002) offers quite simply that
“the post modern is a visual culture.” The post modern society, Mirzoeff explains, is
occularcentric not only because visual images are more common, nor because what
we know about the world is articulated more and more visually, but because we
interact more and more with totally constructed visual experiences (2002). We can
now, for example, “walk the streets” of a future home via satellite imagery through
Google Earth’s street view, or, as Mirzoeff offers, experience the sights and sounds of
New York at the “New York New York” resort in Las Vegas. This notion of the
constructedness of visual experiences in (post)modern life was previously
championed by Jean Baudrillard, and his (1988) theorizations on the “simulacrum.”
Baudrillard argued that in postmodernity the possibility of making a clear distinction
between the “real” and the unreal was not possible; he believed that images in this
era had become detached from any specific relationship with a real world and were
thus simulations of it.
Haraway (1991) and others (Sturken and Cartwright, 2001) have criticized
Baudrillard for uncritically celebrating the simulacrum without attending to the
unequal social relations that stem from it. Haraway argues instead that the “visual
gluttony” that has ensued as a result of the “technological feast” of 21st century visual
texts is only available to some (1991). This visual gluttony is available, she argues, to
those tied with larger projects of militarism, capitalism, colonialism and male
supremacy. Haraway challenges scholars of visual culture to examine the many
visions of social difference—that are created by the hierarchies of class, race, gender,
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sexuality, and more—and how particular institutions employ certain forms of
visuality to see, and to order the world. She also challenges visual culture scholars to
be attentive to the social effects of those differing visions.
Differing Visions and Controlling Images
Collins (2000) offers us a socio-historical genealogy of some of the most
prominent mediated representations of black women. These representations, or
controlling images, have interlocking effects on the black female subject/object.
Namely, they play a pivotal role in black women’s continued oppression in the
United States. Beginning with the mammy of the plantation, Collins argues, the
Black woman has come to represent the antithesis of the virtuous white woman in
the consciousness of white America. She states,
The dominant ideology of the slave era fostered the creation of several
interrelated, socially constructed controlling images of Black womanhood,
each reflecting the dominant group’s interest in maintaining Black women’s
subordination. (p. 72)
The matriarch (the female-head of the Black family) image later bloomed in the
midst of Black and women’s rights activism. An unfeminine, overly aggressive,
emasculating woman, the matriarch came to symbolize that which was wrong about
Black civil society. She was the failed mammy, a negative stigma who rejected the
image of the passive servant who w/could not model “appropriate” gender behavior.
The welfare mother, on the other hand, was not aggressive but rather not
aggressive enough. She was and continues to be to blame for the continued poverty
of her children by virtue of her uncontrolled sexuality. Her ideological function in the
U.S. political and economic context grew out of a concern to control her fertility and
to place the blame for structural forces (notably the drastic decline/export of jobs and
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the increase of the global drug/informal economy) onto her inability to do so. She is
also to blame for her family’s poverty because of her lack of work ethic in
comparison to the mammy of years gone by. The welfare mother/queen is a black,
working-class mother from the inner city; she represents everything that is wrong
with the Black female-headed household according to White-male dominated
ideology because she is alone.
The jezebel, or the whore/hoochie, is a sexual deviant whose function began
during slavery. She relegated all Black women to the category of sexually aggressive
thus creating a rationale for sexual assaults by White slave owners and the need to
exploit her fertility. Her contemporary counterpart, the hoochie, plays a similar role
albeit incorporated into black popular culture (e.g. rap) in a different way. The
hoochie (and her many sub-variants: hoochie mama, ghetto hoochie, gold-digging
hoochie, etc.) has an insatiable sexual appetite and is commonly referred to as a
“freak,” continuously on the outside of the normal.
Tied into all of these images, Collins asserts, are larger narratives about
deviant Black female sexuality that are, in turn, reproduced by various social
institutions. One key institution Collins points out is higher education. Much
scholarship on social problems – namely AIDS research and adolescent pregnancy –
is influenced by assumptions of the jezebel, and to a lesser degree, the welfare
mother. Incorporating Black women’s sexuality into social problems frameworks
thusly fosters the equation of Black female sexuality as a social problem in and of
itself (85).
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Central Theoretical Framework: The Hidden Curriculum/a
There are four major streams of thought as it relates to the hidden curriculum:
the traditional, the radical, the liberal and the dialectical (Giroux, 2001). The
traditional stream of thought viewed the hidden curriculum of schools as a central
function for socializing students for participation in adult middle class life (Dreeban,
1968; Jackson, 1968). By describing the daily, non-formal activities (i.e. standing in
line, raising one’s hand, sharpening a pencil) of students in classrooms, both Jackson
and Dreeban observed that these activities indirectly taught students behavior norms
that would be expected of them later in their adult lives but had no explicit academic
learning function. Particularly, this socialization was meant for students‘ successful
entry and participation in middle class life (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977).
The liberal approach maintained that the hidden curriculum was present in
specific social practices, cultural images, or forms of discourse that reinforce
discrimination and prejudice but could potentially be uncovered and eliminated
(Anyon, 1980; Arnot, 1980; Arnot; 1982; MacDonald, 1980). Scholars within the
liberal approach maintained that in the case of girls, schools often tracked them into
secretarial or clerical work, producing a hidden curriculum that reproduced labor
inequalities on the basis of gender.
The radical approach focuses on the political economy of schools and regards
the social relations of the production process as the determining force in shaping the
school environment. Schools then become sites in which to maintain capitalism and
the state, tracking working class students in industrial jobs and middle and upper
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class students into work or tertiary education to reproduce and maintain the existing
status quo (Althusser, 1971; Bowles & Gintis, 1974).
The dialectical approach is grounded in the work of Freire, and holds that
hidden curricula is plural and that contradictions open spaces for students and
teachers to resist mechanisms of social control and domination to create alternative
cultural forms (Apple, 1971; Freire, 1973; 1982; Giroux & Penna, 1979). Giroux
(2001) challenges those concerned with investigating the hidden curriculum to move
beyond description to critique.
For the hidden curriculum to remain useful to educational researchers, he
adds, we must examine how the meanings behind the norms embedded in the hidden
curricula also serve as central means of social control that produce separate and
unequal educational systems. And while each approach has something unique to
offer, I will look more closely at how merging the radical and dialectical views of the
hidden curriculum can help us better understand how the visual works—a sort of
‘uncovering’ of the visual but hidden curriculum.
There is a sort of inner perverseness in the nature of the visual in our society.
Perhaps this perverseness is better explained and articulated by the saying, “the best
way to hide something from someone is to put it right in front of their face.”
Foucault referred to this “hiding” as the economy of (in)visibility (1995). The
economy of visibility is made possible through the normalization process. What gets
normalized in routine and habitual daily practice is also what gets hidden.
When we consider walking in and out of a school everyday, for example—
passing by the same posters, sitting in the same seat in class, opening the same
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locker—details within that route may become less noticed as we become more and
more accustomed to that as a “normal” practice. The fact that this route has become
normalized does not render the details within that practice any more or less
important, but perhaps less immediately visible. Foucault contended that this
normalization process happens in the context of formal institutional and discursive
disciplinary power. Within schools, normalization may or may not be the result of a
concentrated effort to “hide” anything (the poster is posted, after all), but in practice
the hiding often happens nonetheless. Interactions with these ‘visible but hidden’
materials still occur, visual information in texts and images are still processed. But
how do we know what that information is teaching and what curricular elements are
being processed from everyday texts and images if we do not take the time to study
them? Thus this study takes as its central agenda the “uncovering” of the hidden
curriculum of visual material and culture to learn more about both young Black
women and the role of the visual in their lives. Again, what gets seen (the visual and
visible) and how it gets seen (through visual technologies, and culturally and socially
mediated frameworks) are key analytics.
Visual School Culture and the Hidden Visual Curriculum
As noted in chapter 1, Prosser (2007) adapts a “visible but hidden”
conundrum as a starting point for looking at the visual culture of schools. He argues
that deeply understanding the way institutional culture (also called organizational
culture) works is a means to further understand how visual culture (and also a visible
but hidden curriculum) works in the school context.
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Organizational culture is important, Prosser argues, for three reasons: first,
because it reveals the undercurrent and unconscious messages about school values
and beliefs. Examining organizational culture is secondarily important because it
influences an organization’s outcomes (effectiveness, for example) (Prosser). Third,
institutional culture is an important avenue for study because of its methodological
use. Prosser offers that, when explored using ethnographic methods, culture is the
most appropriate heuristic for getting at the unconscious and unquestioned that lies
at the level of cultural/institutional practice.
Visual school culture, within the context of organizational culture, can be best
studied by examining the following types of visual materials: material culture (posters,
signs, trophies, photographs), the built environment (layout, design, architecture), and
digital culture (film/videos, websites, weblogs (or blogs), and software (including
games, instructional digital material)). For the purpose of managing data collection
and participant anonymity, however, I will only focus on the built environment and
digital culture in this dissertation. I will briefly outline relevant literature in each of
these domains forthwith.
Material culture.
Definitions of material culture vary whether used in archeology, architecture,
history, cultural geography, or anthropology. This study will draws on a definition of
material culture provided by the Dictionary of the Social Sciences (2002), which
defines material culture as “the totality of objects produced within a given culture,
including technological, artistic and ritualistic artifacts” (Calhoun, 2002). Material
culture can be found anywhere, from a flyer in a coffee shop to a trophy in a school’s
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bookcase. In a study on the material culture of classrooms, Norris Brock Johnson
(1980) argues that material culture is a “sometimes not so hidden curriculum.”
Material artifacts, decorations and displays, are visually encoded with sociocultural
information that, in the case of Johnson’s study site Deerfield Elementary, socialized
and enculturated its students into a national society and culture regardless of local
context or familial background. And while this study is not necessarily concerned
with functions of visual school culture that socialize students according to
constructed national norms, Johnson’s treatment of material culture and materials as
a means to order and teach students is useful. He offers standardized categories for
describing and recording material culture, which include: kinds of material items,
location and placement in room, construction materials, production technique,
aesthetics (colors, textures), and style (abstract, representational, expressionist).
Thompson, Hall and Russell (2007) argue that there is a performativity of
display, as was the case in their study of art display in a primary school in the United
Kingdom. They put forward that notions of “good work” and likewise “good
behavior” become informally taught through the routinized practice of selecting and
hanging art and traditional classroom work. Drawing on Lefebvre, they also argue
that there are benefits to studying the “rhythmic” by-products of display, which
operate on some level according to the temporal patterns and practices associated
with school life. Displays are an intrinsic aspect of the rhythmic dimensions of
schools and school culture. Patterns of holidays, beginning and ending school times,
and scheduled lessons that are put on visual display become records of school
rhythms. Thompson, Hall and Russell suggest that further research in the area of the
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material qualities of display items should look at the relational/associational stories
told by students as it relates to the display of work.
The built environment.
The built environment specifically refers to physically constructed sites,
architecture, and design elements that animate physical spaces. Both the built
environment and material culture are referenced in the literature on visual school
culture. Educational historians in particular have documented and explored how
school architecture reflects educational ideologies of the day, specifically the way in
which public schools and public education have become synonymous with
democracy. They have also denoted how the schoolhouse has become iconic—a
representation of a unique time and place where teaching and learning occur, thus an
important social location (Cutler, 1974, 1989; Weisser, 2006).
As previously discussed, O Donoghue (2007) argues that all learning is
emplaced. However, key lessons about social locations within schools can be learned
from O Donoghue’s study: first, he finds that corridors are places of collisions, where
walls meet and converge and so too invite similar human activities within them.
Second, corners hide and conceal, block off and reveal. Third, the schoolyard
differentiates performances and takes on additional and at times unintentional
purposes. In his case, the schoolyard, by the nature of its “hard architecture”
(Sommer, 1974, in O Donoghue, 2007), opens up spaces for bullying and
harassment, and encloses other spaces within it that encourage friendships and
belonging. This hard architecture is a carefully constructed visual image, and is most
typically found in prisons, detention centers and mental hospitals, and resists any
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form of human imprint (apart from, O Donoghue adds, an aerosol can for
graffitying). In the schooling context, it is a place that more generally stabilizes and
supports difference, dominance, hierarchy, surveillance and segregation. Within such
a built environment, the unequal power relations between teachers and students are
“given visible form” in the layout of school space and place (O Donoghue). The
staffroom segregates, providing teachers and other school adults with private spaces
where students often have none. Instead, most school spaces are constantly available
to the teachers’ gaze and surveillance. Difference in academic ability is usually
institutionalized in some way by the maintenance of separate spaces. Teachers
decide who moves around in classrooms, when, and where. Teachers also decide
what gets put on walls, where, and why. In sum, O Donoghue argues, habitual
practices and processes are embedded in and related to the material arrangements of
spaces and buildings themselves.
Johnson (1982) similarly argues that school spaces and architecture present a
hidden curriculum for the ‘storage and material presentation of core social and
cultural information’. There is a reflexive relationship between humans and the
physical spaces that surround them, and in the case of schools, the built
environment, Johnson states, “can be interpreted as providing an education of sorts”
(79). As a physical location that is itself a representation of cultural and social
information, schools nonverbally provide students with social and cultural
information (through buildings and associated artifacts) (Johnson).
An examination of a head teacher’s space, as Prosser (2007) did in a study on
British visual school culture, reveals that the beliefs, values and attitudes held by key
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school officials is often presented in the private spaces they frequently inhabit. These
values and beliefs often transfer over into the larger school visual culture and are
worth exploring.
Prosser argues that the content and layout of a room reflects the user of the
room and provides insights into how the occupant(s) would like others to behave in
‘their space’. This is especially true in teacher’s staffrooms and classrooms.
Regarding the layout of the room, design principals often symbolically and
physically represent the desired activities and functions the creator would like to
have happen there. In the case of school spaces, particular classroom layouts
routinely serve pedagogical functions that also valorize and routinize particular types
of learning.
Visual school culture literature—what is missing.
Much of the literature on visual school culture is concentrated at the
elementary level. This is a significant gap in the literature. While primary school is a
key socializing period, the high school years are important in that they conclude the
foundational educational experiences of youth as they prepare for entry into adult life
(Skelton & Valentine, 1998). The high school years are also important decisionmaking times for youth, as they largely shape their educational and non-educational
futures. By concentrating this study on the relationship between young Black women
and visual culture, it will add to the growing body of literature on visual school
culture and visual culture more generally. Looking at the dynamic relationship
between young Black women, the role of the visual in their personal and educational
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lives will, I hope, advance the field of education insomuch that it provides key
insights into the hidden but visible curriculum in and out of urban schools.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This ethnographic study examines the relationship between young Black women
and visual school culture. During fieldwork, I sought to uncover the hidden
curriculum of the visual in a small, racially and economically integrated magnet high
school in Center City Philadelphia conscious of the significance of visual culture and
school design on student success and engagement. From 2011-2012, I immersed
myself in the culture of Einstein 2.0, and with the help of five young Black women
(who were my primary student participants), conducted a visual ethnography that
addresses the following three overall questions:
1. What is the relationship between young Black women and their school’s visual
culture?
2. What subconscious and conscious lessons does visual school culture teach?
3. How do school adults shape visual culture?
4. What is the relationship between visual learning inside and visual learning
outside school?
To answer these questions, I used a qualitative methodological approach. I used
traditional school-based ethnographic methods (participant-observations and
interviews) in combination with critical visual methodology (photography, photoelicitation interviews, focus groups, and discourse analysis with attention to power
mechanisms that (re)produced inequalities). Ethnographic methodology allowed me
to explore more open-ended but nuanced questions about the relationship between
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different cultures (between Einstein’s visual school culture and the participants’
racial, national, and class-based culture(s)), places and institutions, and subsequently
make sense of those relationships in terms of a perceived reality (Hesse-Biber &
Leavy, 2006). Here the goal was to better understand how young Black women learn
from what they see, and to ascertain if/how youth’s constant consumption of visual
texts impacts their relationship with education as both an institution and life-long
practice.
Participatory critical visual methodology, and discourse analysis in particular,
centers on thoroughly examining the production of subjects through discourse (visual
and rhetorical), and the ensuing power/knowledge relationship that derives from
discursive subject formation (Rose, 2006). Visuality, Rose argues, can be considered
as a sort of discourse. She states, “a specific visuality will make certain things visible
in particular ways, and other things unseeable…and subjects will be produced and
act within that field of vision” (143). In keeping with such an analytic approach, the
five young Black women and myself used photography as a method to capture
snapshots of salient visual moments (about 600 photos total), then later analyzed
these photos together in focus groups. Taken together, ethnography, photography,
and discourse analysis were employed to first uncover, and then make sense of the
“hidden but visible” curriculum produced in the many texts that make up their
everyday visual culture(s).
In order to better understand how each of the aforementioned methods were
employed, I will now turn to a discussion of each of the methods’ conceptual and
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analytic frameworks, and then move on to explain how each of them were used in
carrying out the study itself.
Guiding Methodological Concepts and Analytics
Ethnography and Photography
The attentiveness required by both ethnography and photography provided a
robust methodological framework with which to capture the nuances of the hidden
curriculum of visual culture. Perhaps an over but useful simplification, ethnography
is the practice of writing culture (Clifford & Marcus, 1986). In order to capture the
dynamic processes that happened in youth’s school and social landscapes, I used the
ethnographic method of ‘thick description’ put forward by Clifford Geertz (1973),
which is a field note-taking method that involved capturing the richness of detail in
what was observed.
Photography added a suitable technology to ethnography that allowed me to
capture and later look at the complexities of visual moments inside of the time/space
contexts in which they occurred. Sturken and Cartwright (2001) offer that “to see is a
process of observing and recognizing the world around us. To look is to actively
make meaning of that world” (12) (emphasis added). As a process, photography is
legitimate in abstracting and observation (or looking)—it turns raw circumstances into
data that is manageable in research analysis (Collier, 1986). Photographs are records
of visual materials that can be filed, duplicated, edited, enlarged or reduced, and
fitted into schemes and diagrams. Photographs are also highly useful for capturing
social interactions, and during the research, they provided the means for myself and
research participants to capture and later analyze how they negotiate and experience
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multiple curricula and visual cultures in and out of school. But in order to really
uncover the these hidden but visible curricula, produced at various scales in the
school, by students, faculty/staff, external social and cultural institutions with
various political agendas, I needed a method like discourse analysis that would allow
me to adequately contextualize the multi-scalar nature of visual culture.
Discourse Analysis
Aptly, discourse analysis, which is about intertextuality and context (Rose),
provided me with a means to both piece together and dissect discourses across
cultural and social locations. Rose offers that the term discourse itself refers to a
particular group of statements which structure the way a thing is thought and the
way we act on the basis of that thinking; she states, “…discourse is a particular
knowledge about the world which shapes how the world is understood and how
things are done in it” (142). Thus, discourse is also very dependent on language and
the institutions that produce and circulate linguistic conventions and rules. For
example, an educational discourse produces various subject positions, including
teacher, principal, student, counselor, etc. The general public comes to know who
and what teachers, principals, students, and counselors are and do vis-à-vis discourse
and the language implicit in an educational discourse. Discourses are produced
through various visual and verbal texts, through specialized and unspecialized
languages and epistemologies, and especially through linguistic practices (Rose).
Because discourse is produced in a variety of texts, paying attention to intertextuality
within discourse was salient during the data collection and analysis processes. The
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meaning of any particular image or text must be understood as depending on the
meaning imbedded in other images and or texts, and vice versa.
In the context of visual discourse analysis, Rose suggests that this method pays
careful attention to the image itself, the ways in which images are socially produced,
and the social effects that images create (146). Central questions include how
particular images convey messages about “reality” or “truthfulness” or
“naturalness”. Methodologically then, one engaged in discourse analysis must
analyze the structure of discursive statements and the social context of those
statements (who is saying what and in what circumstance). Within the realm of
analyzing the organization of discourse itself, visual analysts have historically been
interested in examining social difference, and how social difference is visually
constructed (Rose). This methodological outlook was employed throughout this
study.
Because all discourses are predicated on culturally and socially established
assumptions (or the often referred to idiom of “common sense”), discourse analysts
must wrestle with forgetting or laying aside preconceptions about the materials with
which they are working. Rose refers to this as looking at your material with “fresh
eyes” (emphasis original) (157). Discourse analysts must be vigilantly reflexive;
questioning the production of knowledge claims within their own analyses, and
thinking about the rhetorical organization of their own discourse analysis. (Rose
asks—“how should it be written?” (168)). The reflexive discourse analyst will reveal
his or her choices (examining some materials over others, and the consequences of
foregoing examining those materials, as an example), and also acknowledge that his
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or her language is constructing an interpretation rather than a set of “facts” or
“truths”.
In regard to analyzing materials within this framework, Rose suggests that
images and or texts should be systematically coded by developing key themes and
words that can be used to derive connections among and between key texts and key
words. Coding texts should always be a result of a close and repeated reading of that
text, Rose argues, while remaining open to allowing the material itself to guide the
analysis. Meta-questions she suggests the discourse analyst consider during the
process include: “How are particular words or images given specific meanings? Are
there meaningful clusters of words and images? What objects do such clusters
produce? What associations are established within such clusters? What connections
are there between such clusters?” (157).
Another important element Rose urges one to consider when doing discourse
analysis is persuasion; discourse analysis must consider how a particular discourse is
attempting to persuade its viewer/reader. “How does it produce its effects of truth?”
she asks (emphasis original) (161). Looking at the way(s) in which discourses draw
on larger claims about scientific truth or naturality, and ensuing moments of dissent
or contradictions within that same discourse, are part and parcel to the detailed
attentiveness required by discourse analysis methodology. Finally, Rose argues that
discourse analysis involves reading absences and silences. Looking for what is not there,
what is not visible, she suggests, can have powerful effects on the reading of any text
and should be kept at the fore of any discourse analysis.
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The Trinity
Ethnography, photography and discourse analysis are all, in some way,
methods that are concerned about the production, interpretation and representation
of social and cultural realities. They are also concerned with relationships—between
the observed and the observer, between the photographer and the photographed,
between the producer and the produced. To do this study, I drew on all of these
methodological frameworks to investigate the central relationship that guided it:
between young Black women and visual culture. Ethnographic methods assisted me
in writing and describing the school, organizational and visual culture(s) in which
the study primarily took place. The camera allowed me to photograph and capture
snapshots of salient visual moments and materials. It also produced data that I
analyzed by using discourse analysis. An examination of the connections between
images, the production of those images, and their effects upon the social and cultural
landscape in and outside of the school, was made possible by discourse analysis. A
detailed discussion of data collection and analysis will follow.
Data Collection
Choosing a Fieldsite
During the fall of 2007, I conducted a short, 6-week ethnographic project
examining the impact of space, place, and school design on student engagement at
Einstein for a qualitative methods course. During that time, I was introduced to key
administrators (the Principal), school personnel (teachers, the librarian and two
counselors), its project-based curriculum, and the overall school culture while “trying
out” ethnography as method. It became relatively clear to me that during that short
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time that Einstein had a totally different approach to both school design and
curriculum than other public schools in the city of Philadelphia, where I had studied
as a researcher or visited as a volunteer. It opened its doors to students via a citywide admissions process in the fall of 2006, so during that time in 2007 (the
following fall) it was receiving quite a bit of local, national, and international press as
a budding leader of the “School 2.0” movement (to revamp schools/schooling into
21st century models) and as an innovative school conscious of and experimenting
with public school design.
So in the fall of 2010 when I was conceptualizing my dissertation study, I revisited Einstein as a fieldwork site. Although I had initially intended to study the
hidden curricula of visual culture in more traditional schools spaces, I shifted my
focus after a year of failed attempts to gain access to two other neighborhood
schools. My revised strategy instead looked at how an explicit focus on creating
engaging visual school spaces could impact the educational experiences of young
black women in a more progressive school environment. And because of the
ubiquitous nature of visual texts across the urban landscape, especially visual texts
targeted to young Black women, I incorporated an examination of how visual
learning outside of schools impacts learning inside of schools. My goal in expanding
the focus in this way was to better understand if what young Black women see out of
school impacted their motivation for, engagement with, or perception of learning as
a valuable enterprise.
Using my previous connections with the Principal, I began the process of
gaining access to the school site by going through the procedure set forth for
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conducting research outlined by the School District of Philadelphia’s (SDP) Office of
Research and Evaluation. This four-month process (from April until July of 2011)
entailed obtaining formal written permission and sponsorship from Principal Roth,
in addition to submitting and re-submitting a research proposal similar to the one
submitted to Temple University’s Institutional Review Board. The bureaucratic and
gate-keeping measures employed by the SDP (from both the Office of Research and
Evaluation and the two individual schools that I could not gain access to) are
indicative of a “lock-and-key” information withholding culture endemic to many
large urban public school districts under scrutiny. When I eventually began fieldwork
at Einstein in the fall of 2011, I was met by a drastically different and purposefully
oppositional culture where doors were open and just about every school community
member was willing to talk candidly with me about just about anything.
Data Collection Process
Data was collected at Einstein in two phases. The first phase focused on
participant-observations, photographing the research site (more details on this to
follow), preliminary interviews, and recruiting student participants. It took place
during the fall semester of 2011, from August to December. The second phase
focused on the production and analysis of photos with students in focus groups, in
addition to continued participant-observation at the school and follow-up interviews.
It took place during the spring semester of 2012, from January until June.
Phase one: Preliminary data collection and recruitment.
During an initial meeting with Principal Roth in August of 2011 (after I
received the go-ahead from the SDP’s Office of Research), I explained the overall
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aims of the research (neatly articulated in a 1-page flyer that I passed out) and he
shared his expectations/hopes about the research and the research’s possible
contributions to the school. Here’s an excerpt from my fieldnotes:
We talked about expectations (I asked specifically what his expectations of me
were), and he said, “Well I have great big expectations, and smaller
expectations that dwindle down from there.” Principal Roth (who refers to
himself by his first name, Nate) told me that the lease for the building that
Einstein is currently in ends in four years and that it would likely not be
renewed, and that they could do a couple of things: renovate a new space and
have the District let him work with Trung Le and Christian Long (school
architects and designers) to build a new space entirely, or reno the Please
Touch Museum that’s down the street (to keep the school in Center City) and
the building beside it and blow everything out. So he’s hoping the work that I
do can inform the design of the next building [which is kind of huge]. He said
that it would be really useful and important for him because having me be at
Einstein, I’m sort of the middle way between Le and Long, who come from a
strictly design perspective. I will be in the school and know the school pretty
well for a year, have extended observational time in the school for a year, but
also a little removed from the school. Nate realizes that I’m one step
removed, and I can give him my findings, which provide him with a
perspective that he doesn’t have and that the architects and designers don’t
have. Piggybacking off of that, I can provide him insights into things that he
can’t see. He mentioned that Einstein is more reflective and naval-gazing than
many other schools are (which I observe to be true also), but that there are just
some things that he just doesn’t see. So, making Einstein more aware of how
they use the space, and some of the unintended consequences of some of the
ways that they’re using the space will also be very helpful (Fieldnotes, August
23, 2011).
I was struck by quite a few things after this conversation, namely that Roth had taken
special care to let me know that although he believed that the school was “navalgazing” (i.e. reflexive), he understood that there was something about the visual and
spatial relations students experience there that were out of his purview. I was also
struck by the fact that Principal Roth had such clearly articulated and lofty goals for
the project. It was indicative, at least to some extent, that Einstein had/has enough
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pull with the SDP to request working with independent designers and architects, and
that he had plans for incorporating my findings into conceptualizing a new space.
During this initial meeting, Principal Roth and I also discussed possible
contributions that I could make to the school while I was there. In an effort to give
back to the school, I felt that I needed to have some sort of role while there. Roth
explained something about Einstein’s culture to me then, he said, “the way things
work around here is you see that something needs to get done, and you say, hey, I
can do that, or I want to do that” (Fieldnotes, August, 23, 2011). My subsequent
approach to participating in the school culture while also trying to study it was that of
“helpful observer.” Over the duration of the study, I volunteered in the library (reshelving books, checking out books, or fielding questions related to library use),
assisted teachers in whose classes I observed, and organized/ran an Independent
Learning Plan (ILP) (more information on ILPs will follow).
At the end of the meeting, Roth invited me to come and speak to the faculty
at their Professional Development meetings the following week. Because I intended
observing classrooms and conducting interviews with key school adults during the
first phase of the research, I needed to get a head start on recruiting teachers and
faculty who would be willing to participate in the study. The following week, I
attended the meeting, heard faculty members give updates on their summer
travels/work, then gave a brief presentation on my work, passed out my 1-page
description, and asked interested faculty to leave their contact information on the
sign-up sheet I passed around. In total, 8 faculty signed up at the initial meeting,
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including five teachers, the two school counselors, and the coordinator of the ILP
program.
Each of the faculty members remarked that they saw an immediate need to
reach out to the young Black women in the school, and some had very particular
interests in having me participate in programs specific to subject-matter (for math
and physics programming, for example). Then ILP coordinator (whose
responsibilities were later passed on to another staff member) talked with me about
the possibility of structuring the activities that I intended on doing with the primary
participants into a project aligned with the goals of the ILP program. In a later
conversation with the new coordinator, I was informed that every sophomore and
junior at Einstein was required to fulfill a yearlong Independent Learning Plan. Most
students meet one afternoon every week (students are dismissed early on
Wednesdays to do so), and can complete their ILPs at local hospitals, schools, or
universities, others do community service at a community center or work shifts at
shops. According to the school’s website,
“The mission of the ILP Program is to prepare students to enter adulthood by
giving them the opportunity to develop and answer questions about their
career goals, gain real experience working with adult mentors in the working
world and expand the classroom into the city of Philadelphia. Not only do
students from [Einstein] get real work experience, they also get to engage in
service that truly benefits our local community. We hope students’
experiences will help them gain insight into their potential career goals, and
allow them to apply their academic knowledge to real-world problems”
(http://www.[Einstein 2.0].org/pages/Individualized Learning).
Students receive academic credit for successful completion of ILP activities,
which were assigned by the ILP coordinator Zeke Stevens. It was always my hope,
as previously mentioned, that the school community, and especially the primary
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student participants would be able to benefit from the study, so I was happy when
the opportunity to structure an ILP project for credit presented itself. From
September to December of the fall semester, Zeke and Olivia Kyvet, the social and
emotional school counselor, assisted me in identifying 10th and 11th grade students
who might be interested in participating in the project. Consulting with Zeke and
Olivia became the primary means for student recruitment, although during my initial
meetings with students I was clear that their participation in the “Hidden in Plain
Sight” ILP was voluntary. I wanted to focus primarily on students in the middle of
their careers because they had at least an entire school year adjusting to the school
culture, but were not yet transitioning out of high school.
As I was recruiting students over the first semester, I had those who had
already signed up doing introductory photographic and journaling exercises.
Students either borrowed cameras from me or from the history/digital video teacher,
or used their cell phone’s camera to take photographs. I gave each student a small
journal they could carry with them to record a caption detailing why they took each
photograph. Since I was still recruiting students to the study (and because I wanted
everyone to start the formal study at the same time), I did not give students
prescribed places/spaces to photograph. I simply wanted them to become more
familiar with the act of looking and writing about what they were seeing. I also
conducted initial interviews, during which I introduced them more formally to the
project’s aims, its central constructs/terminology, and processes (a full protocol for
student interview 1 can be found in the appendix).
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Also during the first phase of the research I concentrated on understanding
Einstein’s school/organizational culture (which will be discussed in more detail in
chapter four). Driven by the literature, I focused both the collection of data and
subsequent analyses on the following elements that make up a school’s visual
culture: the built environment (aspects pertaining to building condition, physical
arrangement and layout), and material culture (cultural artifacts produced by members
of various communities, such as flyers, posters, billboards, and artwork), school design
(wall color, lighting, furniture, etc.). Prosser (2007) notes that “the ‘visible but hidden
curriculum’ is important because it reflects implicit powerful forces that shape
everyday activities and also provides a methodological rationale for the study of
overarching themes in education” (13) (emphasis added). In this study, the
overarching themes (about race, gender, and enculturation) are played out through
the ever-present but under-studied elements of visual school culture and in the
institutional discourse employed by school community members. As such, my
objective to understand Einstein’s overall school/organizational culture also included
a sustained focused on the overt curricula via participant-observation and
photography in classrooms and key recreational spaces (the café, hallways, library,
and administrative suite).
Beginning in phase one, alongside participant observations, I collected four
key sets of images using Prosser’s (2007) typology; these images include:
1. Found images (newspaper articles, leaflets/posters/flyers)
2. Researcher-generated images (photographs taken by myself in the
aforementioned spaces and in the neighborhood surrounding the school)
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3. Participant-generated images (created by participants during the research
process, in response to prompts given by me during our focus group meetings
(more detail to come))
4. Representational images (these images come to represent Einstein to the public,
and were found on the school website, affiliate/sponsor websites, and in
linked social media platforms (Einstein’s Twitter or Facebook profile picture,
for example))
I participated in each classroom to varying degrees, (again, as the helpful observer),
by grading papers, passing out homework, or participating in debates or in-class
activities. I took photos in each classroom, being careful to capture the built
environment, material culture, and classroom design/layout of the space. In each
classroom, I positioned myself wherever the teacher asked me to sit or where I felt
least intrusive. In some classrooms I sat at the front (near the teacher), and in others
on the peripheries. Out of the five teachers who expressed interest in the study at the
initial Professional Development meeting, I decided to do concentrated observations
in three teacher’s classes.
Mrs. Pamela Avis, who is the Physical Education and Health teacher, told me
during the Professional Development meeting that because she talks about the body,
emotional, and physical health in her classes, students often share deeply personal
stories about their lives that she thought would be useful to me throughout the
project. As the second oldest staff member (in age), and the only Black female
teacher on staff, I also had the distinct feeling that she would be able to offer me
insights about the development of the school, how the culture had changed over the
five years she’d been teaching at Einstein, in addition to her own personal
experiences and thoughts about the race and gender politics inside of the school
space.
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Additionally, Mr. John Pitt (aka Señor Juan) one of the Spanish teachers, is
also one of the oldest faculty members on staff, and is one of two Black male
teachers. His classroom is located right next to Mrs. Avis’, and the two often hold
advisory meetings with their students together. He mentioned that his approach to
classroom design was much different than Mrs. Davis’, a minimalist one at best. He
taught at various schools in Philadelphia, Georgia, and New Jersey, and had been at
the school for three full years so was primed to offer me a unique perspective on
Einstein’s school culture. Mr. Dan Patberg, the U.S. history and digital video teacher
piqued my interest as a potential informant at the professional development meeting
as well. He spoke mostly of his travels and photography in South Africa, where he
worked with various community members on community development projects. He
was very open about allowing me to come into his classroom, and to work
collaboratively with me as the resident photography expert.
In total, I conducted approximately 60 hours of observations in classrooms,
meetings, and recreational spaces, plus 4 teacher/staff interviews, and 4 initial
student interviews (that ranged from 30 minutes to an hour and a half) during the
first phase of the research. Interviews with school adults were intended to help me
understand the ways that they impacted how school spaces were constructed and
maintained, and the institutional functions those practices serve(d).
Phase two: Focus groups, image production, and student interviews.
Over the course of the spring semester, I continued to check in with the Señor
Juan, Pam, Zeke, Dan, Olivia, and Nate. I did this mostly by spending extended
observational time (i.e. “hanging out”) in the second-floor main administrative suite.
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This was how I stayed abreast of what was going on in the school (from their
perspectives) beyond what I could track on the school’s website and calendar. One
Wednesday afternoon in late March, I was invited to attend a staff meeting during
which faculty spoke about inter-personal challenges with students as the end of the
semester approached. I also attended a meeting hosted by my own department at
Temple on the future of Philadelphia schools, during which Principal Roth spoke.
The goal in continuing observations was to remain connected to the wider
school culture while I concentrated on engaging the young Black women who were
recruited to participate in the study. After recruiting all of the primary student
participants, procuring all permissions, and securing a location for our meetings, we
began the next phase of the research in earnest. The second phase of the research
(from January to June of 2012) centered on the production (via photography) and
analysis (via photo elicitation and discourse analysis) of images in focus groups and
interviews.
Focus groups and image production.
This part of the process was not without its challenges. At the beginning of
the spring semester, I had 8 student participants with whom I had either spoken with
directly or who were referred to me by adult participants. I re-scheduled focus group
meetings several times because students did not show up, were late, did not have
their photos or journals, or because they had class-work to make up/attend to. My
relatively transient position at the school possibly contributed to these challenges. I
was not their “teacher,” counselor, or coach; we didn’t have deeply personal
relationships, having only spoken with them briefly after being initially introduced,
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or talking with them during our first interviews. I had already established the
informal practice of asking students for their cell phone numbers, so text messaging
quickly became a means for me to communicate with them and build personal
connections.
I solicited the help of Pamela, Zeke, Olivia, and Dan, who had already
spoken with the girls about the project. We (faculty and I) frequently checked in,
they updated me on their efforts (“I told Kia to check in with you – did she?”), but
after about a month of back and forth, I moved forward with the girls who
consistently showed up. Three students did not participate either because they had a
scheduling conflict due to an extra-curricular activity, did not return their permission
forms with parent signatures, or because they did not want to for personal reasons.
At the end of the entire recruitment process, once all five students returned their
paperwork, we had a full introduction and initial focus group meeting.
The first meeting was intended to introduce students to each other, myself,
and the overall aims of the study. Although we had already spoken individually, I
wanted to give the girls a more formal introduction to what I was trying to
understand. Using a collection of provocative photos (see figures 3.1 and 3.2 for
examples), I explained the guiding concepts, including visual culture, the hidden
curriculum, and the idea that things could be “hidden in plain sight.” To get them to
see how things could be “hiding” right in front of their face(s), I had them pick a
space in the school where they spent a lot of time or passed through often. I
instructed them to take a picture of something in that space to which they didn’t
regularly pay much attention.
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Figure 3.1: Focus Group Sample Photo (1), South entrance to Germantown
High School, Source: Temple University Urban Archives.

Figure 3.2: Focus Group Sample Photo (2), Source: thatsabortion.com

When they came back, they took turns reporting on their photos, remarking
on the interesting things that they found after really looking at seemingly banal,
everyday things. I introduced them to Berger’s (1976) concept of varying “ways of
seeing.” I explained how, depending on things like race, class, gender, age, or
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neighborhood, people see and make sense of their world(s) differently. My intention,
I told them, was to help them sharpen or develop what Sturken & Cartwright (2001)
termed “practices of looking” that involved engaging with the everyday images,
objects, and places they encountered.
We discussed the process, which would include meeting and then analyzing
the photo responses to prompts I’d give them beforehand. I passed out secure photo
storage cards and small journals to students who hadn’t already received them. I
instructed the girls to write their journal entries by answering three questions (based
on Rose’s (2007) critical visual methods, which will be discussed in more detail in
the data analysis section): one – who produced the image, space, or object?, two –
what is in the image itself?, and three – who was the image, space, or object intended
for?/who is the audience? I asked them to add where they took the image, to reiterate how our “ways of seeing” change depending on where we are.
After the initial meeting, I e-mailed the girls with their prompts, and collected
their journals and photos bi-weekly. The prompts asked them to photograph: place(s)
where they learned the most (in and out of school), place(s) where they felt safe (in
and/or out of school), what diversity meant to them, and representations of what
Black femininity was and wasn’t. The prompts were directed by both the literature
and were responses to discursive themes that were emerging from fieldwork. These
themes were derived from a grounded theory approach, and emphasized generating
theory from data during the process of conducting research (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Each of the subsequent focus groups entailed discussing the photos that they took, in
addition to any that I had taken that were relevant to the thematic discussion. Before
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each meeting, I gathered the participants’ photos and organized them by prompt into
a slideshow. For both the focus groups and interviews, I used Harper’s (2002) photoelicitation method, which involves having structured or semi-structured
conversations around the meanings and interpretations of images. During both
interviews and focus groups, I used the photos to elicit answers to specific questions
(raised by the image itself, or why it was selected) and connect them to larger
discussions about what they were learning.
I conducted an additional focus group with eight seniors (all young Black
women) from Pam Avis and Señor Juan’s advisory groups. I did this because three
out of the five primary participants were relatively new to the school, and could
thusly only speak to their recent experiences there. More importantly, though, I
conducted the additional focus group because I wanted to corroborate a developing
finding related to belonging stemming from the last focus group with the primary
participants. The eight seniors who participated in the focus group were able to speak
more candidly, and with more perspective, about their experiences at Einstein. They
offered insights about how they navigated Einstein’s social fabric over their tenure,
and reflected on the connection between visual learning inside and outside of the
school. I used a combination of the initial and last focus group protocols to introduce
them to the study, its aims and terminology, and to solicit their feedback.
In total, there were four focus groups (three with primary participants and one
with advisory group participants), ranging from twenty-five minutes to two hours
long (see the appendix for full focus group protocols). The primary participants
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handed in fifty-eight images that were either taken by themselves or procured from
the Internet.
Interviews
During this phase, I conducted follow-up interviews with student participants.
The purpose of the second interview with the girls was to get more detailed and
nuanced information about the students’ visual learning, and the spaces/places that
influenced that learning. The first part of the interview primarily asked them to
reflect on their engagement in “spaces of play” (Bernstein) – the non-classroom and
third spaces where they spent most time out of class. These “autonomous” spaces,
where the gaze of watchful eyes is purportedly limited, were revelatory fields. The
girls said much about how they felt in these spaces, and simultaneously revealed
much about other spaces in the school where they were uncomfortable and or
restricted. These emotional geographies – places of intense pleasure, indifference,
and sometimes detachment – told me a lot about how visual culture, and the spaces
in which that culture is constantly made/re-made, serve pedagogical purposes. Some
of the questions I asked during this portion of the interview asked: Can you tell me
some of the recreational spaces in Einstein that you frequent? How do you feel when you are in
these spaces? Why? Do any of these spaces help you learn? Why? Why not?
The second portion of the interview was about their photos. Much of the
conversations we had were about the photos they took outside of Einstein. I asked
them specific questions about how their photos responded to the prompts. The
conversations were fairly loose, as I privileged the girls’ own organic connections. I
used this part of the interview to let the girls meander, sometimes go on tangents,
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and even rant. I did this because I wanted to learn how they made sense of the
entanglements across spaces, between images and people. This process was
imperative, in my opinion, if I was going to comprehend the means they used to
learn from and in their environments (virtual or “real”). These interviews ranged
from around thirty minutes to just over an hour. Much of the variance in length had
to do with my rapport with the girls, which varied widely. I was closer with some
girls because we spent more time chitchatting, I saw some of them while I was
observing in their classes, or because our personalities “clicked” naturally.
Nevertheless, I attempted to reach out to all of the participants equally (through text
message, e-mail, and or in-person exchanges). Overall, the second interviews were
significant to the data collection process because they were more personal
conversations (in addition to the group conversations in focus groups) during which
we could connect one-on-one.
Ultimately, I think that data collection was a success, challenges included. I
had very rich conversations (on and off the record), collected almost 600 photos, and
most importantly, got to know five beautiful young Black women as they shared
their experiences and knowledge with me. Starting in the summer immediately
following data collection, I began data analysis. A detailed discussion of the analysis
procedures follows.
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Type of Data
Participant-observations
(in classrooms and
recreational/informal
spaces)iii
Fieldnotes
Photos

Data Collected
+ 60 hours

197 pages
11 Found Images
10 Representational Images
58 Participant-Generated Images
600 Researcher-Generated Images

Interviews

6 w/Faculty/Staff
8 w/Students
Focus Groups
3 w/primary participants
1 w/advisory group participants
Table 3.1: Data Collection Summary

Data Analysis
I analyzed the data (interviews with faculty/staff and youth, focus groups,
fieldnotes, and photos) using a three-step process, taking much of my cues for the
analysis process from Rose (2007), Hesse-Biber & Leavy (2006), and Collier (1967).
Step One: Etic Review
The first step included an etic review of transcripts, audio files, and photos
using preliminary demographic and conceptual codes derived from research
questions and the literature. An etic review considers just the raw data, without
attention to preliminary findings or “hunches.” This is a good first step because it
allows for findings to surface somewhat organically (although related to the overall
questions of the study) (Hesse-Biber & Leavy). These codes included:

iii

Not including time spent interviewing or conducting focus groups with participants.
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Demographic Codes:
1. Black
2. White
3. Latino/a
4. Asian
5. “POC”/person of color
6. Middle Class
7. Working Class
8. Upper/Upper Middle Class
9. Teacher
10. Faculty/Staff
11. Principal
12. Male
13. Female
14. Sophomore
15. Junior
16. Senior
Conceptual Codes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Race
Class
Gender
Place (to mark instantiations of participants’ references to creating a sense of
place, and the related aspects, objects, or sites that contributed to that sense of
place)
5. Space (to mark references to the built/physical environment, and the “brick
and mortar” elements that constitute a particular space)
6. Institutional Rules
a. Dress
b. Discipline/disciplinary rules
7. Informal Rituals
a. Behavior patterns
b. Gestures
c. Ceremonies
8. Informal Practices
a. Graffiti
b. Posting of staff and student work
9. Hidden Curriculum
a. Organizational/school culture
b. Built environment
c. Material culture
10. Visual learning inside
11. Visual learning outside
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12. Youth-related
a. Resistance/subversion
b. Relational
c.
Lessons learned
During this first round of coding, Rose’s (2007) critical visual methodology
was used to analyze each photo. As previously mentioned, this exhaustive method
involved examining the site of an image’s production, the image itself, and the
intended audience. The site of image production can be determined by examining the
technologies used in the composition of an image (i.e. the kinds of camera, film and
development processes the photographer used), and what, as a result, was made
“visually possible and what impossible” (p. 15). Third, one must consider the social
production of images. This modality usually derives from the economic processes in
which visual images are produced, the industry (or industries) involved in that
production, and the social and or political identities drawn upon in an image’s
making (pop culture images often draw upon images of youth or youthfulness, or the
consumption of youth, and are therefore embedded in the production of popular
cultural texts). This process was not always feasible, as some of the photo responses
to prompts that youth handed in were downloaded from random websites. Because
file and picture sharing are so easy to do these days, I sometimes did not have a failproof way of deducing where an image originated. In other cases, I could more easily
recognize what institution produced the initial image, even if it was not marked as
such on the image that one of the girls handed in to me. Here are examples of each,
both handed in by the same young woman in response to the prompt about
representations of Black femininity:
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Figure 3.3: “representation of black females (1),” via Google Search by Maurecia

Figure 3.4: “representation of black females (2),” via Google Search by Maurecia

Googling the first image myself (using Google's new image search feature) did
not yield any definitive results. There were a number of websites from which she
could have pulled this image. Google's "best guess" results for the image was
"pregnant teenager," as indicated in the screenshot of the image search on the
following page. My strategy in this case and in cases similar to this was to examine
the photo's symbolic function (in this case as a representation of a pregnant teenager)
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rather than its actual site of production or the exact economic processes that
produced them.
The second image was easier for me to analyze because it was recognizable.
A digital version of the physical card, this "Access" image is the face of
Pennsylvania's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP/Food Stamps).
This image functions as a sign. It is on the front of every card a SNAP or cash benefit
recipient receives all across the state. Throughout a number of grocery and corner
stores, you can find this image or a reference to it ("We Accept SNAP," or "Access
cards accepted"). This image is frequently on this front door of an establishment or
near the cash register. If you have shopped at a place that accepts Access cards (and
you notice the signage), this image is quite easy to recognize. I could, therefore, more
easily identify this image's site of production and the institution that produced it.
Regarding examining the image itself, I took to heart Rose’s push to
deconstruct an image’s compositionality. Drawing on Pollock (1988), Rose states
that aspects of compositionality “contribute toward its way of seeing” (p. 20). The
organization of looks in the photograph—between the photograph and its viewers—
requires attention. Compositionality also touches on the ‘sensory qualities’ that
visual images convey. Acknowledging these ‘feelings’ should not be taken for
granted, as they are just as important to the meaning of images as words or sights
(21).
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Figure 3.5: Screen shot of Google Image Search.
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Lastly, the site of the audience includes, like the site of production and the
image itself, an analysis of the compositionality and technology of the image. In the
context of an image’s audience, however, Rose puts forward that to consider the
organization of the image—what is at the center of the frame, and what is in/out of
focus are questions that address the organization of an image. Technological
questions may concern issues of color, pattern or texture, and how they come into
play in an image and invite a particular type of reading.
Additionally, one must look at how an image is looked at differently in
different contexts. Spaces and practices of display invite different viewings, thus
social and cultural places mediate the ways of seeing images. So too do the social
and cultural identities of the viewers. In the context of the project, the girls were the
central viewers. They were my target audience. To contextualize their readings of
photos, I incorporated their journal entries and photo captions into the audience
analytic. These captions framed their viewing, and also told me why they made the
decisions to take/collect the specific photo that they did. With the key information
about where they took the photo (when available), I could glean much about its
intended audience by researching the demographics of the area using U.S. Census
data (if the image was taken out of the school). This was a particularly important
step, as images function in the landscape in particularly social(izing) ways. Therefore
underscoring the dual roles of the social practices of spectating and the social
identities of the spectator. Rose summatively offers— “Our use of images, our
appreciation of certain kinds of imagery, performs a social function as well as an
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aesthetic one. It says something about who we are and how we want to be seen” (p.
26).
Each image was examined in this way—at the site of its production, the
image itself, and its intended audience(s). During the initial review, I took detailed
notes that linked codes to quotes/themes from all of the data. These notes helped me
organize the data into thematic groups; frequently, data that was cross-coded into
multiple codes fell under many thematic groups. After all files were coded, I wrote
conceptual, methodological and interpersonal memos that detailed my coding process and
relevant emergent themes. The conceptual memos connected findings to
literature/theories that helped me articulate what I was finding as I began to write
the findings chapters. They focused on significant findings in relation to my research
questions that came up during this first portion of the coding. The methodological
memos focused on challenges and limitations that came up during data collection
that impacted the persuasiveness of the findings. The methodological memo also
reviewed the procedures that I followed in the field that were beneficial to the
findings. The interpersonal memos focused on the rapport, the environment, verbal,
and non-verbal communication and extra-site relationships between the
participant(s) and myself. This important information subsequently contextualized
findings and results. After I finished memoing, I coded my memos and added them
to the initial codebook. This coding entailed pulling out significant themes other than
the ones already in the codebook.
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Step Two: Emic Review
The second step included an emic review of the notes, photos, and memos
using the revised codebook. An emic review places each piece of data into context
with other pieces of data, and considers how they are related to one another. This
process is very similar to discourse analysis, except without explicit attention to
relations of power. I followed the same coding procedure from step 1 (memoing,
then coding the memos). The derivative coding of the emic review memos informed
the master codebook.
Step Three: Discourse Analysis
The third and final step of data analysis included using the master codebook
for discourse analysis. Adding to Rose’s frame, I took seriously the claim put forward
by de Lauretis (1987), that discourses have the power to "do violence to people, a
violence which is material and physical, although produced by abstract and scientific
discourses as well as discourses of the mass media" (17). I did this specifically by
asking myself if and how emerging findings were tied to discourses that could do
harm. One of the ways this came to surface during the analysis process was when I
looked for affective cues in the focus group and interview transcripts. I looked for
repeated responses to images, spaces, and objects that brought up feelings of
discomfort, anger, fear, or pain. To the best of my ability, I traced back the root(s) or
entanglements of those feelings to the institutions and socio-political actors who
produced them. This was not in an effort to expose any singular actor or institution,
but rather to unearth how harmful discourses were transmitted to the youth who
consumed them.
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The major method in this third step included memoing (as analytical process).
Discourse analysis memos were empirical (answering research questions),
methodological, and interpretive (what are the implications of the findings?). A final
memo considered the limitations, next steps, and future direction(s) of the research.
The next chapter discusses the field site in depth. I contextualize the fieldsite
by talking at length about the admissions process, the formal curriculum, the school’s
disciplinary approach, and the demographic composition of the student body.
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CHAPTER 4
THE SETTING: INTRODUCTING EINSTEIN 2.0

Figure 4.1: “Inconspicuous Building,” outside of Einstein 2.0, by: Author.

The Socio-Spatial Context
Nestled in the affluent, western part of Center City Philadelphia, surrounded
by a busy commercial and residential district, sits an inconspicuous school building
called Einstein 2.0 (see Figure 4.1). An American Red Cross building, the Comcast
Center, a Trader Joe’s grocery store and a number of smaller business complexes also
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surround this school building. A mural installation on language and identity put
together by an English and Spanish class during the 2011-2012 school year at
Einstein lines the underpass of a small bridge. Self-portrait style photographs,
accompanied with seemingly significant language experiences of this diverse
selection of students personalize this stark concrete landscape (see Figure 4.2).
There is constant through traffic in the area - a trolley stop, 3 bus lines,
bicycles, cars and pedestrians – all coming into or going out of Center City. After
3pm, you’ll often see youth streaming out of the school building and into the deli
shop/convenience store across the street to grab an after-school snack. The gentle but
persistent whoosh of passerby trains, along with car motors, people laughing, talking
and shouting animate the soundscape of the area. This place is bustling.

Figure 4.2: “Language and Identity Mural,” underpass near Einstein, by: Author.
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The Visual School Culture
Upon close inspection, a wall full of windows reveals that this bustling scene
continues inside of the school. A cafeteria full of round and rectangular tables,
modern-looking chairs and a Ping-Pong table fill the window frame. Students sit or
lay atop the tables, run up, down and through the cafeteria to the stairway that leads
to the upper floors. A bright green wall adorned with a giant Periodic Table poster
colors the back wall of the first floor space. A more muted yellow is painted on the
adjacent walls of what the people at Einstein call the café. Once inside, it becomes
even more clear (if it wasn't already from the outside) that Einstein is a different type
of school, a departure from the beige cinder-block approach to traditional public
school design.
The most notable departure from the traditional socio-spatial arrangement of
public school design can be found at the school's entry, or rather, is absent at the
school's entry, since Einstein is one of the few public schools in the city of
Philadelphia that does not use metal detectors. There aren't the usual “no weapons
or drugs allowed” placards on the outer walls near the entrance; instead, what greets
people as they enter the school is a 'Visitors Entrance' sign and an unnoticeable call
button (see Figures 4.3 & 4.4 ). An 8.5 x 11 poster that dictates the school 'rules' can
be found on the inside of the second set of front doors. The poster reads: respect
yourself, respect the community, respect [Einstein] as a place of learning (Figure
4.5).
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Figure 4.3: “Visitor’s Entrance,” outside of Einstein, by: Author.

Figure 4.4: “Call Button,” outside of Einstein, by: Author.

Figure 4.5: “Rules,” entrance, by: Author.
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These visual elements were intentional “brick and mortar” decisions on the
part of the founding and still current principal Mr. Nate Roth, along with industryleading school architects and designers. Once an old human resources building for
the School District of Philadelphia, the space was re-conceptualized in 2005 to fit the
pedagogical mission of this small, project-based science and technology magnet
school; namely, the new school space had to be amenable to the use of movable
technologies (laptops, handheld computing devices, “smart” projection systems), and
transitional furniture (spaces have to serve multiple functions: hallways are gyms,
classrooms have two or more subjects, the library is a meeting space, etc.). Even the
fact that the principal's office is directly off of the main hallway, with no army of
secretary's desks guarding it, was an intentional departure from the traditional
administrative suite design (see Figure 4.6). All of these decisions were, according to
Principal Roth, based on the Dewian philosophy of learning as a community
endeavor. The architectural decisions made also strive to meet the goals of
collaboration and transparency embedded within the school’s culture (“Designing
School 2.0”, 2005).
These architectural and design decisions are indeed reflected in the way the
school community uses the space. Doors are kept open, students lay out on hallway
floors, spread their laptops, books and backpacks on top of desks in the library, have
dance practice in the cafeteria. Teachers gather at a table in the noisy administrative
suite to chat, submit grades online, monitor their class blogs (and student's Twitter
feeds), or to just take a break. The main administrative suite is not a break from
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students, however, as they frequently pop in and out of the office to check in with
teachers, staff, the principal or other students.

Figure 4.6: “Blueprint of Main Administrative Suite,” second floor, by: Author.

The singular 'adults only' space in the school sits unused at the back end of the
second-floor hallway; staff opted for the central second floor main office hub as their
'staffroom' instead. Originally intended for teachers to use to congregate, meet with
students, or for the school psychologist to perform assessments, the official teacher’s
lounge has instead turned into a pseudo-storage space for overflow supplies. Mr.
Roth's office is an organic thoroughfare: right off of the main hallway, attached to
the administrative suite, across from the library, steps away from the 'swimming
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pool'iv, and in eye-shot from the stairway that leads to the upper and lower floors, it's
a good place to see and be seen. From his desk, Principal Roth has an optimal
vantage point from which to see what's going on in the building. His door is rarely
closed (see Figure 4.7 on the next page).
A few steps away from Mr. Roth's office is the school's small library. Despite
the fact that the school recently lost its librarian (due to budget cuts), the library is
still heavily trafficked. Tall and mid-sized bookcases line the walls, with a southfacing wall of windows offering light and sun into the space. A number of small
tables and chairs fill the interior, with a smaller area of cushy chairs and a low-coffee
table that offers a small retreat filling up the space near the door. Run by a senior
with the help of other student and parent volunteers, the library is a lunchtime and
free-period hangout, the music room, a presentation space (with the help of a
retractable smart projector screen), and an ideal space for Wednesday afternoon
faculty meetings. It is what Einstein's founding librarian referred to as the school's
living room (Personal Communication, 2007).
The main door of the library opens up onto the second floor hallway. Each
hallway of the school is painted the color that corresponds with each class group
(seniors are orange, juniors are blue, sophomores are green, and freshman are
yellow). Very few walls in the entire school building are left empty.

iv

The swimming pool is a place dubbed by Einstein after a ‘happy accident’ during the building
renovation. Originally intended to be a grand steel staircase, this second floor half wall, painted blue
on the inside, is frequently used by people on the second floor to peer into the café downstairs. It is
also where the school mural is painted, and is one of the first things a person sees as they walk into the
main school corridor.
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Figure 4.7: “Doors Are Open,” 2nd floor of Einstein, by: Author.

Figure 4.8: “Second Floor Landing,” by: Author.

Students post self-made flyers for student association meetings, yearbook sales
and food drives; teachers post student work outside of their classrooms or class-wide
projects throughout the school to showcase year-long work; fewer in number but still
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present are informational print materials from national and international
organizations like BuildOn, an after school program that encourages youth to do
extensive community service, both locally and globally. Wrapped around the
'swimming pool' half wall is a bright, multi-colored mural painted by an Einstein
alumnus (Figure 4.8). On the main office bulletin board - one of the few spaces in the
school where students have to get permission from the school secretary to post
material - hangs the compulsory school district material. An “Imagine 2014” poster,
a district-wide initiative spearheaded by former School District Superintendent
Arlene Ackerman, along with a few store-bought posters (one that reads:
'extraordinary staff, extraordinary school') add a contrasting impersonal sterility to
an otherwise personalized, intimate space.

Figure 4.9: “Extraordinary,” 2nd floor thoroughfare, by: Author.
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Figure 4.10: “Science Labs,” Source: http://www.designshare.com/index.php/articles/[…]/.

Figure 4.11: “Art Room,” Source: http://www.designshare.com/index.php/articles/[…]/.

Figure 4.12: “English Class,” Source: http://www.designshare.com/index.php/articles/[…]/
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Classrooms vary in size and use. Biochemistry and physics classrooms have
both the table/desk arrangement along with lab desks for experiments and projects
(Figure 4.10). Spanish, Math, English and History classes are taught in classrooms
with the common table/desk combination, although faculty are encouraged to
arrange their rooms in a way conducive to both their teaching style(s) and subjectmatter (like the wide desks and stools in the art classroom, Figure 4.11). Some have
chosen to retain the usual layout, with all of their individual students' chair-desks
facing the front whiteboard, where they usually deliver instruction. Others have
opted for 'conference-style' arrangements, with a cluster of tables (usually 2-4) and
chairs facing each other because of the amount of group work the class engages in
and the need for constant access to their laptop computers (Figure 4.12).
Occasionally, a teacher will incorporate a 'lounge' area in one corner of the room,
complete with a couch, big leather chairs and a rug. Some teachers incorporate
relevant artwork (a replica Frida Kahlo painting in Spanish class, for example), and
course-specific materials (literary terms and definitions in English class) into their
classroom design.
The Organizational Culture
Einstein has gained international attention as an innovative alternative to
traditional public schooling, both in curriculum and design (Nair, 2007; Pass, 2010).
It is a direct product of Principal Roth’s efforts to start a small school movement in
Philadelphia, after having taught at Beacon in New York City for over ten years.
Originally from the Philadelphia area, Roth was always eager to return to his
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hometown and begin a school that met his own educational and personal values. It is
what most of the faculty and staff refer to as “[Nate’s] baby.” In collaboration with
the SDP and the partnering science museum, the admissions processes the
curriculum, faculty/staff, student body, school culture, and visual culture are all biproducts of his conceptualizations of what schooling in the 21st century should be
and look like.
The Admissions Process
In their admissions interviews, students have to propose a 4-year project that
they would like to implement based on their own scientific interests. In theory, over
the course of their tenure at Einstein students work on various smaller-projects that
then shape their senior capstone projects. Once admitted (if they are coming in from
primary school), during the 9th and 10th grades, students have extensive workshop
experiences at the partnering science museumv.
Upon admission, each student is assigned to an advisory group. Many
Einstein community members (including primary adult and student participants)
describe the advisory program as the soul of the school. It is a four-year relationship
between a faculty member, 20 students, and their parents. During the freshman year,
the goal of advisory is to help students acclimate socially and academically. During
the upper-grades, advisors continue to help their advisees socially and academically,
in addition to assisting them with their Individualized Learning Projects (ILPS) and

v

The workshops consist of classes (which consist of a subject focus during a 4-week mini course) and
internships (that explore links between course interests and work experience). These experiences are
intended to expose students to hands-on scientific inquiry, the museum, its archives, and exhibits.
Ninth graders select from a series of mini-courses, while 10th graders can go on to intern in the
department in which they took their course.
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post-secondary planning. Advisory groups meet twice a week for 40 minutes. The
group explores topics that include school orientation, school design, academic skills
support, school spirit, peer relationship and effective social skills, career exploration,
and current events.
The (Formal) Curriculum
Einstein uses a project-based model to shape its curriculum based on the
notion that inquiry is the first step in the learning process ([Einstein 2.0], 2009). The
school provides a college preparatory curriculum with a focus on science, math,
entrepreneurship, and technology complete with a 1:1 student-laptop ratio. The
school believes that students learn best when they can directly experience what
they’re learning; in this way, the science curriculum is carried out with extensive
laboratory activities (often using their laptops to further explore subject matter).
Three central questions guide the school’s curriculum: how do we learn?; what can
we create?; and what does it mean to lead? The curricular goals are shaped by the
school’s five core values of inquiry, research, collaboration, presentation, and
reflection. These core values are posted in almost every classroom and in multiple
common spaces throughout the school for everyone to see (see Figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.13: “Core Values,” 2nd floor thoroughfare, Source: Author.

Over their four years, students take a combination of science (Bio-Chemistry),
mathematics (Algebra, Geometry, Pre-Calculus, Statistics, and Calculus), English
(with foci on Identity and the Self, The Self and Systems, and Change in the Self and
Systems), Spanish (with multiple units centered around the question “How can I use
Spanish to contribute to my community?,” and immersion experiences), History and
Social Science (African-American History over the last 10,000 yearsvi, World
History, U.S. History, and senior-year electives (American Government, Economics,
and topics in Global Studies)), Health & Physical Education, Technology
Foundations (for ninth graders), and a number of electives (Introduction to
Engineering, Fine Art, Digital Video, Ceramics, Debate, Computer Science, Music,
and Drama). Class periods are extended from the traditional 50 minute allotment to
65 minutes. Because students have regular access to both the Internet and laptop

vi

According to the freshman handbook, “students are encouraged to see the study of African
American history as a means to better understand themselves, their families, and how humans have
much in common --- over time and geography” ([Einstein 2.0], 2009).
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computers, traditional textbook courses are less common in Einstein classrooms.
Students often use multiple sources gathered from their Internet research instead of a
singular text, which according to Einstein’s freshman handbook, transfers
responsibility for topic inquiry and subsequent presentation onto the student.
In addition to regular work, students complete a benchmark project each
quarter using backwards design. Teachers ask “what are the enduring understandings
students should have when they leave this class?” ([Einstein 2.0], 2009), and design
their everyday classroom activities and benchmark projects that are structured
around meeting those goals. Group and individual projects are assessed using a
general rubric that is typically customized by each faculty member to fit project and
subject-specific criterion. Benchmarks are assessed on 5 core elements in the general
rubric: design, knowledge, application, presentation, and process. These assessments
allow teachers to identify areas for growth and address areas that need to be
remediated. Einstein uses a hybrid assessment approach that combines benchmark
project grades and narratives written by faculty.
Einstein’s Disciplinary Approach
The school employs a restorative justice/mediation disciplinary approach
(Personal Communication, April 19, 2012). Principal Roth and the social-emotional
counselor Olivia Kyvet (who indicated that she often functions as a pseudo Assistant
Principal when Principal Roth is out of the building) often facilitate mediation
sessions with students when there are peer-to-peer issues. I stumbled upon one such
mediation session in the spring semester of fieldwork with two students, Principal
Roth, Olivia, and an outside school District official. Afterward, Principal Roth and
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Olivia both intimated to me that rather than suspend students, they try to resolve
conflicts between students through in-class discussion (facilitated at first by the
teacher/faculty member who is directly involved) (Fieldnotes, April 19, 2012). If the
issue escalates, the Principal and other school officials may be involved. Both Kyvet
and Roth stressed that dismissal (via removal from the classroom, suspension, or
expulsion) is a last resort for most infractions (except for serious ones that may cause
physical harm to others).
Individual behavioral issues are dealt with in a similar manner. It is not
uncommon for advisors to be brought into the mediation process because they can
leverage their personal relationships with students to get at the root of disagreements
and or personal issues a student might be experiencing. Principal Roth sometimes
uses Twitter and or the school blog to communicate with students/the school
community and quell growing tensions, address behavioral issues (such as
drug/alcohol use) or to encourage students to “do the right thing” (Fieldnotes,
November 22, 2011). Although these ‘rules’ are visible for everyone to see,
sometimes verbal re-enforcement is necessary.
Einstein Student Demographics
During the 2010-2011 school year, there were approximately 484 enrolled
students at Einstein (School District of Philadelphia, 2012). The study body is
racially mixed with African-Americans comprising about 46% of the student body,
followed by White students (33%), Asian and Latino students (10% respectively),
and students who identify/are identified as Other (2%) (see Figure 4.14 for graphic
data). About 49% of the student body is economically disadvantaged. Approximately
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78% do not have an Individualized Education Plan (IEP)vii, 8% are classified as
students with Disabilities, and 15% are classified as Mentally Gifted. Most of the
students are native English speakers (at around 99%). Roughly 55% of the students
are females. Young black women apply in the highest numbers to the school;
consequently, they are one of the largest student cohorts.

33%

10%

African American
Other
Asian
Latino
White

10%

2%

46%

Figure 4.14: Einstein 2.0 Demographics by Race; Source: School District of Philadelphia, 2012.

Unlike other special admissions, highly competitive public high schools in the
city, Einstein prides itself on the fact that it doesn't 'cream' the best students from a
handful of the best middle schools across the city. Almost all zip codes in the city are
represented in the student body, which means that students from all over the city
traverse from their respective neighborhoods to get to Center City everyday

vii

An Individualized Education Plan (or IEP) is an indicator of a student’s official Special Education
status with the District. IEPs are not to be confused with Einstein’s Individualized Learning Plan
(ILPs), which are internships/special-projects completed by each sophomore and junior.
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ZIP CODE
08043

# STUDENTS
1

ZIP CODE
19138

# STUDENTS
13

19103

8

19139

19

19104

16

19140

11

19106

2

19141

6

19107

1

19142

15

19111

8

19143

36

19116

2

19144

27

19118

2

19145

26

19119

23

19146

11

19120

24

19147

20

19121

4

19148

26

19122

3

19149

5

19123

5

19150

11

19124

20

19151

18

19125

4

19152

3

19126

5

19153

7

19127

3

19154

1

19128

42

19130

9

TOTAL

484

19131

18

19132

4

19133

4

19134

10

19135

7

19136

3

137

1
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Table 4.1: Einstein Student Residential Zip Code Data, Source: Einstein Student Profile, School
District of Philadelphia.

(see Table 4.1 for a full count of student residential zip codes). In a short video clip
featuring the school on Apple’s website, Julia Zimmerman, a founding history
teacher proudly stated, “I think we have 70 of 74 zip codes represented in the
building on any given day, so we’re really pulling kids from Philadelphia. The
collection of students that are in the building really do represent the wider, broader
community as a whole” (http://www.apple.com/education/profiles/[...]).
During the fieldwork school year, there were 32 total faculty/staff: 1
principal, 23 teaching faculty, 2 counselors, 3 development/management
coordinators, 1 school secretary, 1 counselor, and 1 custodian. According to
Principal Roth, approximately 55% of the faculty/staff are male, and about 45% are
female. The composition of school adults appeared to be racially/ethnically mixed,
represented by White, Latino, Southeast-Asian, Black, and Bi/Multi racial faculty
and staffviii.
Fifteen of the teaching faculty have Master’s degrees (from the University of
Pennsylvania, Temple University, Teacher’s College, Columbia University, Arcadia
University, Colgate University, and Prescott College); many have received
fellowships (with the U.S. Department of Education, the Philadelphia Teaching
Fellows program, the Yale National Teaching Fellows program, and the Fulbright

viii

My assessments of the faculty and staff’s racial backgrounds were made using aesthetic judgments
and or assumptions based on a person’s last name. They are therefore highly subjective and should not
be read as definitive in any way.
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Classroom Teacher Exchange program) and teaching awards (including the Florida
Association of Science Teachers Outstanding High School Science Teacher award,
the Society of Professional Engineers (SPE) Outstanding Science Teacher award,
and the School District of Philadelphia Lindback Distinguished Teaching Award);
and several have lived, traveled, and or worked abroad (in Costa Rica, Germany,
England, India, South Africa, Tanzania, Cameroon, Jerusalem, Argentina, and
Egypt ). Both of the school counselors have Master’s degrees (from Temple
University and Fordham University) in School Counseling and Counseling
Psychology (www.[Einstein 2.0].org/pages/Faculty_and_Staff). Faculty/staff have
worked in various locations across the nation and globe, taught in the Philadelphia
and New York City areas, and range in educational experience from 0 to over 20
years.

Figure 4.15: “Obama Greets the Class of 2012,” Source: Christian Science Monitor, by: Carolyn
Kaster
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During a fundraising event in Philadelphia, President Obama addressed the
graduating class of 2012 (Figure 4.15), adding to the media attention and praise for
Einstein’s academics and diversity. Commenting on Einstein’s demographics and the
ways it draws up an image of an ideal America, President Obama addressed the
crowd by saying that Einstein’s demographic composition is an
...incredible strength for the United States, because innovation, brain power,
does not discriminate by gender or race or faith or background. Everybody's
got the capacity to create and improve our lives in so many ways [...] This is a
great postcard for what America is all about (Graham, 2012).
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CHAPTER 5
ON SEEING WHAT THEY FEEL, AND FEELING WHAT THEY SEE:
YOUNG BLACK WOMEN AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH
EINSTEIN’S VISUAL SCHOOL CULTURE

Figure 5.1: “Take What You Need,” 2nd Floor, Einstein, by Author.

We live in worlds of pain or pleasure; emotional environs that we sense can
expand or contract in response to our experiences of events. […]. Without
doubt, our emotions matter. They have tangible effects on our surroundings
and can shape the very nature and experience of our being-in-the-world.
(Davidson & Milligan, 2004, p. 524) (emphasis original)
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Figure 5.2: "Taken," Back Stairwell, Einstein, by Maurecia.

Introduction
How can we understand the relationship between young Black women and
their school’s visual culture? Perhaps considering how they feel is a good place to
start; because as Davidson and Milligan note above, feelings have everything to do
with our relationships with spaces. We learn to enjoy particular spaces depending on
our emotional attachments to them. We learn how to walk, talk, and move in
particular spaces within the context of its “certain kind of sensibility” (Wells, 2007).
We choose to live (when we do have the choice) in one space over another often
because of how we feel in it. Our emotions are inextricably linked to how we
navigate our worlds. Indeed, we are deeply shaped by the meeting of both our
emotional experiences of spaces and the hard and softscapes that produced them in
the first place (O Donoghue, 2007).
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 allude to Einstein’s material culture; both hand-made,
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student-created flyers nod directly to the emotional needs of the community. They
speak to vulnerability, compassion, and are indicative of a larger school culture
wherein public recognition of these feelings abounds. For the young Black women in
this study, various understandings of their emotional attachments to Einstein come
to bear on our understanding of it as an ever-changing educational and cultural
space. While all of the young Black women in this study articulated their own
relationships with Einstein differently, they all shared this basic outlook: they saw
what they felt, and they felt what they saw.
What surfaced as most important to them as it related to their relationship with
Einstein’s visual culture, was that the space made them feel safe, welcomed, invited,
comfortable, free, engaged – and as opposed to being emotionally distracted –
emotionally ready. These emotive responses, by and large, were made in and through a
set of complicated contrasts that stemmed from the drastic shift between their old
school environments and the wildly different place that was Einstein.
A Contrastive Shift
This is not a study about young Black women who all moved from struggling,
violence-prone, inner-city schools to a seemingly more safe, cutting-edge magnet
school downtown. In fact, only one of the five primary participants, Azelia, fits that
bill. The other primary participants moved from prestigious private religious
institutions (Catholic and Mennonite) in the southwestern suburbs and relatively
affluent Art Museum/Fairmount areas, an award-winning charter school in upperNorth Philadelphia, and an academically well-performing neighborhood public
school in the sprawling Northeast.
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What moving from their previous school environments to Einstein brought into
sharp focus was the contrast in school culture and climate. For all of the young
women, their former schools approached school design, culture, and discipline
traditionally. In our first round of interviews, all of the girls were asked to describe
their former school(s), and to reflect on how the Einstein environment differed from
them. ix

Figure 5.3: “We Are [Students First Academy],” Source: www.youtube.com, SACharterSchools.

Figure 5.4: “Physics Classroom,” Source: thenotebook.org, by: Benjamin Herold.

ix

Because of time constraints and unresponsiveness, I was unable to interview one of my primary
participants, Raven. Her photos and commentary in the focus groups served as my primary means for
procuring data from her.
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Figure 5.5, “Safe Zone,” Einstein library, by: Author.

Figure 5.6,“NPCA: This is Who We Are,” Source: youtube.com.

Figure 5.7, “Our Lady,” Source: ghostsofdelawarecounty.blogspot.com, by: Barbara Johnson.

Shameema, a 15-year old sophomore from North Philly, transitioned from a
very strict charter school to Einstein. Prior to enrolling, Shameema attended 7
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neighborhood, private, and charter schools. She recalled constant visits to the nurse’s
office at one of her former primary schools that, she wittingly stated, “had this big no
child left behind policy, except for I was a child left behind” (Personal
Communication, April 25. 2012). Her middle school, Students First Academy, was
almost entirely African-American (96%) (Pennsylvania Department of Education,
2012). The school practiced strict discipline, complete with a tightly-enforced dress
code and an escort policy that required students to be accompanied by a school adult
(single file) from one class to another (see Figure 5.3). Once she enrolled at Einstein,
she struggled with all of the freedoms she was allotted and frequently found herself
reprimanded for taking too much advantage of them by teachers, the Principal, and
her mother.
Sixteen-year old junior Azelia, originally from the Caribbean, transferred from
a large, predominately Asian (48.9%), African-American (29.9%), and Latino
(11.2%) (School District of Philadelphia, 2012a) neighborhood public school during
her second year in The States. Her south Philadelphia school had previously received
local press about the poor condition of the building (Herold, 2011). Figure 5.4, an
accompanying photo in a Philadelphia Public School Notebook article, shows a
water-damaged physics classroom. This depiction is in keeping with Azelia’s
description of Furness High; a place that she recounted was heavy, dark, and
reminiscent of a prison. In 2011, the school was suspected to be a target for closure,
not just because of the structural repairs needed but also because it failed to make
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) under No Child Left Behind mandates. Azelia’s
mother, motivated by her desire to put her daughter in a physically safer and
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academically challenging environment, found out about Einstein from District
officials and encouraged Azelia to apply. Initially nervous about finding her way and
keeping up with classes, Azelia’s fears were quickly allayed by a new environment
that she described as open, and more like a family than a school.
Both Maurecia and Daria moved from private religious institutions to Einstein.
Maurecia, a 15-year old sophomore from Southwest Philadelphia, transferred to
Einstein mid-year from the North Philadelphia Christian Academy (NPCA). NPCA
is a religious high school in the lower north central area of the city. In addition to
being a Christian institution, NPCA is predominately African-American (NCES,
2010). Rather than being spoon-fed ideas or overly-praised for doing well (which,
according to Maurecia, was the case at NPCA), Maurecia appreciated the fact that
she had more independence at Einstein and that it was more racially diverse. During
our interview, she also told me how much she was impressed by student activism at
Einstein, especially by organizations like the highly visible Gay-Straight Alliance (see
Figure 5.5). Moving from a relatively homogenous, conservative school like NPCA
(where a more representative after-school activity was Chapel Choir, Figure 5.6) to
Einstein she believed, helped her appreciate difference in a new way while she also
found a community of her own inside of it.
Daria left the prestigious all-girls, mostly white Lady of Our Lord Catholic
School in the Philadelphia suburbs for a cheaper, public, and more racially diverse
option. Transitioning from a massive Victorian building (see Figure 5.7) that was
once an orphanage, Daria told me that the fact that Einstein was so small was one of
the first things that she noticed. She was really struck by how small (both physically
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and symbolically) it was after having attended Catholic schools for most of her life.
On several occasions, she mentioned that she was pleasantly surprised to find that
unlike other public schools she’d heard horror stories about, Einstein had no erupting
school violence issues or even metal detectors. She also loved the fact that teacher
weren’t just teachers (like at “Our Lady”), but also counselors, coaches, and
sometimes even friends.
As I will show, the contrastive shifts between their old school spaces and
Einstein, over time, contributed to an increased sense of safety. Of course, their
sense(s) of safety varied, were not immediate, nor without risks of failing in some
way. But safety was and will continue to be paramount.
On feeling safe
Feeling emotionally ready, engaged, comfortable, free, welcomed, and invited
were all informed by the girls’ sense(s) of safety. Notably, safety was the temperature
by which all of their emotional responses to school spaces were felt. Their
relationship with these other feelings about Einstein (emotionally ready, comfortable,
free, welcomed and invited) heated up or cooled down depending on their overall
sense of safety. But our understanding of safety – from the literature, the girls, and
school adults – varies widely; it is to this variance that I now turn.
Safety, Violence, and Law Enforcement
By and large, our understanding of safety in and around the school is shaped by
our understanding of it as a problem. Framed within a discourse of zero-tolerance on
the one hand, and anti-police involvement and racial inequality on the other, the
public has come to associate school safety with school violence. In this way, safety is
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an outcome by which violence is remediated and or prevented. Both sides of the
school safety/school violence debate agree (although not necessarily to each other)
that safety is an issue that needs to be solved, particularly in urban schools/school
communities. Beginning in 2011, there has been ongoing public debate around this
very issue in Philadelphia. The conversation has been overwhelmingly dominated by
concerns about racial conflict (Gym, 2009; Washington, 2010), gang violence
(Graham, 2011; Odom, 2011), weapons (Snyder, 2011; Ting, 2013), and with the
recent school closure debacle, climate issues and “turf wars” (Herold, 2013;
Langland, 2012; Snyder & Purcell, 2012). In general, the association of safety with
violence in the public debate is also mirrored in the research literature.
Over the past three decades, school safety research has been focused on various
types of behaviors related to safety and discipline, including aggression (verbal
insults), bullying (social exclusion and hate crimes) and violence (sexual assault, and
gang violence) (Astor, Guerra, & Acker, 2010). Irby (2009) called attention to the
shift in our understanding of school safety, noting that the introduction of the Gun
Free Schools Act in 1994 played a major role in altering our understanding of safety
in schools from cleanliness, reduction of risks and hazards, and building conditions
to punitive disciplinary codes and school security. To be sure, he argues, the need to
both reduce and or alleviate student victimization and create a sense of safety in
schools is a valid concern. However, the law enforcement model that was created in
response to public anxieties to school safety issues (most notably school shootings)
exacerbates disciplinary infractions and actually does little to ensure school safety.
Instead, the law enforcement model creates net-widening (increased scope of
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infractions that lead to disciplinary action) and net-deepening (increased severity of
punishment) effects that disproportionately penalizes poor youth and youth of color
in urban areas especially (Irby).
And while controversial, zero-tolerance policy has gained considerable ground
among conservative policy makers, school safety advocates, and parents since its
introduction almost twenty years ago. Research has done little however to
substantiate the law enforcement model under zero-tolerance as an effective method
for achieving safety, particularly for students of color in urban schools (McNeal &
Dunbar, 2010). While I believe that, as Axelman (2006) puts it, “safe schools are
without question an essential pre-requisite for learning and development” (p. 37),
what that safety looks like in the literature has been narrowly defined.
In an effort to push the field forward, Astor et. al. (2010) call for more spatialtemporal analyses in informal school spaces and during recreational times of the
school day to better understand how the social dynamics of students, teachers, and
support staff enhance safety. And even though this study focuses on informal
learning (both in recreational spaces and during recreational times of the day), I
would like us to consider a different way of understanding safety in the first place;
one that is not implicitly or exclusively linked to violence or criminal behavior.
Guided by the narratives of the young Black female participants, faculty, and staff, I
want to argue for a more affective understanding of school safety. One that places
young Black women’s seeing and knowing of safety at center, predicated not on the
premise that they are or will be in need of disciplining, but rather on the premise that
knowing how, when, and where they feel safe can tell us much more about school
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safety in the long run.
Where Do You Feel Safe?
One of the photography/journaling prompts that I asked the girls was: where
do you feel safe? And as Figures 5.8, 9, 10, and 11 illustrate, the home was an iconic
visual symbol that represented safety to almost all of them.
Home.

“Home is where I am able to be
myself and not worry about other
people who do not matter to me.
Safety to me is not only where no
one can hurt you, but where you
are comfortable in. Comfort also to
me means happiness. I feel happy
being home and around those who
know and care and love me. It’s
more about family” (Raven,
Personal Communication, June 7,
2012).

Figure 5.8: “Safe (at home),” by: Raven.
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“So, where I feel safest is in my house…and
my room…I feel safe there because I can lock
the door… [My bed] is where I spend most of
my time. Like laying on the bed, reading,
watching TV” (Maurecia, Personal
Communication, May 6, 2012).

Figure 5.9: “Safe (in my bed),” by: Maurecia.

“I feel safe there because when I get
home, sometimes I just want to be
by myself…everyone knows that
once I’m under there, they can leave
me alone and all that stuff. No one
really bothers me once I’m under
there. If I’m mad, or I’m fighting
with my mom or something, they all
know that once I go under there to
leave me alone and let me calm
down and get back to myself”
(Daria, Personal Communication,
April 17, 2012).
Figure 5.10: “Safe (in my room),” by: Daria.
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“So my bed is a California King.
That’s pretty exciting and I like
my bed because when I get home,
I get right in my bed…I float in
that bed because it’s so big and
I’m little. …I spend most of my
time in this bed in that room. It’s
like…if I’m downstairs talking to
my mom, I probably have a
attitude. But if I’m in my bed,
she’s not there screaming at me.
So I feel safe. Don’t nobody have
to say nothin’ to me. In here, by
myself, chillin’” (Shameema,
Personal Communication, April
25, 2012).

Figure 5.11: “Safe (in my bed),” by: Shameema.

Raven, Maurecia, Daria, and Shameema all related feeling safe to feeling at
home. Common threads that ran throughout the girls’ narratives were about how
safety meant freedom, comfort, and feeling a sense of ownership over their own
spaces (whether it was an entire bedroom, or just a bed). Raven connected safety to
feeling comfortable and happy. For Maurecia, safety was tied into privacy and being
able to use her bed leisurely. Interestingly, both Daria and Shameema noted that
they felt safe in their rooms and on their beds because it provided them with an
escape. Overall, their definitions of safety were linked to places of privacy and
intimacy. That they saw and chose to visually represent safety primarily through
images of home indicates just how important places of safety were in their lives. Safe
places were places of being (one’s self, comfortably and happily), of doing (reading,
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TV-watching), and of respite (from family life).
School.
A salient pattern in the girls’ commentary revealed that being at Einstein often
stirred up emotions that made it feel more like home than school. These feelings
about safety at Einstein were correlated, at least in some way, to the fact they didn’t
look or feel anything like their old learning environs. Azelia, who previously
attended arguably the most traditional urban public school, articulated the following
response to the question: do you feel safe at Einstein?
Yes. Um, the reason why I feel safe, because at Furness…I remember one
incident at school…there was a set of like five girls and they all attacked like,
went up in a girl’s face and pushed her back into the wall and were arguing
with her. And she was the only one standing there until the security guards
came and tell ‘em to get away. So they were literally bullying her right there.
And this other one where this girl just walked up and hit the girl in her face.
[…] At [Einstein] you don’t see nobody bullying the other person. I don’t see
it. Since I’ve been here I haven’t seen nobody gettin’ bullied. Or nothing
where it where it threatens another student’s life. I haven’t seen that. So I feel
safer than at Furness. Maybe they think the metal detector at Furness makes
them feel safer, but now there’s no metal detector and I feel safer than I was at
Furness where the metal detectors were. So the fact that there’s not no…I’m
not seeing the violence being played out in the hall or at lunch time, I feel safe
that I know that this is a place where there’s no more violence and stuff so…I
feel better than I was at Furness. (Personal Communication, December 7,
2011) (emphasis original)
And although her conceptualization of safety here is in fact linked to physical
violence, she alludes to the idea that there is something beyond the absence of
physical violence that contributes to her sense of safety. She feels safer at Einstein
because it’s a place with no more violence. It exists in her mind’s eye as a place free
of immediate, visually-available displays of victimization or physical harm (“At
Einstein, you don’t see nobody bullying the other person,” “I’m not seeing the
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violence being played out”). This visible absence of violence is also felt (“So the fact
that…I’m not seeing the violence being played out…I feel safe”).
But in her questioning is a disruption to the violence-safety binary: “Maybe
they think the metal detector at Furness makes them feel safer, but now there’s no
metal detector and I feel safer.” Earlier in the interview, Azelia mentioned that she
immediately liked Einstein because there was no metal detector. Having recently
moved from Jamaica, where metal detector use was highly uncommon, she
associated the use of them to airport security and prison entries. She understood the
logic though – that metal detectors were supposed to keep people from being able to
carry weapons or other materials that could harm someone else. But she questioned
the use of the mechanism as a way of making her feel safe. She went on to say:
At [Einstein], you have the freedom do what you want (you can sign in, and
then leave and come back). There’s a trust here. Adults trust the students. At
Furness that same level of trust was not present. At [Einstein], they trust their
students. And people know their boundaries here, more or less. Sometimes
you have people who test the boundaries though, but…when you know your
boundaries, you are freer. Freedoms change expectations.
At Furness, Azelia told me that once you were inside of the metal detectors you
couldn’t leave. You either waited outside until 7:30am, or came in before that and
stayed in the cafeteria (the only space students were allowed outside of classrooms).
At Einstein, as she notes above, students could sign in, leave to go across the street to
the deli, then come back. Evident to her through this practice was that there was a
different option: one based on a greater level of both freedom and trust. The metal
detectors at Furness did not produce in her the same feelings of safety, nor did they
engender the self-monitoring behaviors she referenced were implicit in being trusted.
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This is an important aspect of our understanding of safety, especially for youth of
color that is missing from both the literature and our public conversations about
school safety.
Rather than approaching safety in the more traditional way (using metal
detectors or instituting net-widening and net-deepening disciplinary policies),
Principal Roth approached safety with more regard for effect. I captured Roth’s
commentary from a conversation about safety I had with another researcher (who
was at Einstein shadowing Mr. Roth for principal licensure) in my fieldnotes at the
very beginning of the project:
Nate chimed in and added that his idea of safety was that students come to
[Einstein] and feel free – free to roam, free to act like kids and learn. He said,
“That’s my understanding of safety. You can come in and you can learn.
Unlike some other people who think that, to keep these kids safe, you need to
have them go through metal detectors. I don’t think that makes kids safe. I
don’t know what kid wants to learn after having gone through a metal
detector. But you know, I’m just a mutant.” He said this in response to other
school safety practices. He said, “you know it really says a lot about a school,
about the approach, especially when a majority of your kids are minority kids,
there is this idea that we need to put in metal detectors. They need to be...”
and I interrupted (where I shouldn’t have) and said “they need to be controlled?”
to which he responded, “yes, they need to be controlled. It’s a very particular
approach that we do not take for that reason. It was a design decision.
(Fieldnotes, August 23, 2011)
I’m sure that Principal Roth’s decision to exclude metal detectors from the re-design
of the building was also based on his desire to create a safe school environment for all
of his students, but the decision was especially vital to him knowing that the majority
of his students were students of color. In his comments he refers, as Azelia does, to
an outside other who chooses differently. In a school district wherein most of the
student body is comprised of students of color (who represent approximately 80% of
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the District’s student body) (School District of Philadelphia, 2012b), instituting the
highly visual technology of metal detectors functions symbolically and semiotically
to communicate a general lack of trust. The official rhetoric and logic still stands
(that they are used to deter violence); but in an urban school context they operate in
a field of vision that associates violence, trouble, and criminality with poverty and
blackness.
Even in a school environment where metal detectors were not used, like in
Shameema’s Young Scholars Academy, the zero-tolerance-esque disciplinary
policies imposed on students visually communicated some of the same things. As
previously mentioned, Shameema and her classmates were taught the hidden
curriculum of disciplinary norms and behaviors within a very punitive framework.
They were to moved in a single file line from one class to another. They were to be
accompanied by an adult at all times while out of class. They operated on a demerit
system (each student started out with a given amount of points and had to reach a set
amount above that to graduate). Accordingly, the practices through which school
adults at Young Scholars achieved disciplinary adherence was from a place of
control. School officials asserted that the students (who were again, predominately
Black) needed to be managed, disciplined, and controlled. Following this logic,
safety was achieved through discipline, discipline through control.
But neither the safety practices at Young Scholars or at Furness made
Shameema or Azelia feel safe. What both of their narratives highlight is that safety is
felt in tandem with feeling free and trusted. And although that freedom sometimes
came at a cost of failing (for Shameema and for others who sometimes took
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advantage of their freedom), Shameema recognized that failing taught her to more
fully and carefully make decisions. Mr. Dan Patberg, the digital video and American
History teacher in whose class I observed, made a case for why Einstein could be
thought of as dangerous for this very reason. In our interview I asked him to reflect
on the process of gaining a sense of safety at Einstein for his black female students.
He responded by saying that Einstein was actually a place where staff/faculty went
out of their way to push students outside of their academic and creative safe zones,
so that they could push themselves to a place where they actually did feel comfortable
and safe. “We’re asking them to be okay with failing, but because they know it’s
okay if they try, they see comfort at the end” (Personal Communication, December
5, 2011). He observed that over time, students started to learn from their mistakes,
and repeated them over and over again until they graduated. And over the course of
4 years, Einstein became a safe place for them because they knew they had a safety
net.
What we learn from Dan’s observations of the way safety works at Einstein
is that trusting students to fail can (and in this case does) also contribute to their
feeling safe. It is neither a neat nor an easy process. Students are in some cases
treated as adults (required to make decisions without a hard-and-fast “yes” or “no”
confirmation from adults), and in other cases allowed to “just be kids” (free of
requirements other than to be). Because students are required to regularly make their
own decisions, they become more adept at failing by virtue of having to try again.
This process was harder, Dan noted, for students who came from environments that
were highly regimented (like Shameema’s). Over time, though, they saw their older
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peers curiously failing and succeeding, and by virtue of becoming more comfortable
with that, felt more safe to try.
Re-Conceptualizing Safety
Tied into all of these conceptualizations of safety are notions of being and
effect. Being one’s self, by one’s self, comfortable, happy, and or free affects feeling
trusted, safe, and as I will explore in more detail shortly, welcomed and invited.
These conceptualizations about safety were made possible as a result of a purposeful
shift in perspective about safety. Moving away from operationalizing it primarily in
terms of an absence of or an opposition to violence, these affective responses can recontour how we see and understand safety within the context of a raced, classed, and
gendered student-school relationship.
Affective Responses to Safety: On Feeling Welcomed, Invited, Comfortable, and
Free
The contrastive shift in visual culture that contributed to the young black
women’s sense(s) of safety can be found right at the entry of the school. As I
discussed in the previous chapter, the fact that there is no pseudo-prison
infrastructure (metal bars on windows and metal detectors in particular) greeting
students at the entry signals to them that it’s a different type of space. This shift, or
difference, is a badge of honor that works to make the young Black women feel
welcomed and invited.
I think because it don’t look like a school building it…actually makes me
wanna be here for more. Like, it actually makes me wanna be here in school.
If I was going to a normal school where there was, like, wood floors and big
windows with bars on ‘em I’d be depressed as crap. Like, who wants to sit in
that one room all day, like you’re in jail? At this school, it don’t look like
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you’re in jail. A lot of the high schools look like a jail cell… But, like, this
school don’t look like that, it just make you feel like…like you want to
actually be here for the time that you have to be here…so it’s kinda inviting.
It’s just bright and not depressing. Cuz a lot of schools I know are depressing,
and terrible.` (Personal Communication) (emphasis original)
Shameema’s response above (re: does the fact that Einstein doesn’t look like a
regular school impact how you feel about it?) is telling. Her spatial reference to what
a school looks like is a jail. And although this reference is not uncommon or new in
any way (in fact it is very similar to Azelia’s), it is significant because it reveals how
seemingly normal and expected prison design is in the discourse around urban public
schools. Shameema’s comments also speak to the emotional effect of this type of
approach to design: depression. In a different space (i.e. at Einstein), the absence
produces different types of feelings: desire and a sense of welcome (“it just make you
feel like…you want to actually be here…so it’s kinda inviting”). This sense of
welcome and invitation continues as you move through the school space.
As I roamed through the third floor one spring afternoon, I found an
interesting display on “space improvement” (Figure 5.12). For this project, students
were invited to fill in their responses, desires, and dreams about what the school
would look like if they could change it. In addition to a desire for the school to be
beautiful (Figure 5.13), students proposed skate decks, adjustable seating, more
hangout spaces, study spaces in the hallways, and more colorful paint on the walls.
The display took up about half of the wall on the west side of the third floor. As a
prominent visual collection, the display spoke loud and clear in calling for student
participation, signaling that at least in some part, there was a place for them there. A
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place for their ideas (as is signaled here), a place for them to learn, and a place for
them to be.

Figure 5.12: “What if…(1),” 3rd floor hallway, by: Author.

Figure 5.13: “What if…(2),” 3rd floor hallway, by: Author.

The classrooms’ aesthetics also invited; they carved out formal places in the
school space for students to learn. Maurecia noted that the material culture, the
arrangement, and the atmosphere cultivated by her teacher in her Spanish classroom
contributed to her feeling welcome and comfortable there. She responded to the
prompt that asked her where in Einstein she learned the most with Figures 5.14 and
5.15, both snapshots of Senorita Rodriguez’s classroom.
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Figure 5.14: “Comfortable/Learn (Spanish (1)),” Senorita Rodriguez’s Classroom, by:
Maurecia.

Figure 5.15: “Comfortable/Learn (Spanish (2)),” Senorita Rodriguez’s Classroom, by:
Maurecia.

Notably, the small flyers (above the whiteboard) invited looking and
contributed significantly to her subject-related learning. Chalk full of Spanish phrases
with English translations (since Senorita Rodriguez did not answer requests in
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English), they helped her feel more empowered to speak out in class. Spanish was a
new subject for her. Because of that, she had a lot of anxiety about learning the
language. But the constant reference material, conveniently displayed in a centrallylocated place in the room, in addition to the desk arrangements (which Maurecia
said were really helpful for collaboration during frequent group assignments), allayed
many of her concerns. Consequently, Senorita Rodriguez’s classrooms became one
of her favorite spaces in the whole school.
In Mr. Patberg’s classroom, students were often invited to use the space in
any way they liked to feel comfortable, especially during class discussions. In our
interview, he told me that when he approaches designing or re-designing his space,
he always considers a layout that will make his students feel most comfortable given
his pedagogical needs. As a history and digital video teacher, the set-up needed to
facilitate discussion, small-group work, and collaboration.

Figure 5.16: “Class Discussion,” Mr. Patberg’s Classroom, by: Author.
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Azelia (center, Figure 5.16), answered the prompt that asked how she felt in her classrooms
thusly:
In [Mr. Patberg’s] classroom… because we like talk a lot, we do debates and stuff
and share opinions, we feel comfortable sharing opinions and hearing other people’s.
Explain what you gotta explain. So I feel comfortable… say they were talking about
immigration and because I have experience in immigration, I feel comfortable
sharing my opinion. Everybody’s engaged in the classroom at one point or the other,
even if it’s one word. (Personal Communication, March 21, 2012)
Here there is a connection between Azelia’s feeling comfortable in the space and her feeling
comfortable enough to share her opinion. The attention to spatial arrangement is linked to
instructional needs and emotional effects. And for Azelia and Maurecia, the attention to
spatial arrangement increases their feelings of comfort, and by extension learning.

Figure 5.17: “Garfield’s Permission,” Mrs. Avis’ Classroom, by: Author.

Daria, a student in both Mr. Patberg’s and Mrs. Avis’ classroom where I
frequently observed, had similar attachments to her classrooms at Einstein. When I
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asked her how she felt in them she replied simply, “A lot comfortable.” She went on
to add a commentary very similar to Azelia’s. She replied that she was comfortable
in her classrooms because everyone was different and had their own opinions. Mrs.
Avis had many posters similar to the one above (Figure 5.17) that characterized her
approach to engaging students in her classroom. Much of the material culture in the
classrooms were sarcastic, a touch witty, but with an air of personal indifference that
told them that she didn’t take herself too seriously. This depiction was not missed on
Daria, who noted that the way a teacher’s space is decorated says a lot about who
they are and how they teach. And according to her, “if the teacher’s willing to
decorate, you’ll think it’s fun.” Being invited to “start thinking now,” in combination
with a teacher who intentionally made class fun and engaging worked alongside of
burgeoning feelings of comfort and safety.
In the context of classroom spaces, using both material culture and layout
contributed to the young women’s sense of place in them. But where their overall
sense of place was made, and the strongest emotional response to Einstein visual
culture elicited, was in the informal spaces all across the building. Having been
welcomed at the entry, invited and made comfortable in the hallways and by their
teachers in classrooms, carving out nooks and crannies as their own in the
“thirdspaces” (spaces not designated for any specific purpose) was an organic move.
By far, one of the most controversial informal spaces at Einstein was The Lit.
Lab.
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Figure 5.18: “Where I Learn (The Lit. Lab),” 3rd floor, by: Daria.

During our first full focus group, I asked Daria to talk a little bit more about what the
lit. lab represented about her learning, and about her connection to the space. The
following excerpt relays not only her response, but also Azelia’s and Shameema’s
response to The Lit. Lab.
Daria: I took that picture with [Azelia], it’s the third floor, the lit lab. I picked
that spot because it’s usually where I get help with my paper if I need help
with my thesis or anything you go there. It’s like a chill spot, you usually see
like seniors or juniors like all the time just chill out and read or just type
papers.
Azelia: I think the concept of the lit lab is just to be there for help...Most
schools don’t have that, so it’s a nice place. The idea is a nice place.
Shameema: yeah its pretty nice being in there if you need help with work or if
you need someone older, like a senior to help you or something. (Personal
Communication, February 28, 2012)
There’s also quite a bit of extra-curricular learning going on in The Lit. Lab that is
not reflected in the excerpt above. Shameema’s least favorite space in the school is
The Lit. Lab. This is because it is a space with a couch. And according to the girls,
any space with a couch at Einstein somehow became a space for having sex. Outside
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of lunch time, when the lit. lab. was officially open for tutoring, students were
warned not to be seen going in or coming out of it. Although the space made her
uncomfortable because it was so visibly marked, she admitted, as did Azelia, that the
idea of the space was nice. It was there for students; and not only that, it was there for
students to be comfortable. It was a place for them: to chill, to work, to read. It was
representative of an informal learning space that they could make their own, notably
because it was intended for them to do so.
Like their attachments to home (and the privacy and intimacy that it
afforded), the nooks, crannies, and backspaces were favorites among almost all of the
girls because they provided spaces where they could be and think. Daria’s favorite
spaces in the school were the balconies. She liked them because she could sit outside
and chill, take in the breeze and listen to the cars. I asked her what she and her
friends did in those spaces and she said that they mostly just did a lot of peoplewatching. She also was attracted to the back hallways near the stairs (Figure 5.19)
because she could catch up on things going on in the school by talking with other
people.
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Figure 5.19: “Rear Hall,” 2nd floor near stairwell, by: Author.

Figure 5.20: “Windowsill,” 2nd floor near stairwell, by: Author.
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Shameema’s favorite spaces were also places where she could “just chill,” or
do work. She frequented the “rear hall” too because it gave her room to catch up on
a project or read. I prompted her to talk more about the space, excerpted here:
LP: You think the space is inviting? Or is it just because people didn’t kick you out?
Shameema: no the space is inviting. The school has a lot of nooks where you
can just go and sit. Like I could sit here all day and just think about stuff. It’s
just spaces here where you’d want to sit. Regular school buildings don’t have
that. They have hallways, classrooms, bathrooms. They don’t have ledges to
sit and chill.
Again here, Shameema speaks of the desire to be in school, present and learning.
Her attachments to the rear hall are premised on her perception that it is a space
where she can be. And not just because school adults won’t kick her out of the space,
but because she is invited to be there in the first place. Struck by the interactions she
initially saw throughout the space, Azelia noted a similar response to these rear
interiors and private spaces. She stated that the ways people interacted with the space
at Einstein was different. People sat on the window ledges, on the floors in the
hallways, in front of the lockers. At her old schools, no one sat anywhere outside of
the cafeteria. If they did sit, they sat on top of the radiators, but mostly they did not
sit. At Einstein, she added, there were more spaces to congregate, to do work.
Not very outgoing or social people, both Azelia and Maurecia were attracted
to informal spaces that were isolated and quiet.
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Figure 5.21: “Favorite space (ballroom),” 2nd floor thoroughfare (aka “ballroom”), by: Azelia.

Figure 5.22: “Where I Learn (third space)” 3rd floor hallway, by: Maurecia.

Azelia’s favorite space in the school was what Einstein folks refer to as the 2nd
floor ballroom. It sits in the transitional space between the library and the classrooms
in the school’s main thoroughfare, open. Like the rear hall, there’s no formal use for
the space. Early in the morning, before the school filled up with people buzzing to
and fro, Azelia liked to perch on a chair or sit on the floor and look. During our first
focus group, she explained why she liked the 2nd floor ballroom so much. She said, “I
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took a picture right outside this hall way, I was just sitting there and I was like you
see so much stuff…I just think you learn from the charts, and just by sitting there
watching the students.” This particular ballroom is an excellent place in the school
both to see and be seen. But as Azelia used it mostly when students were not around
(either before school or during her free period when other people were in class), the
space took on a different use for her. In the same focus group, Shameema added that
the ballroom’s central location also made it a useful place to get help or ask questions
when necessary. Maurecia’s photo of the third floor table and chairs is also a place
that affords privacy. It has a touch of cozy, Maurecia added, because of the rug and
because it sat off near the corner of the hallway. The multiple uses of both the table
and chairs and the second-floor ballroom made them ideal third spaces. They could
open up depending on what the user needed. And for the girls, they stood out as
spaces that were for the using, free and open for just that.
Feelings and their Effects
The girls’ feelings in and about Einstein – safety, freedom, welcome, and
comfort – were productive. They were initially productive because they stood in
sharp contrast to their feelings about and the emotional distractions in their old
learning environments. They engendered related feelings of being trusted, not
controlled. They engendered expectations and shifts in behavior accordingly.
Moving deeper into a new visual school culture, their feelings about Einstein
engendered a larger sense of place because, like home, the space afforded privacy and
intimacy. Their emotive responses engendered a sense of place because they signaled
that there were spaces at Einstein specifically for them. But perhaps most
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significantly, their emotional attachments engendered a desire to be there, a desire to
learn.
No longer surrounded by educational environs that looked more like prisons
than schools, no longer screened at the entry, but rather welcomed and invited, no
longer confined to singular spaces and surveilled, Azelia became open to and ready
for a new educational experience. No longer consumed by feeling depressed and
sick, no longer corralled single-file from one space to another, Shameema instead
became pre-occupied with managing all of the freedom that Einstein afforded her.
No longer spoon-fed instruction and discouraged from exploring material on her
own, no longer sheltered in an environment that didn’t allow her to see beyond what
she already knew, Maurecia became empowered to take on a new language and new
social activities. No longer overwhelmed in a building that felt impersonal, Daria
became tapped into a network of people (made up of both teachers and peers) with
whom she could connect and a space that facilitated those connections. No longer
immersed in emotional environs that in more ways than not were distracting, the girls
became involved in a relationship with Einstein’s spaces and places that in more
ways than not engaged. Consequently, when the girls were no longer emotionally
distracted, they instead became emotionally ready.
Through a distinctive approach to design – material culture that invited
looking and laughing, classroom arrangements that were suited to pedagogical needs
that also promoted comfort, and plenty of informal spaces that allowed students to
do and to be – an increased sense of engagement flourished. This increased sense of
engagement lent itself to a kind of emotional readiness for the task at hand: learning.
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CHAPTER 6
DIFFERENCE AND A “PRESENT ABSENCE:” HOODNESS AND VALUE
JUDGEMENTS AT EINSTEIN 2.0
Introduction
Based on photographs, observational and interview data with select faculty,
staff, and students this chapter reveals an important conundrum facing young black
women at Einstein. Specifically, this finding suggests that more attention must be
paid to the subliminal ways in which class, race and gender performances are valued
and or rejected in what Karen Wells (2007) refers to as the ‘social aesthetic’ of a
‘liberal’ school environment. I suggest that even despite conscious attention to
traditional forms of racial, class-based and gender inequalities, there are discursive
tensions at work that make expression and identity politics for young Black women
complicated. This does not negate the previous chapter’s major finding regarding the
way Einstein spaces and places give rise to an increased state of emotional readiness
for the young Black women in the study. However, identity politics are tied into
value judgments by school leaders (who are very reflexive and well-meaning) that
reproduce the value judgments and status quo in ways that stand in direct opposition
to the school’s identity as different.
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Difference and a Present Absence
The hidden visual curriculum has been explained at length in chapter 1 of this
dissertation. To reiterate, I draw specifically on the conceptualizations of Prosser
(2007) to operationalize this central analytic. Prosser (2007) adapts a ‘visible but
hidden’ conundrum as a starting point for looking at the visual culture of schools. He
argues that understanding the way institutional culture works is a means to further
understand how visual culture (and also a visible but hidden curriculum) works in
the school context. Organizational culture is loaded with relations of power.
Ogbonna (1993) offers a definition of organizational culture that is useful. According
to him, organization culture is
…the interweaving of the individual into a community and the collective
programming of the mind that distinguishes members of one known group
from another. It is the values, norms, beliefs and customs that an individual
holds in common with members of the social unit or group. (Ogbonna, 1993,
in Prosser, 2007, 13)
Prosser applies this definition to schools by suggesting that organizational
culture is embedded in the everyday, taken-for-granted practices based on
underlying, often unquestioned assumptions. Thus, as Prosser continues, the ‘hidden
curriculum’ is “all the more powerful because it is visible but unseen” (p. 14). In
other words, focusing on how the hidden curriculum of school/organizational
culture shapes and is reciprocally shaped by the hidden curriculum of visual culture
has the potential to reveal the underlying assumptions and relations of power that
manifest themselves in the visual landscape of the school’s culture.
Difference is a significant discursive theme at Einstein. The discourse on
difference in the school culture presents a hidden curriculum; one that is what Rose
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(2007) calls a present absence. Drawing on the work of Foucault (1995), Rose asserts
that the visual often presents itself as a present absence, where disciplinary power is
exercised by the nature of its seeming invisibility. This disciplinary tactic is made
possible through the normalization process. What gets normalized in routine and
habitual daily practice is also what gets hidden. Devine (1996) has argued that
traditional urban schools have become terrains plagued by a culture of fear stemming
from “urban street culture”. This culture of fear, he argues, paired with the
reactionary institutionalization of paramilitary practices (metal detectors and police
presence for example), has created urban public schools wherein violence is
normalized.
Difference in Approach, Difference in Culture
But Einstein does not look like a traditional public school, it’s different. As
previously noted, there are no metal detectors, no dehumanizing, violencenormalizing body scans required upon entry. There are no metal bars on windows,
no replication of pseudo prison/factory school design. There are no honor roll or test
result walls. No hierarchical displays of ‘good’ student work. Faculty members post
almost all student work, ‘good, bad or indifferent’x. This move is intentional, as
Principal Roth explains —
I think the other thing that’s reinforced here with the very visual culture is
that we don’t teach subjects we teach kids. You feel the children everywhere
you go here; you feel their worth… is how I’d describe it. You’ d feel how
important they are everywhere you go here, and how valued they are. And
that’s deliberate. It’s not, you know... there are no data walls, no honor roll
wall, no these kids are better than these kids. It’s the kids’ art work, it’s
x

Faculty often make a subjective call on whether or not to post sexually or socially explicit materials.
In those cases, faculty usually post that students’ work inside the classroom instead out in the hallway
for the whole school community to see.
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not...you can celebrate successes but something I worry about in a lot of
schools is the way they manifest students success is at the expense of the
students that aren’t mentioned. And we try very hard not to do that. That’s a
very deliberate move. To make sure that it is not… that the visual culture is
inclusive, not “look at our shining stars” and I think that’s very important…
(Personal Communication).
In lieu of ‘data walls’, there are ‘diverse’ magazines and postings of class
projects and after-school club announcements. In Figures 6.1, 2 and 3 we are invited
to see a representative vision of Einstein. In visual culture as well as in curriculum,
Einstein is a different type of public school. A ‘representative’ sample of leisure
reading materials greets students (or any community member) in the library (Figure
6.1). Whether a student is primarily Spanish speaking (there’s Motivos or People en
Español for you), or gay, lesbian, transgender or queer (there’s Out magazine for
you), or into photography (there’s Aperture or Art in America for you), or into
anime (there’s Otaku for you), or interested in politics (there’s Newsweek, The
Economist The New Yorker and The Nation for you), or Black (there’s Vibe or Jet
for you), this display functions as a sign that says, there’s something here for you.
Located on a centrally visible and heavily trafficked wall in the school’s ‘living room’
(i.e. the library), this sign is seen by many students everyday. Every day, then, as
students walk by this wall, they are consuming this sign that tells them that they are
represented, or rather, that this vision of them (the one present in the print material)
is represented. In this way, difference and diversity are concepts that are normalized
through visual discourse.
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Figure 6.1: “A wall of magazines,” library, by: Author.

Figure 6.2: “Profile on Malawi for BuildOn,” café, by: Author.
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Figure 6.3: “Sweatshop Free Pledge Campaign,” café, by: Author.

We are also invited to see Einstein as a place where students learn not only
about themselvesxi, but also about people’s lives and experiences across the globe.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 both call us to see Einstein students as activists. Posted across
from the front doors in the café, these images call their viewers to see Einstein
students as global-minded humanitarians. The mere presence of an international
organization like BuildOn in a public school also denotes that students at Einstein
are encouraged to see beyond their own provincial concerns, and focus on the
welfare of those less fortunate in remote locations like Africa. By ‘pledging to be

xi

There are essential questions for all 9th, 10th and 11th graders. These questions are addressed
throughout the entire curriculum. For 9th graders, the essential questions deal with Identity, for 10th
graders, Systems, and for 11th graders, Change. The questions for 9th graders are: who am I? How do
I interact with the environment? How does the environment affect me? For 10th graders, the questions
are: how are systems created and defined? How do systems shape the world? What is the role of the
individual in systems? And for 11th graders, the essential questions are: what causes systemic and
individual change? What is the role of the individual in creating and sustaining change? What is the
relationship between the self and a changing world? The essential questions are posted on large
posters throughout the school and are often hung inside of classrooms.
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sweatshop free’, Figure 6.3 functions semiotically to communicate a sense of
purpose, action. Students are not only concerned with the well being of the less
fortunate in Africa, they are also aware of and taking action against exploitative
practices in sweatshops in America and abroad. The fact that many students still
wear brand-name clothing produced via sweatshop labor beside the point. The
message, right at the entry of the school, still gets communicated loud and clear:
youth at Einstein are not your average public school students, they’re different.
Difference is a hot word at Einstein. It used by the entire school community
in various forms of discourse, whether verbal or visual. Mrs. Avisxii, the black female
Physical Education and Health teacher and a primary adult participant, said in an
interview that Einstein is “the most liberal [school] that you can imagine.” She has
been teaching for 18 plus years in the school district of Philadelphia, moving from
elementary schools, to middle schools to high schools. In a focus group with Mrs.
Avis and Senor Juan’s advisees, I learned that for this group of seniors, Einstein’s
badge of honor was something that they wore proudly. Markeeya, a student who
formerly attended Central High School, asserted,
Our school is pretty accepting of like anything that you do. Or like of your
accomplishments, or where you want to go. Yeah, people are really open. At
xii

It became clear to me after speaking to staff about my project during professional development a
week before the school year started that Mrs. Avis would be a key informant. After giving my
introductory ‘spiel’ to faculty and staff members, Mrs. Avis approached me and said that I should visit
her classroom. As the Health and Physical Education teacher, she told me that she discusses deeply
personal and intimate topics (sex, death, romantic relationships, family life, mental health, etc.) with
students on a regular basis. She noted that over her five years at Einstein she has seen a particular
pattern of self-hate in the way that black female students visually present themselves in a ‘Who am I?’
collage activity students complete at the beginning of the school year. “They’re either white teenybopper girls from Glamour, or just, over sexed black girls,” she noted. Not only did it dawn on me
then that Mrs. Avis quickly innerstood my project (after only speaking about it vaguely for 5 minutes),
but that she also had a language and a reflectiveness that would help me more deeply understand the
racial and gender fabric of Einstein.
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Central, it has a whole different vibe. At [Einstein], you walk into [Einstein]
and it’s so colorful. Like...our project [at] Ben Franklin, it was just so
different. All these other public schools are just so different. They don’t have
this like, bright, and this open, and this really accepting vibe that [Einstein]
has, and so I think that’s what really sets us apart...as a school in general.
And everyone that goes here is like that.
The seniors in this focus group stressed that although they were sometimes
accused of being Oreos (black on the outside, white on the inside) by their friends at
other schools and by their friends at Einstein, Einstein adults went out of their way to
make them feel that they could be themselves within the larger school culture. This
re-assurance made the environment feel “colorful,” “open,” and “bright.” This
sentiment, according to Markeeya, is what makes Einstein different.
Diversity without Difference?
Zeke, the bi-racial (half-black, half-white) male Independent Learning
Projects coordinatorxiii, who stays in regular contact with every sophomore and
junior, has often seen that differences in the behavior of young black women often
manifest themselves in hyper-‘hood performances. These performances often take on
the tenor of young black women performing ‘hard’ or tough presentations of self. In
response to the question of specific challenges facing young black women, Zeke
notes I think there’s a real, especially for students that come from rougher parts of
town, there’s a real, real big...sense that you need to be tough, and you need
to put a persona of being tough. And that just doesn’t really work at
[Einstein]. No one’s really that tough. We’re a school in the middle of Center
City and[...]we’re not a tough school. In the fight or flight scenario of things
our kids are purely flight for the most part...I think that’s one of the challenges
they face...perception of themselves, of who [they] need to be.
xiii

Every sophomore and junior at Einstein is required to complete a yearlong Individualized Learning
Plan (ILP). Some students complete their ILPs at local hospitals, schools, or universities, other do
community service at a community center or work shifts at shops.
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These difficulties frequently led school adults (especially Zeke, who often had
to interface with outside constituents and represent Einstein to the outside world) to
encourage the young Black women who acted “tough” to change certain behaviors
(like being defensive and or loud) that didn’t work in the professional (at ILPs) or
academic world (college). So while the school culture made sure students felt
welcome and comfortable, fostering a sense of self-expression, they also employed
some of the same social reproduction-type techniques under the guise of helping
students succeed.
By saying, “you don’t have to be that [tough/hood] person here at Einstein,
you can just be yourself,” Zeke implies that there is something wrong with being that
person. In an ethnographic study on Philadelphia youth, sociologist Nikki Jones
(2004) (drawing on work by Anderson (2000)) notes that young women of color
growing up in the inner-city “are often encouraged to become known as able fighters
for their own protection” (49). She suggests that although young women of color
often take on this role reluctantly, it is perceived as a necessary practice for their
survival and reputation. Once gained, reputation is an important social resource. By
placing an inferior value judgment on the young Black woman’s performance of
“hoodness,” this cultural practice denies the value of her way of being and surviving
in the world and says that this key social resource is not a valued form of knowledge
at school. Instead, what gets privileged is a more palatable ontology, or to draw
again on Wells, ‘diversity without difference’.
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Wells makes the keen distinction between diversity and difference that is
acutely applicable in this case. The symbolic value of difference (i.e. race as a cultural
sign, not as a hegemonic regime) manifests itself as diversity, where the material
effects of difference (unequal access to social institutions based on race, for example)
manifest itself as true difference. She suggests that in the case of a (neo)liberal school
environment (one that prevails on the notion of meritocracy and individual hard
work), one can separate ‘race’ from ‘racism’ (i.e. one can accept race as a cultural
sign, but not as related to economic structures or inequalities). In this view,
difference is simultaneously celebrated and discouraged.
So in the case of Einstein, young working class black women are accepted as
members of a ‘diverse’ student body, but are encouraged to re-shape their
comportment and behavior to be in keeping with the school’s vision of an alternative
form of difference. Roth boasted about how, in a visit from School District officials,
they told him, “you know [Nate], they’ve got you all wrong down at Central Office.
This isn’t a school for the smart kids, this is a school for the weird kids” (Personal
Communication). So at Einstein, ‘who you really are’ is a weird (but smart), alternative
version of yourself. In fact, Zeke offers a specific alternative in response to the tough
girl persona some young black women at Einstein take on in their Twitter pages; “Is
this how you want to define yourself? ‘Cause we don’t think that’s you. We think of
you as this smart kid who has great ideas, not the person that’s cursing up a storm on
Twitter.”
In my final focus group with the primary student participants, I asked them
directly how they understood the school’s politics on being young, Black, female,
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and ‘hood. Shameema’s response is perhaps the most telling. In this previous
chapter, I quoted Shameema saying that she felt that there were inviting spaces in
Einstein for her to be, to do, and to think. She noted that because Einstein didn’t
look like a traditional public school, and because there were places in it for her, she
had an increased desire to be there and an increased desire to learn.
Shameema’s unabashed commentary below complicates our understanding
about the way the school handles difference, comportment, and behavior when
“hoodness” comes out to play. Shameema, who grew up and still lives in North
Philly, was taught by cousins and her grandmother (who grew up in a housing
project) to handle conflict directly. In our first interview, she relayed to me how her
way of handling conflict (with her peers) was tied into where she grew up. She said,
I’m from North Philly and I don’t play all o’that stuff. Like, if you gon’ talk
about some stuff and I find about it, then I’m automatically goin’ to confront
you about it and say, “did you say this, that, and the third?” And whatever
happens after that happens.
She expanded by saying that her grandmother taught her that “if you have a
problem, fix it…and either you’re gonna be an adult and fix it and talk that out, or
you gonna be a child and fix it and just fight.” Shameema’s comments relay her
sense of purpose about “fixing it,” and she admits that sometimes, that means she is
going to be confrontational and or physical. Her reply to my question about how this
plays into Einstein’s larger school culture in the focus group offers more explanatory
power:
Shameema: I don’t know what…listen: a lot of my friends say that I’m ghetto
but I’m really not. I’m really a nice person, I’m classy and like, alright I’m
chill. I’m nice. I don’t know what all of that is but I remember one time I was
in a meeting with [Roth] and my mom… I had skipped school and then I got
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caught ‘cuz [Roth] be Twatchin’xiv me and stuff. So, we was in here talkin’
and [Roth] was basically tryin’ to like, call me like a bitch cuz he was like,
forrealforreal you not gon do nuffin’…and I was like, you really put me on
the spot in front of my mom. And I was like, alright [Roth] whatever. But a
lot of people in this school would know I don’t care. If I feel a certain type of
way about you, I will let you know that this, that, and the third…I don’t care.
I don’t hold my tongue. I don’t. […] I’m not ghetto but I do hold my own. I
do. And…
[interrupting] Raven: And people mistake that as being somebody ghetto
because she’s not afraid to say what she has to say.
Shameema [continuing]: …and I don’t have a problem with that.
LP: And do you think that’s acceptable here? And accepted?
Shameema: In the question before you said do you change yourself when you
come into [Einstein], I don’t. I act just this same way when I get out this
building. And when I get home, I act just this same way. Like, I don’t act, I
don’t change my attitude when I come here because I don’t feel there’s a need
to. If I feel this way about something, inside of school and outside of school,
it’s going to be known. (emphasis original)
Azelia: And not everybody is going to accept it, but most people do. So, while
you may do somethin’ and not everybody’s gonna like you, or like what you
have to say, or whatever, some people do accept that the way it is.
Shameema’s responses in the focus group were consistent with her commentary in
our earlier interview. No, she says, she does not change herself when she comes into
Einstein. And no, she does not hold her tongue, regardless of whether or not people
will call her “ghetto” because of it. But as Azelia caveats, not everyone will accept
that. And while posed as a pushback, a question, Zeke’s commentary reveals just
that. In other words, to fit in at Einstein, to ‘work’ at Einstein, some young black
women (typically those who are working class)xv are informally required to change,

xiv

Following/watching on Twitter.
This soft encouragement to change has significant implications for the primary participants of my
study. Although they will be discussed at length in subsequent chapters, all but one of 6 participants is
xv
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to be different versions of themselves. Here the ‘hood’ young black woman gets reprogrammed and transformed into a ‘diverse’ human subject now suitable to color
the school’s liberal mosaic.
Mrs. Olivia Kyvet, the white female Social and Emotional counselor, speaks
to the issue of young black women like Shameema fitting in almost directly. The
following is an excerpt from an interview with her:
OK: But there's definitely the students that don’t fit in. And I don’t want to
say they don’t fit in like they don’t belong here but they are just different from
the rest of the students. And it’s not like… our students are very… we have a
diverse group. Culturally, racially, SES, everything. It’s not like “oh all the
white females are x-y-z” but there's students from all across that totally jump
first into the community and there's students at the same time that just don’t.
But I’d say probably the ones that have the most difficulty with connections
are… I think I’ve seen the African-American… I think females, but then I’m
like maybe males. But females, but there's a few that I can think of but they’re
just like “this place is weird.” And I think some people have trouble
understanding that. Many of our teachers are not from urban areas. Many of
our teachers are white, like me. And many of them just don’t necessarily get
what it is…
LP: what’s “it”?
OK: to be like… an urban youth in Philadelphia. And I think sometimes
people think that when you walk in to this building you change, you become
a different person. And there are some students that do, you know, talk about
your code switching. You're a different person in school and outside of
school. But then there's some people that don’t. They’re like… they really
struggle with that. And then I think, in turn some of the adults have trouble
connecting with them because that student’s not like… drinking the [Einstein]
kool aid.
The students who don’t typically fit, again, who don’t ‘work’, are typically young
black women and men like Shameema who don’t ‘drink the [Einstein] Kool Aid.’
They don’t buy into the notion that they have to change who they are, or who they
working class. I employ the working definition used by Horvat, Weininger and Laureau (2003) that
suggests using the highest level of education achieved by parents as a jumping off point to locate
socio-economic status.
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chose to present themselves as to the rest of the Einstein community. Some students
chose to be two different people (and to code switch accordingly), and there are
others still who don’t. Raven, another primary student participant, chooses to codeswitch between who she is at Einstein and who she is outside of Einstein. In our
focus group she said,
…when I’m outside of school that’s when I’m really myself. I’m with people
who know who I personally am. But in school people are different than how
my friendships are outside of school. So certain times, like I don’t change
myself, but certain things I talk about and certain things I bring up, I have to
talk differently about because they don’t really understand or they don’t know
what I do outside of school. So, not myself, but I just have to change certain
things that people here would understand compared to people outside of
school who I know would understand (emphases original).
Raven, who is a working-class sophomore from the predominately Black Frankford
area of the city, recognizes that there is some need to re-package certain ways that
she communicates outside of school so that she can be properly understood within
the context of Einstein. She stresses that she doesn’t change herself, but rather her
speech. Either way, Mrs. Kyvet points to the idea that a certain amount of change, a
“re-programming of the mind” has to occur in order to blend into the ‘weird’ social
fabric so present at the school. And while this is not an uncommon socialization
process, while it is, like Prosser, Jackson (1967), and Margolis (20007) note, a typical
hidden curriculum of schooling, it is in direct opposition to the school’s identity as
different.
bell hooks (1993) offers considerable explanatory power in “Keeping Close to
Home.” She notes, “Increasingly, young black people are encouraged by the
dominant culture…to believe that assimilation is the only possible way to survive, to
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succeed” (97). At Einstein, the encouragement to assimilate is not an overt attack on
their racial identities; it is a subtle and more subliminal one that for some is tied into
their sense of belonging in the larger school culture. As noted by both Zeke and
Olivia, there are students, and young black women in particular, who are not
successfully re-programmed. They (whether intentionally or unintentionally) retain
their geo-cultural and social identities, but at a cost; this cost is their sense of
belonging in an environment where belonging and inclusion are constantly
“celebrated,” both visually and verbally. In this context, working class young black
women (like Shameema and to a lesser degree Raven) experience the burden of being
what black feminist sociologist Patricia Hill Collins (2000) calls an insider/outsider.
She is at once both tokenized (a color tile in a multi-color mosaic), and outright
rejected. She must learn how to navigate this splitting ontology, or in the context of
fully fitting in at Einstein, she will fail.
Mrs. Avis, the second oldest person and one of seven black people (the only
black female teacher) on staff, has noted a deep-seated racial discomfort during her
tenure at Einstein. Although she often represents the school and leads Professional
Development seminars on Health, Physical Education, disciplinexvi, and race, she

xvi

I witnessed one such session at EduCon – a major conference that Einstein hosts each year – during
which Mrs. Avis and Principal Roth co-led a discussion on helping students manage their freedom.
The session was entitled “What Happens When the Kids Run the Building: School Culture and
Progressive Discipline in an Inquiry School”; the sub-title in the conference program was “(or…
“What had happen was…”). The session summary read: “What is the worst consequence of
empowering the kids? You have empowered kids. School culture, discipline, school rules and where
you are willing to eat lunch are all on the table for conversation when inquiry and the ethic of care
permeate everything you do. Come for a conversation – complete with case studies – about how
everything “else” changes when you create a progressive climate.” The session was jam-packed
(standing room only), and both Mrs. Avis and Mr. Roth talked about how important respect,
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recognized that there is work to be done at the school regarding race and class
relations. She says:
...just thinking of how I’d change it…about race. And I did say that there was
something about this building that made me uncomfortable in terms of my
racial identity. And I said we have to have, I said the school teaches to me
white middle class values. Leaning towards male white middle class values.
There has to be some sort of understanding that white middle class values
may or may not work for everybody and when you are clearly in that
mindset, who are you leaving behind and who are you creating ripples for in
terms of how they are perceived and how they lead their lives...when they’re
not in school? How are you going against the grain of the parent or the
cultural norms?
Mrs. Avis’ discomfort stems in some part to her perception of the way that racial,
class and social politics play themselves out in the school culture. She adds There’s also something in the climate or water where a lot of our kids…our
kids of color have certain rules or norms that they live by at home, and they
come here and they’re allowed to dismiss those rules and norms here. I don’t
know if they’re allowed to dismiss but they choose to dismiss those rules and
norms. And I feel like I have to be the keeper of those rules and norms to
them in certain ways...
As the second oldest staff member, one of few black staff (the only black female
teacher) in a predominately Black yet racially ‘diverse’ school, and a mother to a
young black male at Einstein, Mrs. Avis consistently navigates her multiple
positionalities. She is at once teacher, advisor/elder, Black woman, and mother. She
too is an insider/outsider. These multiple positionalities motivate her, at least to
some degree, to police students of color, to be ‘the keeper of the rules and norms’.
One of these norms often manifests itself in the form of dress. There is no
official school uniform. However, the unofficial school uniform can be found in the
pages of Glamour magazines or on the mannequins at the popular clothing store H
freedom, trust, and transparency were to ensuring that students would follow the school’s rules
(“Respect yourself. Respect the community. Respect [Einstein] as a place of learning.”).
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& M. Many students rock what’s referred to as a ‘grunge’ style. This is often
represented by students wearing denim jeans and shorts, t-shirts, and even sometimes
pajama pants. Mr. Roth applauds the appropriate use of dress to express identity.
The following conversation excerpt elucidates this in more detail—
NR: …being different is not bad but is celebrated. I think that when your
guidelines on dress are not everybody dress one way, but rather you wear
should not interfere with another child’s learning. But with that, figure out
how to dress in a way that also allows you to express who you are. You
encourage kids to seek identity, I love the idea that we have kids who…well I
don’t love the first half of the statement the 2nd half. We have students that
leave the house dressed one way, not because of their parents but because
they can’t walk through their neighborhood out of the uniform of their
neighborhood. But then they get here and put their pajama pants on. But like
you couldn’t walk through certain hoods in Philly in pajama pants, you’d put
your safety in risk but you get here and...
LP: …you want to wear your pajamas..
NR: …right. Like rock on. Awesome. Great. Be you. And that’s okay. And I
think there are a lot of kids who figure out how to craft their identity here.
And again, why is the 9th grade central question identity? Who am I? How do
I relate to my environment? - the fundamental questions of the 9th grade.
Really important questions for young people to figure out. Is it more
important for kids of color, more important for girls, more important for
voices that are not the dominant voices…
This excerpt powerfully speaks to the hidden visual curriculum and the source
of why Mrs. Avis takes on the role of being ‘the keeper of the rules and norms’.
Principal Roth acknowledges, at least to some degree, that for some students it is not
culturally appropriate to wear pajamas out of the house. He is aware of the cultural
rules and norms around this type of dress in the context of ‘neighborhood uniforms’.
Still, he applauds students’ exploration of other ways of expressing ‘who they really
are’ through clothing. ‘Be you’, he says. He is perhaps unaware that by encouraging
students to go against these cultural conventions he in fact saying quite the opposite.
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He is, like Zeke, telling students to be someone else at school. This is of particular
import, he notes, to girls and kids of color, to ‘voices that are not the dominant
voices’. What he is in fact doing is creating ‘ripples’, as Mrs. Avis noted, dangerous
disruptions of their out of school identities. He is, perhaps, re-programming these
students’ minds to reject their own ways of being and knowing; ultimately, he is in
some ways re-programming students to reject themselves. Again, bell hooks has
more to offer here, she says—
To not long for such transition marked one as rebellious, as unlikely to
succeed. It was a kind of treason not to believe that it was better to be
identified with the world of material privilege than with the world of the
working class, the poor. No wonder our working-class parents from poor
backgrounds feared our entry into such a world, intuiting perhaps that we
might learn to be ashamed of where we had come from, that we might never
return home, or come back only to lord it over them. (p. 95)
As the ‘keeper of the rules and norms’ - those rules and norms that seek to
maintain cultural standards of behavior and comportment specifically - Mrs. Avis
has taken on the role of ‘peer’ educator, both to other teachers, the Principal and to
her students. Her classroom is one of few spaces in the school where race and racial
difference (as opposed to the encoded term of diversity) is taken up explicitly. As
previously mentioned, she leads professional development seminars with the other
teachers of color. One seminar in particular focuses on the experiences of “teaching
while black.” During a previous seminar, she and her co-facilitators distributed a tshirt to each of their peers to accompany their discussions. One of them now lives on
the back wall near the door in her classroom (see Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4: “Eracism,” in Mrs. Avis’ room, by: Author.

Mrs. Avis’ efforts to take up racial difference (and concurrent material
inequalities) explicitly is a conscious decision on her part to counter the school’s
sometimes homogenizing visual and verbal discourse. It serves as a semiotic
reminder to her students that race, and racial difference matter. In Mrs. Avis’
classroom, race and racial difference is not a present absence, it is present. Taking up
race, gender and sexuality verbally in her Health class and visually in her classroom,
Mrs. Avis provides an alternative means of exploring identity and difference that
does not suggest that the same type of change is necessary or even desirable. Instead,
students are asked to investigate their beliefs and perceptions of difference and
respect multiple ways of living and learning in the world.
Difference, Diversity and a Present Absence
While there is intentionality and reflexivity in the way particular adults at
Einstein who shape the overall school culture can disrupt the traditional ways that
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students engage with race, gender, and classed-based inequalities, both the visual and
verbal discourse re-produce forms of inequalities that often privilege one
performance of self over another. Despite the school culture’s attentiveness to
producing school spaces that are safe and emotionally engaging, these overt curricula
are caveated by subliminal curricula that attempt to re-program working-class young
Black women’s geo-cultural ontologies. This is an important cost of resilience
(pulling again from Evans-Winters (2011)) for young working-class Black women at
Einstein.
This hidden curriculum has implications for our considerations regarding
style, comportment, and dress in the urban school context that will be explored
further in the next chapter. How do we make sense of this hidden curriculum while
also honoring the girl’s more normative views about Einstein? What I want to
suggest is that, in keeping with the school’s own emphasis on design thinking, school
adults at Einstein and elsewhere might think more carefully about these aspects of
the formal and informal education process for working-class young Black women
and for what these processes teach all students about race, gender, or class.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS: ON YOUNG BLACK WOMEN,
PLACE, AND VISUAL CULTURE

This dissertation addressed the following three intersecting problems regarding
the simultaneous transparency and invisibility of knowledge: the underexplored role
of the visual in the research literature about the 21st century urban school context,
how the increased role of the visual in postmodernity shapes young Black women’s
relationship with education within the urban schools, and the relationship between
visual learning inside and visual learning outside of school for these young Black
women.
The major questions guiding this study asked:
1. What is the relationship between young Black women and their school’s visual
culture?
2. What subconscious and conscious lessons does visual school culture teach?
3. How do school adults shape visual culture?
4. What is the relationship between visual learning inside and visual learning
outside of school?
a. Does this relationship impact young Black women’s relationship with
education overall? If so, how?
A Brief Summary
Feeling safe and comfortable with who they were, seeing themselves as
different, and as a result of being emotionally ready to self-define and look back, the
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girls help us better understand the importance of visual culture and engaging learning
places in their lives.
In previous chapters, I’ve talked about Einstein’s school culture, and how
young Black women’s’ sense(s) of belonging in it are complicated. In Chapter 5, I
discuss the young Black women’s overall relationship with Einstein’s visual culture.
Standing in sharp contrast with their previous school environments wherein many of
them did not feel safe, wherein many of them did not feel welcome, comfortable, or
free, what they learned from what they saw at Einstein was that there were indeed
places for them. The contrastive shift, over time, produced a greater sense of
engagement, and by extension emotional readiness for learning. This emotional
readiness is important because it was another way of being in an urban school that
was not as mired with emotional distractions.
In Chapter 6 I discuss how there is a hidden visual curriculum at Einstein that
on the one hand, wears being different as a badge of honor, and on the other,
discourages young Black women from performing tough or hard performances of self
in favor of more palatable dispositions that suit the school’s liberal “certain kind of
sensibility.” And although this hidden curriculum is not an overt attack on their
racial, class-based, or gender identities, it is a contradiction to the school’s purported
“certain kind of sensibility” where “being different is not bad but celebrated.”
For Further Exploration (On Visual Learning Outside)
Although youth participants involved in the study took photographs guided by
prompts and discussed them with their peers and myself in focus groups, this
dissertation calls for more research that examines the relationship between the
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school’s visual culture to the visual culture of the surrounding environment. The
participant’s narratives about the “controlling images” (Collins, 2000) in the wider
visual landscape beg us to further explore the relationship between visual learning
inside and visual learning outside of schools.
Visual Learning Outside
Maurecia answered my question regarding what the young women learn from
what they see outside of school by pointing to the principal difference between those
representations and the ones they see at Einstein. She says,
Maurecia: I think it’s different like what you see outside of schools. Like they
have ads and campaigns that represent females and it’s usually not positive.
Like you’ll see pregnant females, or a billboard showing black females and
struggles. It’s not always like that with some females. Some females are trying
to be successful and are working to prove those statistics wrong.
LP: … what statistics?
Maurecia: Like young drop out… like the dropout rate, the pregnancy rate.
Like some females here are working to prove them wrong.
And although I pointedly asked them to respond to what they learn from the
pejorative images they see in their daily lives, Maurecia’s commentary shows how
linked these images are to larger narratives about Black women and girls (“it’s not
always like that…”). I pressed on, asking the girls to share other things they learned
from what they see in these images. Azelia’s and Shameema’s responses echo some
of the same frustrations undergirding Maurecia’s reactions to seeing images like
those in Figures 7.1-4 (taken by me and shown in our final focus group) above. Their
responses also reveal that they are conscious of the ways in which these images are
inherently racist.
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(from top left): Figure 7.1: “Fight truancy,” Market-Frankford subway; Figure 7.2: “Making asthma
worse,” 50th St. and Baltimore Ave.; Figure 7.3: “Pregnancy Prevention,” 52 bus; Figure 7.4:
“Pregnant? Let’s talk,” Broad Street Subway; by: Author.
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And although I pointedly asked them to respond to what they learn from the
pejorative images they see in their daily lives, Maurecia’s commentary shows how
linked these images are to larger narratives about Black women and girls (“it’s not
always like that…”). I pressed on, asking the girls to share other things they learned
from what they see in these images. Azelia’s and Shameema’s responses echo some
of the same frustrations undergirding Maurecia’s reactions to seeing images like
those in Figures 7.1-4 (taken by me and shown in our final focus group) above. Their
responses also reveal that they are conscious of the ways in which these images are
inherently racist.
Azelia: I recognize all these things… these stereotypes that society brings
forth, and I try to do something different. I just take it into consideration.
LP: When you’re doing what?
Azelia: Anything at all.
Shameema: When I look at things around Philly, it really frustrates me because in
some pictures in there, there’s a woman she’s smoking and her son has asthma. And
another abortion one…. How come all the advertisements have to show black
women? Regular people… or people that are not black, do these things. Other races
do things too. Is it because their black that their on the advertisements? But I can’t
think about it too much because it really just frustrates me to the point where I be
boycotting white people. But I can’t think about it.
[…]
Azelia: And when they say like… they say that racism is dead all the time,
that it’s not still around. But it is.
Figures 7.1-4 are representative samples of advertisements and billboards
targeted directly to Black females for their consumption. They were taken on the bus,
on the subway, or on the street in a highly visible location off of a major
thoroughfare. The young Black women in this study, and the public more generally,
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are regularly exposed to these images by virtue of their prime locations on popular
modes of transportation and or the street corner. Furthermore, their repetition across
these locations naturalizes/normalizes the narratives in them. In these texts, the
black female body is used as a political tactic exploited to serve larger political and
social agendas and in consequence contributes to the pejorative discourse around
how black females are represented. Even in cases where youth are encouraged to
talk, “no pressure” (Figure 7.4), using the black and brown body signals that they are
both the subject and the object of the message. In discourse with other images in the
landscape, the use of the black female body signals that they are both in need of help
and somehow also a threat to others (as evidenced by the smoking mother who
makes her son’s asthma worse in Figure 7.2). This is the paradox of the young Black
female’s “visible contrariness” at work (Cox, 2007).
And as both Azelia and Shameema articulate, the repeated use the black
female (or brown female) body in these visual narratives covertly pathologizes risky
sexual behavior, truancy, and moral wantonness onto their bodies with each reiteration of these tropes in various places across the landscape. They stand as
powerful examples of images that, as de Lauretis asserts, “do violence.” They incite
racial tension (“…it really just frustrates me to the point where I be boycotting white
people”), and as Rachel said in my focus group with Mrs. Avis’ and Señor Juan’s
seniors, embarrassment and anger. After I posed the same concluding question (what
do you learn from what you see outside of school) to the senior focus group, Rachel
sort of unwittingly added to our conversation about the same stereotypes:
Rachel: …and in some cases I’m embarrassed. I mean…when people look at
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you, they’re have been situations where I’ll be in a program and people expect
me to like, talk a certain way or not know something. I’m like, no no, I
have…I know this, I have education, it’s okay. Let me answer this question.
It’s kinda irking. (emphasis original)
LP: You mean…who are those people? They look at you that way ‘cuz…’cuz
why?
Rachel: Because I’m Black.
She goes on to add that these embarrassing and irking responses to her have already
manifested themselves in her future college environment. She says,
Like, I’m going to a mostly White school…Elizabethtown College. Yeah,
[jokingly] going to Lancaster. And I’m going into a field that Black people
aren’t’ in: occupational therapy. […] It was accepted students day, and all the
occupational therapy majors were in one room. It was all girls, and I was the
only Black one in like two rooms. I was like… “hey everybody!” You’ll
remember me because I’m Black, and I’m from Philadelphia. (emphases
original)
Rachel’s sentiments here are painful and yet not surprising. They speak to her
experiences butting up against people’s expectations about who she is on account of
her being Black, and although not fully explored above, from the city. They speak to
the ways ideas about her education (or lack thereof), comportment, and behavior
shape her feelings and being in the world. She is expected to talk a certain way (read:
hood); she is expected to be without a certain level of education (read: one that has
prepared her for full participation). Her visible contrariness, accompanied by the
simultaneous expectations and lack thereof follow her pretty much wherever she
goes. And although Rachel and the other girls (in both focus groups) recognized that
there are some truths to the stereotypes, they also recognize what Chimamanda
Adichie (2009) so eloquently described as the “danger of the single story.” Adichie
says, “The problem with stereotypes is not that they are untrue, it’s that they are
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incomplete. They make one story the only story” (emphasis original).
But beyond an acknowledgement of the danger of the single story, Azelia’s
response specifically hints at what the images call her to do. She says, “…I try to do
something different. I just take it into consideration.” Later on in the focus group she
says more:
For me it goes back to the posters that have these representations. For me, I
guess since I’m a minority, I look at those and think I will never become what
they think I will become. I will become something different. I will be
successful. I wonder why there’s always a minority on those. It builds my
confidence; it pushes me to prove these people wrong.
Azelia’s comment – “I’ll not become what you think. I’ll become something
different” – speaks to her act of self-defining. In Black Feminist Thought (2000), Patricia
Hill Collins situates self-defining as a critical act in the process of resisting racism and
oppression. She argues:
The insistence on Black women’s self-definitions reframes the entire dialogue
from one of protesting the technical accuracy of an image…to one stressing
the power dynamics underlying the very process of definition itself. By
insisting on self-definition, Black women question not only what has been
said about African-American women but the credibility and the intentions of
those possessing the power to define. When Black women define ourselves,
we clearly reject the assumptions those in positions granting them the
authority to interpret our reality are entitled to do so. Regardless of the actual
content of Black women’s self-definitions, the act of insisting on Black female
self-definition validates Black women’s power as human subjects (114).
Azelia’s move to self-define, to be something different, was a subtle, but powerful act.
And while I acknowledge that Azelia’s comments may not be a fully conscious and
developed act of resistance, the move to self-define was significant in that it was
indicative of her resistance to the expectations imbedded within the images. She says,
“I look at those and I think I will never become what they think.” She is, as Collins
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posits, stressing the power dynamics underlying the definition itself. She is re-framing
the dialogue on who she is and how she sees herself. Her retort is also linked to the
cultivation of her oppositional gaze. hooks (1992) theorizes that the oppositional
gaze is a historical bi-product of slavery. Punished if they looked into the eyes of
their masters, slaves often took opportunities to look back when their owners were
otherwise occupied or unaware. hooks observes that black spectators in the West
have thusly had in them the rebellious desire to look. She writes,
…all attempts to repress our/black peoples’ right to gaze has produced in us
an overwhelming longing to look, a rebellious desire, an oppositional gaze.
By courageously looking, we defiantly declared: “Not only will I stare, I want
my look to change reality.”
And Azelia’s look does produce in her a desire to change reality. Not only does her
look move her to reject societal assumptions and expectations, it moves her to
change society’s language around who she is and what she will do.
Raven too is so moved. She adds,
They expect us to always have fake hair, or always loud. And I’ve learned
that I’m not like that. I’m not a high school dropout, I don’t plan on being
pregnant at a young age. And when I see that it shows that I’m not a statistic
at all. I’m ok with who I am. And when I see those advertisements, I’m trying
to prove them wrong and that’s what I plan on doing.
Raven enacts a similar act of self-defining: “I’m not like that. I’m not a high school
dropout, I don’t plan on being pregnant at a young age.” Both Raven and Azelia’s
responses are indicative of a strong desire to change how they are seen. Made
through their oppositional gazes and self-definitions, both intimate that they are
motivated to do something.
And as Raven states, one particular stereotype she is interested in proving
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wrong is the young Black female dropout. She re-iterates, “I’m ok with who I am.”
And as she previously asserted, she learned to be comfortable with who she was, at
least in some part, as a result of feeling comfortable and safe in a place like Einstein.
She, like Azelia, Maurecia, and Rachel, all linked “proving them wrong,” to an
increased desire and motivation to do in school. They link what they learn from
what they see outside of school to an increased desire to learn inside of school.
As urban life has become more and more visual due to the influx of images for
consumption and commodification (Harvey, 1989) and the proliferation of digital
visual texts via mobile computing technology, modern visual technologies have
come to occupy a central place in the lives of youth. Efland (2004) argues—
These newer technologies have greatly extended the power and influence of
commercial forms of cultural communications, and there is a growing
recognition that in the lives of today’s youth they play the principal role in
shaping knowledge and beliefs once occupied by religion, the school, the
community, and the family. This is why the study of visual culture is
educationally important. (p. 235)
As an important social and cultural location, investigating the visual culture of and
in schools is a vital and relevant topic for understanding a critical piece of the
consumption practices of youth in urban America today.
For Further Exploration (Under-Explored Emergent Concept)
The girls also noted that their relationships with teachers, staff, and Principal
Roth were reinforced by the school’s visual culture. Indeed, ideas ground themselves
on the landscape. Notably, they asserted that the most important aspect of Einstein’s
visual culture was in fact the teacher-student relationships (see Appendix A for
signifying data). The girls remarked that their teachers’ and Principal’s availability–
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both emotional and physical – made them feel comfortable with and proud of
themselves. The girls remarked that their teachers often went out of their way to
show them that they were important and capable. This made them feel comfortable,
safe, and proud, showing up to extra-curricular events or just “being there” for them
when they needed emotional support. These aspects of the girl’s educational
experiences are also linked to their emotional experiences. They are both visible and
invisible, but always felt.
Mawhinney’s (2008) study helps us understand that a large part of what the
girls experienced was the product of school adults’ emotional labour. Using
Hochshild’s (1983) study, Mawhinney points to the ways that key informal spaces in
schools facilitate recovery from social isolation for teachers who are constantly
involved in emotional laboring practices. And although there are significant spatial
differences between the two studies (especially that there are no adults only spaces in
Einstein where faculty/staff can “get away”), her attention to “space and affect”
suggests that there are perhaps linkages between the concepts of emotional labour
and emotional readiness that require further exploration. Some questions in this regard
ask how and if the emotional labour of teachers (particularly urban school teachers)
and other school adults interacts with/impacts a student’s sense of emotional readiness,
and (how) school adults’ emotional laboring activities play into the cultivation of a
students’ sense of place and by extension emotional readiness to learn. What is of
central importance is the way(s) both emotional labour and emotional readiness are
visually disseminated and or consumed, and how these affective practices impact the
school environment.
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Implications (Or, “So What?”)
The findings of this study suggest that much more attention needs to be paid
to visual school culture in general, particularly whether this contributes to emotional
readiness in the context of research on young Black women in urban schools.
(Re)Considering Dress, Style, and Comportment
As Evans-Winters (2011) pointed out, the mental-health and well-being of
young Black girls who are resilient is important because it tells us more about the
psychological, social, and personal costs of success. I have outlined some of the
costs of success, namely that identity politics and expression of self in a
liberal/different school are often complicated, perhaps sacrificed. What we learn
here is that visual elements of school culture like bodily comportment and dress are
intricately linked to the production and expression of material, racial, and geocultural identities. And although Einstein did not have an official dress code, norms
around presentation of self through style, dress, and physical demeanor actually did
the work of codifying students along racial, class, and gender lines. However, this
aspect of the school’s visual culture also contributed to some of the young Black
women’s sense of pride and comfort in themselves and their school. They relished in
the fact that they could “try on” different presentations of self in an environment
where they saw many other students (who phenotypically looked like them) doing
the same. Their ability to do so contributed to an increased sense of comfort and
safety in school.
Many scholars have talked about the way(s) that dress codes often alleviate
the burden of fitting in, especially for working class and students of color who do not
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have the material means to buy the latest trends that their middle and upper class
peers have access to (Horvat & Antonio, 1999; Morris, 2005; Skelton & Valentine,
1998). Other scholars have talked about the fact that dress codes reduce the
responsibility on faculty/staff to constantly police students for violating rules about
dress (skirt/short length for girls, pant length for boys, color (where a particular color
identifies one as a member of a gang or crew) for both boys and girls) (Irby, 2009;
Miller, 2002; Bettie, 2000). Dress codes are discussed as solutions to school social
problems (insomuch as they reduce stress for faculty/staff and pressure among peers)
and as contributors to school problems (insomuch that they create more rules to be
broken and harsher penalties to be doled out as a result).
What I want to suggest is that as visual markers of social, cultural,
geographic, and economic status, style, comportment, and dress play important roles
in creating a visual school culture. Because of this, intentionality matters. Educators
must attend to the ways that disciplinary procedures like dress, comportment, and
style impact their students across racial, gender, and class lines. Important questions
to ask here include: how does a school’s position on dress and style foster a student’s
sense of self, belonging, and place? What do explicit/implicit rules regarding
physical demeanor teach students? How can formal dress codes and informal rules
regarding style and comportment help foster a deeper connection with a school’s
culture for the most economically vulnerable student populations? Asking these
questions can open up spaces in schools where adults and youth can have more
honest conversations about what it means to be and look smart and successful, and
(for example) Black, working-class, and female.
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(Re)Considering Safety
Although an extensive analysis of school safety policies and procedures was
out of the purview of this study, others (like Irby, 2009) have already pointed to a
need to change how we approach thinking about safety in the context of urban
schools and regarding youth of color. Visual culture plays an important role in the
school safety equation. The concept of emotional readiness beckons us to re-frame
our conversation around what it means to feel safe from one connected to violence to
one connected to place and belonging.
What would it mean for urban schools more generally to adopt a stance that
approached safety in this way? How would a system-wide change in, say, the
entrance experience change a student’s relationship with schooling; where instead of
being greeted by body scans that communicate a lack of trust, students are greeted by
signage that communicates community and belonging? For the young Black women
in this study, this change meant feeling more safe, and by extension more emotionally
ready. Feeling comfortable, and free, and welcomed, and trusted all contributed to
their heightened sense(s) of safety. This conceptualization of safety is in sharp
contrast to the often-narrowly defined notion of safety presented in public and
academic discourse.
Using Einstein as a model, however, I believe other urban schools can in fact
change their approach to safety by changing their approach to school environment.
One of the principal ways this can be accomplished is by re-considering the use of
prison technologies. Einstein is one of the only public high schools in the School
District of Philadelphia that does not use metal detectors (Personal Communication,
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January 19, 2011). For many of the girls, the absence of the metal detector actually
contributed to a greater sense of safety, which begs the question: what do metal
detectors actually do in the context of the school entrance experience? Even more
importantly, though, what do metal detectors symbolically communicate? (How) do
they reduce or intensify conflict?
The simultaneous absence of metal detectors and increased level(s) of safety
felt by the girls at Einstein calls us to re-consider safety as achieved through this
prison technology. We are left with a simple but important question: do we need
them? In their stead, could we arm schools with other visual technologies, like
positively socializing material culture, nooks and crannies carved out for student use,
and or amenable classroom layouts that call for student and teacher involvement?
And taken further, what could this re-armament do for not just school safety, but
also engagement and belonging?
What this study suggests is that paying special attention to the environments
in which we expect students to learn is paramount to their feelings toward education
more generally. The racial, socio-economic, cultural, and geographic tensions at
work across the urban landscape often bleed over into school buildings. Insomuch
that educational spaces and places can serve as buffers for conflicts at work
elsewhere, schools can better engage youth who are exhausted by the battles they
fight in their daily lives. With cadres of students emotionally ready (and safe) rather
than emotionally distracted, we might be better equipped to deal with other
educational and social problems that face urban school communities today.
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APPENDIX A: UNDER-EXPLORED EMERGENT CONCEPT:
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN STUDENTS, TEACHERS AND THEIR
EMOTIONAL/SPATIAL EFFECTS

In my last focus group with the primary student participants, in response to
the question “what is the single-most important thing you see at Einstein?,” the girls
responded thus:
Raven: The student and teacher relationships. Like…it’s so chill here. You’ll
go to class… and like … for one, the seating arrangements. That’s one. You
don’t have to sit at a separate desk. We’re all at a comfortable table with
chairs, and the teachers will always, you can always have conversations with
them. It’s not always “sit down, I’m on the board.” And even our principal.
We can go in [Roth’s] office for whatever. Even just to say hi or talk with him
for a little bit, or have a conversation. Or if we need to talk to him about
something serious. Either way it’s, like, a really close relationship. You
build…like last year when people used to say that I was just like, “I don’t
believe you. Like, they’re teachers. What do they want to have a conversation
with me for? Like, they’re here to teach.” But as time went on I realized that
they’re not only like, they’re adults but we can see them as friends. Like,
they’re not always gonna be strict. And it just makes you feel really
comfortable being here.
Shameema: That’s what I was going to say. Like during the day or whatever,
like [Roth] will come into your classroom and like... I remember one time I
was supposed to be doing these quiz corrections for Geometry, and it was
frustrating me because I really didn’t understand why I got the problem
wrong and I couldn’t like fix it and I was like, “well how am I supposed to fix
it?” So then like [Roth] came in and like, showed me how to fix it. And I was
like, “oh well, like if your school’s is comfortable enough to have your
principal help you with your work instead of like, just your teachers or like
people that’s in the classroom, then I guess that’s, that’s like…that’s a step up
from other schools where the principal just sits in the office and suspends
people all day.
[laughter]
Shameema: Cuz it’s not like that here.
LP: So that like, plays out in what you see just by his presence in multiple
places and by the interactions between teachers and students…?
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Shameema: [interrupting]…and because he’s always floating like it just make
it seem like, like these people care about you to see what they doin’, like he…
Raven: [interrupting]…yo and not stuck in the office all day like a lotta other
principals.
Shameema: …right.
Daria: And like a lot of times, if, like if you have a concert or show or
anything, uhm like Mr. [Roth] or even Mr. [Patberg] like he’ll…
Shameema: [interrupting]…they’ll be there.
Daria: Yeah, like they’ll be really excited, and they’ll be like, “Oh! I can like, I
can help you out if you need help or whatever. I can invite extra people or,
my friends or whatever and they can come see you too.” And I’ll be like…
Raven: [interrupting]…they make us feel comfortable. They make us…they
also make us feel…proud…of ourselves. Like, a lot of times, like if
we’re…like if I have a problem with something or I did something that I
shouldn’tve been doing but I’m improving it, they’ll like be like, “as you
should. I’m proud of you.” And when we do something good they’re always
there when you need them…it’s just…they’re like…they support us. And
because of that, it helps wanna try like, do more, cuz you know they’ll always
be there. And even if we like graduate, like [Roth] still talks to them. It’s
just… an on-going bond and friendship that you always have, like you’re still
in the school.
Azelia: Yea, like I think that’s what made [Einstein] stand out. And the fact
that like some students they’ll leave like for a year or two, and they come back
and interact with the kids that are there. So they come back very often and the
teachers are really comfortable. Like you can go to your advisor and talk to
them about anything. Or you just sit there and talk about stuff outside of
school. So I guess the student-teacher relationship is what makes [Einstein]
stand out.
LP: And how do you…how do you see that?
Azelia: For me, like… at my old school, I didn’t see my principal a lot.
Maybe in the mornings you’d see him come in, and you’d see him go into the
office or the only time you’d see him is when there’s visitors are here, at the
school. And he’d be walking around with the visitors. That’s all. You don’t
see him in the classroom, or unless something happened and he would have
to come up. And then like you’re not, at one of my other schools I would not,
I don’t feel comfortable just going up to my principal and just start a random
conversation. So you see that often. Mr. [Roth] will stop in the hallway and
he’s happy, and he’s like, he says hello and you’re there talking to em…or
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you see a teacher and you stop em in the hallway and talk about…I don’t
know…anything. So you see that, even if it’s not with you, it’s with
somebody else.
The girls expressed very strong reactions to their student-teacher relationships.
It was also clear that attention to the space also played into their relationships in this
regard (“…it’s chill here…the seating arrangements…we’re comfortable,” “we can
go into [Roth’s] office.”) For the girls, there was also something about the way that
teachers, faculty, and staff (most especially the principal) support students in their
lives.
At the root of this, I think, is an awareness with how open the school is – both
physically and emotionally. Bodily presence (in classrooms, after or out of school
activities) matters to them. Emotional attention also matters. The fact that school
adults opened up random conversations with their students in the hallways or in their
advisory sessions in classrooms signaled (to the girls) that school adults were open to
engaging with students on a personal level as well. As Shameema astutely notes,
being in a school where you feel like people actually care about you makes you feel
comfortable and engaged in that space.
In other words, the physical and emotional presence of school adults also
plays a pivotal role in these young Black women’s engagement with
school/schooling. This is highlighted by the girls through the contrastive shift from
how they had previously interacted with teachers, faculty, and staff. They highlight
that their teachers’ displays of caring make a huge difference in their experience at
school, and that the teacher-student relationship is a principal element of the school’s visual
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culture. The interactions between students and teachers produced a different type of
visual field (compared to their previous schools).
This begs the question: how does attention to space, emotional support, and
bodily presence play into visual school culture?
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APPENDIX B: STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
Student Interview Protocol 1
Date:
Time:
Purpose: The purpose of student interview 1 is to get detailed background information about
students and to ascertain more about their general involvement and engagement in Science
Leadership Academy.
Interview Location:
Personal Background
I’d like to start with some background information about you.
1.
Will you tell me a little bit about yourself?
2.
Will you tell me about your family?
3.
Do you live in the school neighborhood? (probe: what’s the neighborhood
like, how long has your family lived there?)
4.
What are your future goals, aspirations? Have you begun to prepare for this?
Einstein
Now I’d like to talk about your experience here at Einstein.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Will you tell me a little bit about your experience in school?
How do you feel at school?
How do you feel about school in general?
Do you think your school is helping you on the way to achieving your goals?
a.
If so, how?
b.
If not, why? In what ways do you think you are underprepared?
5.
How does Einstein differ from other school environments you’ve
experienced?
a.
What kind of school did you attend before Einstein?
b.
Can you describe it for me?
6.
Do you feel safe at Einstein?
a.
Can you speculate why, or why not?
7.
What do you like most about Einstein?
8.
What do you like least about Einstein?
9.
How would you change Einstein?
Great. This was very helpful. Thank you so much for your time. I look forward to talking
with you again.
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Student Interview Protocol 2
Date:
Time:
Purpose: The purpose of student interview 2 is to get more detailed and nuanced
information about students’ visual learning, and the spaces and places inside of the research
site that influences that learning. It will primarily address the material culture, built
environment and digital culture of Science Leadership Academy’s classrooms and
recreational spaces.
Interview Location:
School’s Visual Culture
I’m going to task you a few questions about the way Einstein is designed—its architecture,
the decorations, posters, the way the space is laid out—some scholars refer to that as visual
culture, and its really important to the research that I’m doing here at the school.
1.

Can you describe in general the visual culture of Einstein?
a.
What does your school look like? Can you describe it for me?
b.
What does the building look like to you? Does anything strike you
about the school?
2.
What are your favorite places inside Einstein? Why?
3.
What are your least favorite places inside Einstein? Why?
4.
In what condition is the building, in your opinion?
a.
Does the condition of the building impact you, how you behave or
feel in the school?
5.
What do you think is the single most important aspect of what you see at
Einstein? (probe: what do you look at most often or most intently)
Classrooms
Although this study is mostly concerned with how you learn outside of classroom spaces, it is
important to know how visual culture works inside of the formal learning context. So we’re
going to spend a few minutes talking about your classroom’s visual culture.
1.
How do you feel in your classrooms here at Einstein?
2.
Why do you think you feel this way in them?
3.
Does the way the classroom is set up (furniture layout/arrangement, paint,
windows, etc.) or decorated (posters, plants, etc.) impact the way you learn in a given
class?
a.
Can you give me some examples of how it does?
b.
Can you give me some examples of how it doesn’t?
4.
Does the size of your classrooms impact the way you learn in them?
5.
(If applicable) How does having multiple subjects in the same classroom
impact how you learn for each subject?
6.
Do you think your classrooms in general are comfortable?
7.
Is there anything about your classrooms that is uncomfortable?
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8.

Does the way the classrooms are decorated help you learn? Why or why not?

Recreational Spaces
Now I’m going to talk to you a little bit about the spaces inside of the school that you hang
out in—let’s call those recreational spaces. Recreational spaces are those spaces inside of
school that are not necessarily for teaching (ex. classrooms), but have important functions for
you nonetheless.
1.

2.

Can you tell me some of the recreational spaces in Einstein that you frequent?
a.
Why do you go here often?
b.
What type of activities do you engage in in these spaces?
c.
How do you feel when you are in these spaces?
i.
Why do you suppose you feel this way?
ii.
Is there something in particular about this space that you
think makes you feel this way?
d.
Do any of these spaces help you learn – whether formally or
informally?
i.
Why do you think this is the case?
ii.
How do you suppose this learning happen?
Can you describe these spaces?
a.
What do they look like?
b.
What is visible? What do you see in these spaces?
c.
What is invisible? What don’t you see, or pay attention to, in these
spaces?
d.
What happens in these spaces?
i.
What are the normal activities that go on here?
ii.
Are these positive or negative (or both) activities?

Photo Elicitation
I’m going to show the pictures that you’ve taken. I want to you to chose which ones are the
most important to you and elaborate on why you took them.
That’s it. Thanks so much for your time. Talk to you soon.
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APPENDIX C: TEACHER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Date:
Time:
Purpose: The purpose of the teacher interview is to ascertain detailed information on how
they shape their classroom’s (and perhaps overall school) visual culture. Information
regarding the function and form of classroom visual culture should be gleaned.
Interview Location:
Personal Background
I’d like to start with some background information about you.
1. Will you tell me a little bit about yourself?
2. Are you originally from Philadelphia? (probe: type of schools attended, level of
education)
3. Do you live in the school neighborhood?
4. How long have you been teaching?
5. Have you taught at other schools other than Einstein? In other schools in
Philadelphia? In another city?
a. If so, how did you come to teach at Einstein?
Einstein
1. How long have you been teaching here at Einstein?
2. How would you describe Einstein to someone who knew nothing about it?
3. What are you perceptions about Einstein?
4. How would you describe the Einstein community?
a. The students?
b. The teachers/staff?
c. Principal?
d. The parents?
5. What do you like most about Einstein?
6. What do you like least about Einstein?
7. How would you change Einstein?
Classroom Practice
Now let’s talk a bit about your classroom practices. My research is particularly interested in
the way school space and place impacts student’s relationship with school overall.
1. How would you say the way you’ve set up your classroom space contributes to your
students’ learning?
a. Are there particular instructional functions to the room’s layout? How did
you make those decisions? Why did you make those decisions?
b. Does the subject you teach shape how you’ve set up your classroom? If so,
how?
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i. Does this shape the way students interact with/in the classroom? If
so, how?
2. Does the way you’ve set up the classroom serve any larger school mission or goal?
a. If so, which one(s), and how does it do this?
3. Are there any other physical attributes of the classroom that you believe contribute to
students’ interactions with/in it?
Visual culture—photo elicitation
As you know, I’ve been taking some pictures of your classroom (and around the school), per
your consent. I’ve pulled a few intriguing photos to discuss with you here that I believe
selectively represent your classroom’s visual culture. I would like to get your feedback on
these images, and to a greater extent how and if they represent what I’m calling your visual
culture approach. Please feel free to disagree/complicate/challenge my interpretations.
[photo]

1. What are your immediate reactions to this photo?

a. Will you describe it for me?
b. Will you identify its location in the classroom? If it’s no longer there, can you
identify where it was?
i. Why was it there? (prompt: why did you place it where you did?)
2. (If applicable) (Why) did you select this text for display?
a. What does it say to you? (prompt: about the student, about the class
material?)
b. What do you believe it says to students?
3. How, if in any way(s), does it represent your approach to selecting visual materials?
4. How, if in any way(s), does it represent your approach to displaying visual materials?
[repeat per photo—judge amount of photos based on time]
Concluding Questions

1. Is there a time of the year that you select visual materials?
2. Is there a time of the year that you display visual materials?
3. Will you reflect for a moment on the possible implications of your visual culture
approach to students/student learning?

Great. Thank you so much for your time and thoughtful insights. Talk with you soon.
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APPENDIX D: PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Date:
Time:
Purpose:
The purpose of the interview with Principal Lehmann is to understand the role that he plays
in constructing and maintaining Einstein’s visual culture.
Interview Location:
Personal Background
I’d like to start with some background information about you.
1. Will you tell me a little bit about yourself?
2. Are you originally from Philadelphia? (probe: type of schools attended, level of
education)
3. Do you live in the school neighborhood?
4. How long have you been an educator (teaching, administration, etc.)?
5. Other than the Beacon School in NYC (learned via Design Share article), have you
taught at other schools other than Einstein? In other schools in Philadelphia? In
another city?
6. How did you come to found Einstein?
Visual Culture and Principal’s role
Now I would like to ask you larger questions about Einstein’s visual culture; ones that I hope
you haven’t already answered in the DesignShare case study that you wrote around
Einstein’s opening back in 2006. I mention that article again because I draw some of my
questions from there and apply it to the interests of my study.
1. What role do you play in shaping the visual culture of Einstein?
2. If you had to describe the visual culture of Einstein to someone who was unfamiliar
with the school, how would you do so?
The DesignShare case study also talks about important decisions that you made during the
renovation process. You referred to them as “brick-and-mortar” decisions. I want to ask you
a few questions, around 5 years later, that ask you to reflect on those decisions and their
implications for Einstein’s present visual culture.
1. What are some of the pedagogical functions of Einstein’s visual culture? (prompt:
how are they intended to help students learn?)
a. Have you observed that these functions are different for boys or for girls?
Would you please explain?
b. Have you observed that these functions are different for different racial or
ethnic groups? Would you please explain?
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2. What is the relationship between Einstein’s visual culture and its overall
(school/organizational) culture?
3. Do you believe your previous teaching/educational experiences have shaped design
decisions for Einstein? If so, how? Why?
a. Will you reflect for a moment on the role that race or gender (or other
demographic/identity markers) played in these decisions?
Thank you so much. This was very informative.
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APPENDIX E: FACULTY/STAFF INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Date:
Time:
Purpose: The purpose of the interview with additional faculty/staff is to ascertain contextual
information about the role he or she plays in shaping, controlling and or regulating nonclassroom space(s).
Interview Location:
Personal Background
I’d like to start with some background information about you.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Will you tell me a little bit about yourself?
Are you originally from Philadelphia? (probe: type of schools attended, level
of education)
Do you live in the school neighborhood?
How long have you been a [position]?
Have you worked at other schools other than Einstein? In other schools in
Philadelphia? In another city?
a. If so, how did you come to work at Einstein?

Einstein
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

How long have you been working here at Einstein?
How would you describe Einstein to someone who knew nothing about it?
What are your perceptions about Einstein?
How would you describe the Einstein community?
a. The students?
b. The teachers/staff?
c. Principal?
d. The parents?
What do you like most about Einstein?
What do you like least about Einstein?
How would you change Einstein?

Role of the [position]
Now I’d like to talk a little bit about your role as a/the [position] here and the degree to
which you shape important school spaces.

1.
2.

How do you understand your primary role(s) as a/the [position]?
a.
Who gave you these roles?
What are your unofficial roles?
a.
Who gave you these roles?
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3.

What role, if any, do you play in creating or maintaining the office, or any
additional school space?
a.
How do you make decisions about using, decorating or changing the
space?
b.
What role does the instructional or pedagogical implications of your
decisions impact this process?
4.
How is the office space used?
a.
What are the benefits to using the space in this/these way(s)?
b.
What are the disadvantages to using the space in this/these way(s)?
c.
What happens in here most often?
i.
Why do you think this is the case? (probe: is there something
particular about this space that invites this type of activity?)
Visual culture—photo elicitation [repeat per photo—judge amount of photos based on time]
My research is particularly interested in the way school space and place impacts students’
relationship with school overall. Particularly, I’m interested in what some researchers call
visual culture—this includes architecture, decor, furniture arrangement and layout, etc. You
may or may not have seen me taking some pictures around the school. I’ve pulled a few
photos to discuss with you here that I believe are intriguing and in some way tell a story
about Einstein’s visual culture. I would like to get your feedback on these images. Please feel
free to disagree/complicate/challenge my interpretations.
[photo]
1.
What are your immediate reactions to this photo?
a.
Will you describe it for me?
b.
Will you identify its location in the [ ] ? If it’s no longer there, can
you identify where it was?
i.
Why was it there? (prompt: (why) did you place it there? do
you know who placed it there?)
2.
(If applicable) (Why) did you select this text for display?
a.
What does it say to you? (prompt: about the school, students,
faculty/staff?)
b.
What do you believe it says to students?
3.
(If applicable) How, if in any way(s), does it represent Einstein’s visual
culture?
Great. Thank you so much for your time and thoughtful insights. Talk with you soon.
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APPENDIX F: FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOLS
Initial Focus Group
Date:
Location:
Duration: 45-60 minutes
Materials Needed: Explanatory photos, Signed Focus Group Consent forms
Topic:
Overall questions to answer in focus group (to be determined):
1.
2.
General Proceedings:
A general outline of the initial focus group is detailed below. It will be modified as study
information is gleaned and more specific questions can be formulated.
I.
II.

III.

IV.

Researcher Welcome and Introduction
Introduction to Study
a. Visual Culture
b. Goals
c. Procedures
i. Participatory Photography
1. ‘Ways of Seeing’ (Berger, 1976)
2. ‘Practices of Looking’ (Sturken & Cartwright, 2001)
ii. Guided Journaling/Reflection
1. Sample prompts
Introduction to Purpose of Focus Groups
a. Research Process and Data
i. Collection
1. Their Photographs
2. My Photographs
3. Found Photographs/Documents
ii. Analysis
1. Introduction to Discourse
2. Introduction to Discourse Analysis
Introduction to General Study Procedures
a. Dissemination of SD Cards
b. Dissemination of Journals
i. Bi-Weekly Collection
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Photo Elicitation Focus Group Protocol
Date:
Participant ID no.’s:
Location:
Duration: 45-60 minutes
Materials needed: gathered photos (student and researcher), SD cards, and journals
Topic:
Overall questions to answer in this focus group are:
1.
2.
Focus Group Script and Discussion Guidelines (read by the researcher):
Today, we are here to focus our attention on . . .
This discussion is intended to be informal. Therefore, there’s no need for you to wait to be
called upon for your input once it has been opened to the group. In fact, you are encouraged
to respond directly to the comments that people make during the course of our conversation.
If you don’t understand a question or answer, do not hesitate to let me know. We are here
to listen, raise questions, and make certain that everyone has a chance to share. Please do
make sure that all of your comments and questions are respectable, and that you are posing
questions that are intended to raise awareness or clarify misunderstandings beneficial for
everyone in the group.
If we get stuck or get lost on a topic, I may interrupt you and if you aren’t saying much, I
may call on you directly. If I do this, please don’t feel bad about it; it’s just my way of
making sure we obtain everyone’s perspective and that everyone’s opinion is included.
I do ask that we all keep each other’s identities, participation and remarks private. I hope
you’ll feel free to speak openly and candidly.
As discussed, I will be tape recording the discussion, because I don’t want to miss any of
your comments. No one outside of this room will have access to these tapes and they will be
destroyed after my report is written.
Let’s begin.
I. Photo Elicitation (45 minutes) [all selected photos will be printed or displayed
electronically ahead of time]
a.
Today we are discussing …
b.
Discourse analysis of researcher-generated and student-generated
photos
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i.

In turn, researcher and students will present their selected
photo(s) and narrative
ii.
The group will discuss each of the photos; questions the
group will attempt to answer include:
1.
What is in the photo?
2.
How does it relate to the prompt?
3.
Why did you take this photo?
4.
Does this photo represent anything significant? If so,
what?
5.
What is important about this photo?
6.
What does it teach you about visual culture? What
does it teach you about its hidden curriculum?
7.
What does this picture tell you about gender and or
race? Does it say other things about difference, identity?
8.
What do you learn from reading this photo?
9.
How does it relate to other photos?
II. Additional insights? Thoughts?
III. Next prompt(s):
IV. Next focus group:
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APPENDIX G: EINSTEIN STANDARD RUBRIC

Source: http://www.[…].org/media/7376/download
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